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" Packer's Tar Soap is pure, mild and
antiseptic, and keeps away many of the
skin troubles of childhood."
—,Vea, England .1fedicalJournal.
" An important feature of the hygiene
of the hair and scalp is the proper use
of the shampoo."

AND WISE MOTHERS
KNOW THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY
AND PROPER CARE
OF THE HAIR AND
SKIN AND USE
PACKER'S TAR SOAP.
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THE MYSTERY OF LIFE.'
BY J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.

OR ages men have sought to solve
the mystery of life. Philosophers
have speculated, chemists and naturalists have delved deep into the secrets
of matter, living and inert, but they have
brought back only a report of fathomless depths of mystery, of undiscovered
and incomprehensible forces, too subtle
for the most delicate balance, intangible,
yet mighty in overcoming the forces of
the inanimate world, able to build up
gigantic structures, such as the giants
of the forests and the monarchs of the
animal world, and equally active in the
tearing asunder of mountain peaks which
crumble beneath the action of lichens
and mosses, and are split and pulverized
by the wedge-like action of pines and
other trees.
This wonderful life is active all about
us in infinite variety of form. In bird,
in insect, in fish, in reptile, and in all the
millions of creatures which people earth
and sea, we recognize one common life.
A kindred force springs in every limb
that leaps and moves, throbs in every
beating heart, thrills through every nerve,
and quivers in every brain. A like evident brotherhood or sisterhood of life
exists in the vegetable forms, from the
stately cedars of Lebanon's rugged sides
to the grasses of the plain, and even the
molds and mosses on the ancient wall.
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I From " The Living Temple," by permission of the author.

While science stands mute respecting
the nature and origin of life, investigation has gone far enough to show that
all life is one; that animal life and vegetable life are not merely kindred lives,
but are really one and the same.
The manifestations of life are as varied
as the different forms and individuals of
plant and animal, and parts of animated
things. Every leaf, every blade of grass,
every flower, every bird, even every insect, as well as every beast or every tree,
bears witness to the infinite versatility
and inexhaustible resources of the one
all-pervading, all-creating, all-sustaining
Life.
As we go about plucking flowers and
leaves, trampling upon the grass, perhaps.crushing under our feet a score of
ants, beetles, worms, or other humble
creatures, we seldom stop to think of the
vast extent of the abounding life above
and all about us. Think, for a moment,
of the grass, for example, that commonest of plants, but which is more interesting than it appears to be, for the botanists have sorted out five thousand or
more different species. What a magnificent carpet the green grass spreads over
all the fertile earth in every clime where
an unencumbered soil is found! Every
blade witnesses to a living, active life,
shaping and forming it in the darkness
of the soil, pushing it up to the air and
the light.
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Estimate the amount of energy required to lift the sap in all the trees and
bushes of a. thickly wooded forest. An
eminent botanist is responsible for the
statement that a single corn plant which
is approaching maturity, sweats half as
much as a man, which would represent
evaporation at the rate of one or two
ounces of water an hour. Estimate the
amount of water lifted from the earth
by a square mile of such green plants,—
or a thousand square miles. Every
spring season is a revelation of creative
power, a repetition of the creative work
which first carpeted the earth with green,
clothed it with all the glories of the
rainbow, and stocked the Edenic farm
with marvelous birds and beasts, which,
joining man, sent forth to greet each
rising sun, one grand, melodious, swelling note of praise.
When autumn comes, each tree, each
shrub, each tiny plantlet, brings its store
of garnered energy in ripened seed, or
fruit, or nut,— a little bundle of life
gathered from the earth, deftly wrapped
and sealed, carefully prepared to serve
its purpose in the economy of the world.
Think of the energy represented in all
the acorns and all the wheat, all the
corn, and all the nuts and seeds which
ripen in the sunlight of the late summer
or autumn days. Each grain of corn
planted in the springtime is multiplied to
several hundred grains. The farmer may
carry his seed corn to the field in a bag
upon his shoulder, but horses and wagons
are needed to carry it back in the fall.
Whence comes this enormous and
never ceasing inexhaustible stream of
energy flowing into the world through
the medium of the vegetable kingdom?
This is a question which philosophy has
sought in vain to fathom. But the mystery is not so great as philosophy has
asserted. The real mystery is not in

the fact, but is the outgrowth of false
reasoning, incorrect hypotheses from
false premises, — the attempt to make
facts conform to human theories, instead
of accepting the plain, simple teachings
of nature and the Word of God.
True philosophy recognizes no mystery
in the phenomena of nature. If there are
mysteries, it is only because man has
created them. There is a clear, complete,
satisfactory explanation of the most subtle, the most marvelous phenomena of
nature, namely, an infinite Intelligence
working out its purposes. God is the
explanation of nature,— God, not outside
of nature, but in nature, manifesting
himself through and in all the objects,
movements, and mechanisms of the physical universe.
Says one, " God may be present by his
Spirit, or by his power, but certainly God
himself cannot be present everywhere at
once." Let us inquire, How can power
be separated from the source of power?
Where God's Spirit is at work, where.
God's power is manifested, God himself
is actually and truly present. Said an
objector, " God made the tree, it is true,
just as a shoemaker makes a boot, but
the shoemaker is not in the boot ; God
made the tree, but he is not in the tree.
The shoemaker makes the boot, but he
is not in the boot simply because he
makes it, neither is God in the tree because he makes the tree." The objector
evidently overlooked the fact that the
process of tree-making in the living tree
is never complete so long as the tree is
alive. As the tree grows, it does not
create itself ; the creative power is constantly going forward. The tree puts
forth leaves from within,— does the tree
create them? Acorns are put forth from
within the tree, each of them a little tree,
which when planted, may grow into an
oak as large as the parent tree. Does
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the tree create the acorn ? Can a tree
make trees? If so, then every plant,
every shrub, every insect, is a creator —
and man is a creator.
Suppose now we have a boot before
us,— not an ordinary boot, but a living
boot, and as we look at it we see little
boots crowding out at the seams, pushing out at the toes, dropping off at the
heels, and leaping out at the top — scores,
hundreds, thousands of boots — a swarm
of boots continually issuing from our living boot,— should we not be compelled
to say, " There is a shoemaker in the
boot " ? So there is a treemaker in the
tree, a flowermaker in the flowers,— a
divine Architect who understands every
law of proportion, an infinite Artist who
possesses a limitless power of expression in color and form ; there is, in all
the world about us, an infinite, divine,
intelligent, though invisible, Presence.
" But," says another, " this thought destroys the personality of God. Do you
not believe in a personal, definite God ? "
— Most certainly. A divine personality
is essential to religion. Worship requires
some one to love, obey, and trust. A
personal conception of God is the very
center of the Christian religion. The
conception of God as the All-energy, the
infinite Power, the all-pervading Presence, is too vast for the human mind to
grasp ; there must be something more
tangible, more restricted, upon which to
center the mind in worship. It is for
this reason that Christ came to us in the
image of God, the second Adam, to show
us by his life of love and self-sacrifice
the character and the personality of God,
and hence it is that we are able to approach God only through Christ.
The apostle says, " We all, with open
face, beholding as in a glass the glory of
the Lord, are changed into the same image, even as by the Spirit of the Lord."
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2 Cor. 3: i8. How apt and beautiful
is this figure ! By holding up a glass a
few inches square we may see in it a
varied landscape, — mountains, valleys,
streams, lakes, forests, rocks, sky, and
clouds, covering miles and miles of space,
and we may even see the reflection of a
star infinitely far away ; with a slight
change of position the glass gives us a new
picture ; every change brings a new view.
So, in beholding Christ in his miracles,
his temptations, his exhortations, his life
of self-abnegation, his going about doing
good, we may behold the personality and
the power of God.
From the earliest ages the thought has
existed in the human mind, that man is
not a product of the earth, as some modern
philosophers would have us believe, but
that men are the sons of God. The early
traditions of the Greeks and the Romans,
as well as of other nations, have also
recognized the fact that man is the offspring of creative power, that he is the
son of God, and bound by a kinship to
his Progenitor,— made in the image of
God. The image has become debased
by sin, disease, and degeneracy ; yet, even
in its worst estate, it still represents something of those divine attributes which
lift the human race so immeasurably
above the highest representatives of the
animal kingdom.
King William I of Germany once visited a German country school, and while
addressing the children, held up a stone,
and asked the question, " To what kingdom does this belong? " " To the mineral kingdom, sir," a bright boy at once
responded. Holding up a flower, the
king asked, "And to what kingdom does
this belong? " " To the vegetable kingdom, sir," replied another pupil. Then,
pointing to himself, the king inquired,
"And to what kingdom do I belong? "
There was silence. The loyal lads held
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their noble king in too great respect to
classify him with horses, cows, dogs, and
other beasts, and for a moment there was
no response. Then a thoughtful boy
arose, and with a grave and reverent
air replied," To God's kingdom, sir." The
boy was right; the scientists are wrong.
Man cannot be classed with lions, tigers, apes, kangaroos, jackals, and other
" beasts of the field." He is a creation
by himself, a son of God, and born a king.
It is a glorious thing for him to know
this. Said Paul, " God is not far from
every one of us." Said Moses, " He is thy
life;" and David says, "He is the strength
of my life." Let us accept this as a literal, physiological fact, as a scientific truth
attested by facts which cannot be gainsaid, as well as by the Word of God.
Scientific men have ceased the attempt

to prove man to be a mere product of
physical forces, but recognize in his existence and in every function of his body,
the presence of an infinite Intelligence,
working, controlling, creating, for man's
good.
Job asked the question, " What is
man ? " The atheist answers, "A body."
Certain religious thinkers have answered, "A body possessed of a soul."
A large number of theologians would
answer, " A soul possessing a body." A
certain class who call themselves Christian Scientists would say that man is
only an idea, a picture. The Bible answers, " Man is dust, animated by a divine life." This life is withdrawn and
the spirit returns to God who gave it,
the body returns to dust from which it
was made, and man is naught.

HOME BUILDING.
BY DWIGHT HEALD PERKINS,
Architect, Chicago.

T is an axiom that in the effect of the art of living well as our ideal, our
environment upon life and character houses will express this, and will in turn
no factor is more powerful than the home. give the same elements back to our lives
The manner in which the house shall be and to the lives of those around us, and
furnished in order that it may become a will influence to an incalculable degree
home, and that it may minister to the best the lives of those who follow us. If we
in life, is a subject worthy of much are sincere, our house by its straightthought and study.
forward and direct qualities will silently
It is a principle in mechanics easily and constantly teach sincerity. If we are
understood that only so much power as poetic, if we are willing to receive the
is put into a machine can be taken out of benefits of the esthetic, our houses will
it. An engine gives back the power that reflect these elements in their graceful
is in the steam in another form, one outlines, their modestly decorated surwhich it is possible to apply to our needs. faces, their beautiful materials. To the
The steam power from the boiler is same extent will vulgarity or ignorance
never greater than the latent pent-up in us perpetuate itself and extend its inpower in the coal put into the furnaces fluence through the irremovable house,
under the boiler.
— an influence that can be destroyed only
In the same manner our homes will by fire, flood, or disaster in some form.
give back to us just what we put into
Does not this fill us with a realization
them. If our lives are dominated by the of the responsibilities of house building
artistic, sensible, and fitting, in short, by and home making? Let us make a dis-
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tinction between them. House building
is the simple construction of four walls
and a roof with interior divisions, in such
a manner that the inmates may be protected from the elements, and that the
ordinary activities necessary to feed,
shelter, and clothe may be carried on.
Home making is all these, plus all that
makes life individual and distinctive,—
plus cheerful companionship, generous
hospitality, and endearing associations,
which make for character, and act against
all the unfortunate influences encountered
in the outside world.
Now, how shall we make our homes
conform to this ideal? First, by making ourselves conform to it, and then by
realizing that no other person or past
generations of persons can solve our
problems for us. We must have the
courage to think out our problems and
our conditions of family life, and we
must state them clearly and truly. How
many pitfalls we tumble into because we
do not fully and clearly realize our problem, and therefore do not meet conditions
in a straightforward manner. We think
we want a multitude of things that we
do not need at all. We fail to realize
how many things we can do without to
our advantage in every way. The result
is a cluttered up mess of things, if we
are able to gratify our tastes, or else
frustration and imitation if we have limited means.
Having stated our problem, the next
step is to study the materials at hand
for its solution. Here again we cannot
rest upon the works of our forefathers,
for our conditions are not what theirs
were. All the mechanical inventions and
new substances andiprocesses give us new
opportunities and equal responsibilities.
It is for us to discern the nature of material, both natural and manufactured,
and of the processes by which it is prepared for our use, so that we may use it
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consistently and to its highest advantage,
for it is always much better and more
beautiful to use a material in accordance
with its nature than to use it in imitation
both servile and futile of another material.
Our problem stated, and the material
chosen and studied, we next proceed to
design our building, first arranging the
rooms so that all practical conditions are
complied with, so that privacy and community life may be enjoyed, and so that
we may take advantage of external features of landscape. Then, and not till
then, shall we study the exterior design,
unless, as is sometimes the case, we see
that exterior in imagination as we compose the plan. My strongest plea is that
you allow that exterior to be the natural
outgrowth of the plan. It only leads to
difficulties and failure to try anything
else, for only when freedom of growth,
logical sequence from cause to effect,
from interior to exterior, is permitted,
will the result be beautiful.
Designing the building is not all. The
surroundings, the grounds, the adjoining
buildings, the gardens, the approaches,
— all are integral parts of the whole,
and should be considered from the beginning.
You may have asked yourself before
this. "'Where does the architect come
in ? " He comes in at the beginning, is
with you through it all, and if relations
are harmonious, he probably stays with
you for the rest of your natural lives.
" Very well, if the architect is to be with
us so long, why should we bother about
such things as those just mentioned?
Are they not technical matters for him ? "
No. They are matters of principle, and
are of general concern. The people who
aspire to home making must comprehend
them, and — if I may be permitted —
they must concern themselves less with
technique than they are apt to do.
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HOME BUILDING.
The public should state its requirements, and must be able to understand
the work of the architect, so that it can
tell whether those requirements are being
met or not, and whether the use of materials is consistent or not. At least, it
must be capable of understanding the
explanation of the architect when he so
demonstrates. By all means leave technical matters to him. They are numerous, and cannot be handled without such
special training and experience as he is
able to place at your service. I have not
yet touched upon technical matters at all.
Some of you have probably thought
with dismay already that if these independent principles are to be followed out,
we shall have no more fine old colonial
houses, no more Swiss chalets, no more
Queen Anne or Romanesque, not even a
good old English half-timber house.
That is precisely what I do mean. Their
day was a fine one, but it is not our day.
And furthermore (and this is hard even
for architects to understand) we cannot
reproduce them if we would. They are
sure to be anachronisms if we try, for
our conditions are different, and lead
to a different result.
But this we can do : We can work in
the noble spirit of our predecessors. We
can be to our times what they were to
theirs. We can do exactly what they
would do if they were here and working
to-day. One of our greatest misfortunes
is our mechanical facility for superficial
imitation. Our forefathers gained by
their limitations, and the result is the simple, unpretentious work which we admire.
They solved a problem in a direct and
simple way, and this resulted in good
work. When we divide cause and effect,
and instead of working according to our
conditions, seek to bring our conditions
to a certain effect by force or stratagem,
we defeat our own ends.
The law of cause and effect, logical
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sequence, is as essential in architecture as
elsewhere ; and when we attempt to twist
and subvert and force effects, we work
our own undoing in matters of honest
design.
If your son chose for himself a literary
career, you would educate him in the history of peoples and the work of the great
authors. Then you would put him in
contact with the life of to-day, its beauties
and its blemishes, and say, " Write of
these things as they appear to you. Use
your power to enhance one and remove
the other." You would not say to him,
" Shakespeare and Emerson were great
writers. Go now and write exactly as
they did."
And in the same manner, if he chose
to be a painter, you would educate him
in the same history of peoples, and show
him how they had expressed themselves
in art. You would show him every noble
painting ever produced, and then, as before, you would make him conscious of
the life around him, and tell him to do
his share of the world's work with his
brush, by means of his own eyes and
mind. You would not say, " The best
thing you can do is to copy Raphael or
Innes." We readily appreciate the idea
of individual responsibility in writing
or in painting. It is a matter of constant surprise to me that we fail to do
this in regard to architecture.
Architects will do their possible best
only when such an understanding and
appreciation of their work exists in the
minds of the public as exists in regard to
the other arts.
Let us now go back to the beginning,
repeat our statements in regard to principles, and seek for an application in a
possible problem.
First, we will do it ourselves. This
does not mean that we are going to devise a new science of building, but that
we are going to make an individual ap-
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HOME BUILDING.
plication of the science of building. I
would not assume to originate a new
multiplication table, but I will make new
and original applications of that table
every day of my life.
Second, we will proceed to state our
problem, taking a concrete case by which
to demonstrate these principles. The lot
upon which we are to build is a 75-foot,
west front, interior piece of ground, 200
feet deep. The most desirable outlook
is toward the rear or east, as there is a
lake in that direction. The neighbor on
the south has, already built close to his
north line to preserve his south sunshine.
For similar reasons, the north neighbor
has built on the north side of his lot,
leaving space adjacent to our north line.
Our family consists of father, mother,
one son, one daughter, the grandmother,
and in addition two servants and generally a guest.
The horse and buggy will either be
housed in a co-operative stable or will
be replaced by an automobile stored in
the basement.
The house must have a large livingroom, which will be to the house what
the heart is to the body ; the usual dining-room and kitchen ; an entrance vestibule and reception room ; five bedrooms; two bathrooms, one being in the
basement ; laundry ; basement and attic
storage; and space for the heating apparatus. We will eliminate the usual
front stair, which is frequently unnecessarily paraded as an architectural "set
piece." Instead we will put it behind
doors, where it is out of sight though
just as accessible, and where it will partake more of the private nature of the
second story, and serve as a back staircase as well.
We have omitted the usual kitchen
pantry, placing pantry fixtures around
the kitchen walls, thus putting everything
within reach. Our kitchen is large
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enough to hold them and small enough
to avoid making unnecessary steps. It
is cross ventilated, and is arranged as
scientifically as' a ship's kitchen or a
chemist's laboratory.
We have also omitted the isolated dining room, as arranged, and when not in
use as a dining room, it becomes a sort
of sitting room for evening use. We
have dispensed altogether with the conventional parlor, and have substituted a
very small reception room suitable for the
ceremonious caller or the business agent.
In the second story we have abandoned
bedroom closets. Believing in the great
chemical purifier, sunlight, we have dispensed with dark closets, substituting
wardrobes , of a special design in their
stead.
The second story hall is open to light
and air, both east and west, providing
constant cross currents of air.
The porches are arranged, (I) to shelter the incomer, the entrance porch being
very small; and (2) to form a private
outdoor family sitting-room, being an extension of both the living-room and the
dining-room, and giving the valuable
east view of the lake, and all without
the inconvenience of being a passageway,
as most front porches are, and of being
too public ; (3) to make a still more private airing place, as is done by the second story extension, and all without
casting any room entirely in shadow.
The case which we have chosen is an
average one. The house will cost between $4,000 and $5,00o, depending
upon local conditions.
The principles which we have endeavored to follow apply equally to cheaper
and to more expensive houses. The exterior is only one of many which might
be designed to fit the interior, but it is
one which conforms to the plan and
carries out the ideas assumed at the beginning.

ro
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In conclusion, the house which we have
shown, if built and equipped with a heating system which would supply large
volumes of fresh warm air, would en-

able people to live in it and retain good
health if they have it in the beginning,
or to acquire it easily if all other circumstances are conducive to that end.

THE PORTO RICANS.
BY MRS. W. H. HOWE.

T

HE Porto Rican sings his national
hymn, " Borinquen," with seemingly more patriotism than we sing our
national hymns. " Borinquen," meaning
" Land of Flowers," is the name given

PORTO RICAN Ox CART.
to the island by its early Indian settlers. The song translated is : —
" This is the island Borinquen,
The land where I was born ;
It is a flower garden
Of great splendor,
With the sky as our canopy,
And the waves at our feet.
When Columbus came to this island, he exclaimed, full of great admiration,
Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! this is the land I have been looking for,
This is the island Borinquen :
Of the ocean and the sun.' "

This fervency of patriotism seems
partly due to the vague idea Porto Ricans

have of larger and grander countries.
Only a few have ever crossed their own
island, which is but eighty-four miles
long. Transportation is poor, done by
oxen and ponies, there being only one
hundred and fifty-nine
miles of railway ; and
that runs merely along
the coast, none extending into the interior. There are very
few good roads.
Agriculture is the
principal, almost the
sole, occupation.
Modern farming implements have lately
been introduced, but
with little success, as
the people are content
to move along in the
old slow way.
Wages usually paid
for labor are twentyfive cents a day for men and fifteen cents
for women; this is usually spent for
" that which is not bread."
The island is overcrowded with the
poor and indolent. Thousands of such
are now emigrating to Hawaii, where
they are to work on the sugar plantations,
receiving better employment and higher
wages. This emigration is meeting with
great opposition from the Porto Rican
planters, who will in the future be forced
to pay better wages. This is thought to
be one of the greatest benefits that could
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TAKING SUGAR TO MARKET.
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thousand are illegitimate; more than two
thirds of the people living together as husband
and wife are not married.
The priests of the Catholic Church have
charged from twenty-five
to fifty dollars as a marriage fee, and thirty
dollars more if the contracting parties were
cousins. These excessive fees have kept many
of the poorer class from
a lawful marriage.
T h e rich planters,
merchants, officials, and
property owners a r e
the very few who make up the upper
class. They have good, well-kept homes,
dress after the Paris fashions, and have
servants outnumbering the members of
the family. The poor and uneducated constitute by far the greater population. It
is by this class that the streets are
thronged,— an indolent, half-clothed,
filthy, begging, sporting race.
The idea of making the home attract-

come to the island of Porto Rico. On
the other hand, Hawaii will be benefited
as well, for the Portoriquenians are giving better satisfaction than the Japanese
laborers.
Of all the population of Porto Rico,
more than two thirds have no trade and
not even a gainful occupation. But
American " push " is arousing many a
Porto Rican, and bringing out good qualities which have long
been dormant, enabling
him to compete with his
American brother.
Illiteracy abounds,
only about fourteen per
cent of the people being
- able to read and write ;
but it is a striking fact
that those who c a n
write take great pride
in their penmanship,
and their writing looks
like lithographic script.
Of the dense population of nine hundred
and fifty-four thousand,
at least two hundred
PORTO RICANS ABOUT TO LEAVE FOR HAWAII. CHEERING FOR THE U. S.
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- ive has never dawned
upon these people. Their
houses are like temporary summer buildings.
They are content with
perfectly bare floors and
walls, a stiff row of
chairs about the room,
and a plant in each corner. There is nothing
homelike or attractive.
No wonder the young
men loiter about the
gambling rooms a n d
rum houses, while the
women promenade the
streets in the evenings.
They marvel at the comPORTO RICANS EN ROUTE FOR HAWAII.
fort and beauty Americans put into their homes. Whatever will not put on her own shoes, or carry
house decorations they have are kept the least parcel on the street. She sellocked up with their other belongings. dom enters a store, but has the merchant
A little boy upon being offered a picture send to her home great baskets of goods,
to hang upon the wall, exclaimed, " No, from which she chooses. These venders
give me something else, for if I should often carry goods for eight or ten miles
put that on the wall, somebody would in baskets on their heads.
Tn an old, dilapidated, almost barren
conic into my house and take it."
The typical Porto Rican lady knows house lives another type of Porto Rican
only how to make laces, dance, and adorn woman. She, too, dresses beautifully,
her body with attractive dresses. She and though the walls of her house are
covered with spider
webs and shine with
grease, it does not concern her. She is in
great need of hearing
the gospel of cleanliness.
Although there are
some handsome women,
they lack expression.
This is because they are
so shut off from the
world, and because they
care very little to read
and to develop the intellect.
A number of ladies
ONE OF THE FINEST HOMES IN PONCE,
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rule the people are thin and emaciated.
They are very nervous, and extremely
excitable. No doubt this is due to the
constant drain on their
nervous system, caused
by the universal use of
alcohol, tobacco, strong
coffee, highly stimulating foods, and late hours
in gambling and dancing. They, like the Germans, pride themselves
on being able to drink
more than the American
without getting drunk.
While this may be true,
they are saturated with
HOMES OF PLANTATION LABORERS ON THE HILLSIDE.
alcoholic poisons most of
the lectures, that this was necessary be- the time. This makes it unsafe for ladies
fore they could receive their certificates to go on the streets alone, or to mingle in
the society of men, without a chaperon.
to teach.
At the present time a good position is All Porto Rican ladies drink, and most
open to every young man and woman on of them smoke.
A great deal of filth and disease accomthe island who will make a little preparation to teach. The Commissioner of panies the manufacture of cigars. I have
Education is begging and pleading with seen men sitting on the floor stripping
the young people of the island to prepare tobacco leaves from the stem, and adding
the saliva from their own filthy mouths.
for that work, but few respond.
Americans say the Porto Rican motto Yet these cigars are highly prized.
is, " Never do to-day
what you can put off
until to-morrow." The
Spanish word manna,
meaning to-morrow, is
one of the first words
remembered by a newcomer, for that word
is constantly used, although with little meaning. The Porto Ricans
readily make a promise,
but are slow to fulfil it,
always saying, " m a liana."
One seldom sees the
swarthy Porto Rican that
we read about. As a
A COMFORTABLE PORTO RICAN HOME IN GUANICA.

left the government normal school this
summer, upon the mere discovery that
they were expected to sit and listen to
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These people have
many superstitions that
were prevalent in our
country about one hundred years ago. They
will not allow a breath of
fresh air to enter the
sickroom, and they shut
up their houses at night
like a box. They say
the moonlight is very
injurious to the eyes
when sleeping, and that
it will make one grow
weak and pale.
They think that to eat From a voted Spanish painting.
TYPICAL PORTO RICAN SCENE AT A WAKE FOR A DEAD CHILD.
fruit in the morning, or
more than one kind at a time, is sure to rum and water until it has begun to decay.
Many times pigs and goats live in the
make one sick.
For every ailment they will paste a house with the people, sometimes in the
leaf on the affected part. The face will second story of a building. The horses
sometimes have half a dozen leaves on it. are kept under the house or near the back
Even with a raging fever, not a drop door.
Two large men may sometimes be seen
of water is to touch the body of the sick.
Water is thought to be extremely harm- riding one poor little pony that can hardly
travel. The saddle often rubs great sores
ful to a wound or sore.
Clpe of their old remedies is to tie
on the animal's back. but that does not
on the painful part a piece of chicken prevent its being worked.
The poor wrap the bodies of their dead
that has been kept in a closed can of
in coffee sacking, tie it to a
pole, and have two gravediggers carry it to a Catholic cemetery, which is
often many miles away,
over rough mountain
trails.
They think that when
a child dies, it goes immediately to God, so the
friends gather in to congratulate t h e mother.
The body of the child is
placed on a little table
strewn with flowers. The
friends make merry with
music, dancing, eating,
and drinking.
UNIFORMED SCHOOL CHILDREN WAITING TO GREET THE COMMISSIONERS OF
EDUCATION. YANU, P. R.

THE PORTO RICANS.
The progress of Porto Rico is slow.
Missionaries are toiling steadily, knowing that they may work twenty years or
longer without seeing any great change
in the people.
Considering what the environment of
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these people is and has been, we have
reason to believe that in the future, under
better conditions, they will outgrow their
present habits and superstitions. They
are not much inclined to be hostile, but
are tender-hearted and sympathetic.

IS ALCOHOL A FOOD ?
BY WINFIELD SCOTT HALL, PH. D., M. D.,
Professor of Physiology, Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago.

I

I N answering the question which
stands at the head of this article,
it will be necessary, first, to consider
what food is, and second, to consider
what alcohol is, and its influence upon
the organism ; then we shall be in a position to say, once for all, whether or not
alcohol is a food. One of the earlier
definitions of a food is that given by
Hammarsten, Professor of Physiological
Chemistry in Upsala University, Sweden.
He defines food as any substance which
does not injure the body, and which may
be built up into body material for growth
or repair. A somewhat later definition
is that of H. Newell Martin, Professor
of Biology in the Johns Hopkins Uniirersity. Professor Martin gave the following conditions which a food must satisfy :
First, it must build up new tissue or repair old tissue ; second, through its oxidation it must supply the energy which the
body requires ; third, neither the food
itself nor any of its products within the
body can be injurious to the system,
otherwise the substance is not a food, but
a poison. These definitions clearly exclude alcohol from food substances.
More recent definitions are those of
Professors Woodbury and Egbert, of
the Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, and Professor Howell, of Johns
Hopkins University. Without giving
every definition in detail, we may mention
the points in which they all agree ;

namely, that food materials must be
assimilated into the living cells of the
body, and through their oxidation furnish the energy for the various activities
of the body. Now, inasmuch as no one
contends that alcohol is assimilated into
the living cells of the body and becomes
a part of the substance of the tissues, it
follows that alcohol is just as clearly
excluded by the definitions of these men
as by those given by the others.
If any one will give the matter a little
consideration, he will be convinced that
mother nature herself has given a very
clear definition of a food. Every human
child is provided by nature with a food
for its first year of life. This food is
milk. The food that nature intends the
young of the human family to eat is thus
clearly pointed out. Nature provides a
similar food for the young of all mammalian animals. Nature provides food
also for young birds. Before they are
hatched they are nourished by the substances contained within the egg. Eggs
and milk, then, are nature's foods for
young birds and young mammals. If
milk and eggs are analyzed chemically,
we find that both contain a nitrogenous
substance (egg albumen or milk casein),
and a carbonaceous substance represented
in the egg by oil, which is contained in
the yolk, and in milk by the cream and
the milk sugar. Both eggs and milk contain also mineral solutions which are
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placed there to build up the bones of the
young growing animal. Both of these
foods are absorbed and digested by the
animal. They are assimilated into the
living substance, and lead to the growth
and repair of the tissues of the young
animal. When these tissues are oxidized,
they liberate the energy which the animal
uses in its activities.
If we were to make a chemical analysis
of corn, barley, wheat, oats, rice, or any
of the cereals, we should find that they
contain exactly the same substances that
we find in milk and eggs, differing only
in the proportions of these substances.
If milk and eggs are natural food, then
the cereals should be natural foods. If
we think for a moment, we shall see that
they are nature's foods for the young
cereal plant : wheat, corn, oats, or rice.
When these foods are taken into the system, they undergo the same changes as
those described above for the milk and
eggs, and serve the same purpose in the
body. They should, then, be included
among natural foods. If the hen eats
corn, a part of the substance which she
eats builds up egg material, and a part
builds up the tissues of her own body.
If the body of the hen is analyzed chemically, we find the same substances that
we find in eggs, differing only in the proportions, and in the fact that the flesh of
the animal contains uric acid and other
leucomaines or other waste substances
which result from the normal activities
of the animal. It has been shown that
in eggs, these waste substances are not
found Until after the process of incubation has begun.
At some time in man's history he added
to his dietary the products of the chase;
and not being satisfied with the eggs of
the bird or the milk of the cow, he began
to eat the birds themselves and the flesh
of cattle.
All the foods previously mentioned

are fairly uniform in their composition,
and all produce the same results within
the body. All of them conform perfectly
to the conditions imposed by all the definitions given. But other definitions
have been given for food.
W. 0. Atwater, Professor of Chemistry in Wesleyan University, Connecticut, defines a food as " any substance
that builds up body substance or liberates
energy through its oxidation." According to this definition, all the substances
previously enumerated would be foods,
but we must add to this list all those
substances which are crddized in the
body, because all such substances yield
energy when they are oxidized. Alcohol
is oxidized in the body and yields energy,
and it would therefore, according to this
definition, be a food. Morphine, mushroom poison, and the various bacteriological poisons, also phosphorus, are oxidized in the body. All of these substances, being oxidized in the body, yield
energy to it. They must, therefore, according to Atwater's definition, be called
foods, but they arc universally- classified
in medical works as poisons ; so we see
how weak the foundation is on which Atwater has erected his argument in favor
of alcohol as a food.
Professor Atwater and some others
have shown that where alcohol is given
in small quantities and for a short time,
there is a slight gain in the carbonaceous
substance of the body. This is urged
as a very strong argument in favor of
alcohol's being a food. In this connection it must not be forgotten that the
administration of morphine or phosphorus would have a similar effect upon the
system. The case is simply this : That
while alcohol given in small doses acts
as a poison, one of the effects of the
poison is to cause not only fatty degeneration of the tissues, but also the
accumulation of fat in the body. This
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is very noticeable in those who use the
malt liquors freely as beverages. There
are other very important considerations
which Professor Atwater and his followers persistently ignore ; namely, the effect
of alcohol upon the nervous system. Alcohol is said to act as a narcotic poison
to the central nervous system. NC true
food could have such an action. This
shows another of the weaknesses of Professor Atwater's position.
If alcohol is a carbonaceous substance
which is readily oxidized within the body,
why is it that it cannot be a food? Is
there anything in the nature of alcohol
which debars it from being a food product? A few words regarding the nature
of alcohol will reveal at once its true relations to life.
Alcohol is one of the substances formed
by the yeast plant. This plant is a live
organism, conforming in many respects
to the low forms of animal life. It lives
upon sugar. It eats sugar, and this becomes decomposed into alcohol and carbonic acid gas. The yeast plant throws
alcohol and carbonic acid gas out of its

body, or excretes it, in order that it be
not poisoned by retaining the excretion.
In a similar way the human body excretes urea and carbonic acid gas in
order that the body be not poisoned by
the retained excretion. A substance
which would poison the yeast plant if
retained will poison any of the higher
plants or animals. This is in accordance
with one of the laws of life; namely,
that a substance which poisons one form
of living organism will poison any living
organism of higher rank. This reveals
to us the reason why it is that alcohol is
a poison to all forms of animal life, and
it also reveals why it cannot, in the nature
of the case, serve as a food. That it
possesses some qualities in common with
food cannot be gainsaid. The fish possesses some qualities in common with
the bird, yet we do not say that it
is " to a certain extent " a bird, nor do
we say that it is a bird " in limited quantities."
We can therefore answer the question
at the head of this article by the decided
statement, Alcohol is not a food.

me, Lord, eyes to behold the truth ;
A seeing sense that knows the eternal right;
A heart with pity filled, and gentlest ruth ;
A manly faith that makes all darkness light.
Give me power to labor for mankind ;
Make me mouth of such as cannot speak ;
Eyes let me be to groping men and blind ;
A conscience to the base, and to the weak
Let me be hands and feet.
—Theodore Parker.

GIVE
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WHOLESOME MERRYMAKING.
BY MRS. E. E. KELLOGG.

N

ATURAL, inviolate childhood is becoming each year more rare. The
spirit of rush and hurry which characterizes this age has invaded even the
realm of childhood. Not content to follow nature's plan of development, parents
endeavor to stimulate and push the child
in mental growth, and are often thoughtless enough or unwise enough to allow
him to imitate his elders in ways and
practices that make him physically dissipated before he has reached his teens.
The period of childhood is the time for
gaining and storing mental and physical
energy for future needs. The effect of
trying to force nature in the culture of
the child is similar to that obtained in
the cultivation of hothouse roses and
grapes,— something to charm the eye,
may be, but lacking the flavor and sweetness which characterizes the naturally
ripened product.
Every period of life has its own peculiar claims and needs. What is lost to
the child cannot be made up to him in
later years, since with each advancing
stage of life new demands arise. If we
study the childhood of the strong characters who have done the most to move
the world for good, we find most often
a simple life in humble homes or early
years spent in close communion with
nature herself.
To follow nature and assist her should
be the parents' watchword. Keep the
children young at heart as long as possible. Let the pure joys of childhood
satisfy as long as they will. Particularly
let the child's social life be guarded
against the innovation of artificial ways
and customs. Too often in these days a
social function for the little ones means
a formal entertainment with late hours,
unhealthful indulgence of appetite, and

fashionable dress after the style of their
elders. Such occasions are not always
the most wholesome sort of amusement
for grown folks, and for children they
are certainly productive of much harm.
Parents do not always realize how deleterious such gatherings are because the
child, stimulated by the excitement, appears bright and seemingly no worse for
the indulgence. But as Helen Hunt
Jackson says, " This is the worst thing,
this is the most fatal thing in all our
mismanagements and perversions of the
physical life of our children. Their
beautiful elasticity and strength rebound
instantly to an apparently uninjured fullness; and so we go on, undermining,
undermining, at point after point, until
suddenly some day there comes a tragedy, a catastrophe, for which we are as
unprepared as if we had been working to
avert instead of to hasten it.
" Every hour that a child sleeps is just
so much investment of physical capital
for years to come. Every hour after
dark that a child is awake is just so
much capital withdrawn. Every hour
that a child lives a quiet, tranquil, joyous life of such sort as kittens live on
hearths, squirrels in sunshine, is just so
much investment in strength and steadiness and growth of the nervous system. Every hour that a
child lives a life of excited
brain working, either in a
schoolroom or in a ballroom, is just so much taken
away from the reserved
force which enables
nerves to triumph
through the sorrows, through the
labors, through the
diseases, of later
ig
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life. Every mouthful of wholesome food
that a child eats, at seasonable hours,
may be said to tell on every moment of
his whole life, no matter how long it
may be. Victor Hugo, the benevolent
exile, found out that to be well fed
once in seven days at one meal has been
enough to transform the apparent health
of all the poor children in Guernsey.
Who shall say that to take, once in
seven days, or even once in thirty days,
an unwholesome supper of chicken salad
and champagne may not leave as lasting effects on the constitution of a
child?
" If nature would only ' execute' her
' sentences against evil works ' more
' speedily,' evil works would not so
thrive. The law of continuity is the

hardest one for average men and
women to comprehend,— or, at any rate,
to obey. Seedtime and harvest in gardens and fields they have learned to
understand and profit by. When we
learn, also,, that in the precious lives of
these little ones we cannot reap what we
do not sow, and we must reap all that
we do sow, and that the emptiness or the
richness of the harvest is not so much
for us as for them, one of the first among
the many things which we shall reform
will be children's parties.' "
Yet children have a right to entertainment. A holiday-outing, a birthday fete,
means much to them, and forms a waymark on life's pathway long to be remembered. Make the special days bright
with . simple, unalloyed pleasures. It
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takes but little to bring happiness to the
natural, artless child.
" We always celebrate the children's
birthdays," said a mother whose family
includes seven young hopefuls in ages
ranging from five to fourteen, " and as
they are well scattered throughout the
year, we have fallen into the custom of
making such pleasures accord with the
season. For the twins, whose birthday
comes in sunny May, there is a ' wild
flower hunt,' the little ones and their
friends going in carriages, on horseback,
or on wheels to a woods some miles dis:
tant, for the afternoon, to gather spring
blossoms in nature's own garden. Rarely
do children enjoy a pastime with more
zest than these do this. Even for those
of older growth, who act as chaperons,
it is a fa3cinating occasion."
For the daughter whose natal day is
the closing one of June, a picnic at the
lakeside, with boating, wading, and kindred pleasures, or a rose luncheon upon
the home lawn is in order.
October's children find a " frolic
among the leaves " the height
of enjoyment. The fallen leaves are days
_
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before raked into piles like haycocks, and
on the festal day the children, decked with
garlands and sashes of bright-colored
leaves, play joyously among them. Imagination lends enchantment, and the piles
of leaves serve for Indian wigwams,
South Sea Island huts, or even Esquimau
houses, in which the children visit with
their little Indian brothers and sisters, the
" little brown baby.," or perhaps " Agoonack." From the yellow and scarlet
maple leaves,, using portions of the stem
for pins, they manufacture hats, aprons,
handbags, and other useful ( ?) articles,
and have " a sale " or a " dress parade,"
and then a romping game of " hide and
go seek " behind and under the piles of
leaves. As the sun sinks low behind
the western horizon, several piles are
quickly raked together, and that joy to
a childish heart, a bonfire, finishes the
happy day.
The little maiden whose birthday
comes in bleak December upon her tenth
anniversary may have a " snowdrop
party." For such a fete, clusters from
the snowdrop bushes mingled with
holly berries or the wild oneberry vine make charm-
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in g decorations. The
snowdrop i s
round, so the
plan is to let
roundness be
the prevailing
scheme of the
en t ertai nm en't. The
invitations
sent to the lit
tle guests are
written on
round cards
or kindergart e n circles,
a n d inclosed
in circular envelopes made
after the accompanying diagram, and sealed either
with a wax seal or the gummed parquetry
used in the kindergarten. Any
child accustomed to the use of
compass and scissors may easily
make them by describing a circle
of the requisite size, then laying
this off in six equal parts ; divide
each of these in half, and draw with the
compass a series of arcs from each of
these points to the center. Cut out the

crossed spaces
between t h e
arcs, and fold
on the lines F
in the drawing. From
this as a pattern any number of envelopes may be
cut from
rather heavy
cartridge
paper. If our
little maiden
is at all poetically inclined, the
invitation can
be made to
read something after this fashion : —
Lena Maud Grey desires in this way
To you her regards to pay.
This note she sends, to invite you to spend
The half of the day,
From three until seven, December eleven
With her; and to say,
Please bring something round, made,
purchased. or found.
With which to play.
It is one of the delights of enter-

taining natural, unspoiled children that it
requires no great effort or elaborate
methods to give them pleasure.
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If refreshments are a part of the program, serve them early, and of course
on round tables, preferably low ones,
as daintily decorated and appointed as
desired. The viands should be simple in
character and round in form. The following is a suitable menu : —

Nut Sandwiches
Protose Balls, or Rolls (See GOOD HEALTH, October, 1900)
Crisps with Meltose Cream
Tartlets
Marguerites
Surprise Walnuts
Popcorn Balls Oranges Apples
Malaga Grapes

Directions for the preparation of most
of these articles have appeared in recent
numbers of this magazine. The nut
sandwiches, made from whole-wheat
bread, cut round after filling, may be
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filled with nut butter prepared as for the
table, mixed with an equal bulk of
chopped ripe olives or with nuttolene
seasoned with salt, lemon juice, and
chopped parsley, and the dish garnished
with sprigs of green.
The meltose cream, prepared by beating

or stirring meltose until nearly as white
as cream, and then flavoring with a drop
or two of rose water, orange, or vanilla,
is to be served in salad cups accompanied
With cream or nut crisps. Children enjoy anything individual much more than
portions of some large article, so the
tartlets and marguerites (simple sponge
cake cut in rounds, lightly frosted and
ornamented with roasted almonds to form
the petals of a daisy with a lump of
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bright-colored jelly for the center) are the little guests, a number of marbles
their delight. The surprise walnuts are as varied in color and design as are obmade by filling the emptied shells of large tainable, are hidden about the room, waitwalnuts with stuffed dates or meltose ing for the merry, bright eyes of the
caramels, and tying the halves prettily to- children to spy out their hiding places.
gether again with baby ribbon in color Pretty round bags of silk or chamois
matching the other decorations of the skin tied with ribbons are furnished the
table. If several small round tables are guests ; each is permitted to keep hers

obtainable, the foods may be daintily ar- with as many marbles as she finds as a
ranged upon them, and served from them souvenir of the occasion.
If time permits, there are many pretty
to the children.
Balls will undoubtedly be among the circle games for the children to play,
round things brought by the guests to and when tired of active amusements,
play with, and some plan should be ar- a " guessing game " will afford enjoyranged for a game, indoors or out, with ment and instruction. If the children
this favorite of playthings. Grace hoops are old enough, they may each take a
to toss, toy money, and a soap-bubble out- turn at describing something round, withfit are other round things which will out naming it, which the others are to
afford enjoyment. One of the special guess from the description. If one is forpleasures for such an occasion is a hunt tunate enough to be a good, story-teller,
for marbles. Previously to the arrival of or has among her friends one whom
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she can secure thus to interest the chil- lined, in which one day there was found
dren, nothing can give them more hap- something blue and round.
piness, as the twilight deepens, than to
In this and similar' diversions time
sit around the fire and in the stored-up passes merrily, the hour for departure
sunshine of its cheerful blaze to listen comes only too quickly, and the little
to stories of round things common in guests return to their homes, bearing
nature, as for example, that about The with them not the ill effects of nerve
Vapor Family, so beautifully told in stimulation and indigestion to make life's
" Cat-tails and Other Tales ; " of the story to-morrows miserable, but the memory
of a wonderful house, made without of wholesome joys to lend fragrance all
hands, so skillfully fashioned, so daintily along the pathway of their future.

PERSONALITY IN DISEASE.
BY DUDLEY FULTON, M. D.

T

HE most important factor in combating disease is by long odds the
personal element. The character of the
disease, comparatively, counts for little,
the personality for much.
Two individuals with apparently the
same stock of health, are attacked by the
same disease. The one recovers, the
other succumbs. It is the inherent vitality which determines.
It is impossible to estimate this capacity accurately, but it is often of more
import than the nature of the disease.
It is not always the medicine that cures
or the disease that kills. The killing or
the curing depends as much upon the
personality that is taken into the fray.
This personality is not entirely the product of the individual's efforts or of his
environment ; it is more than both or
either. The question of inheritance
comes into play. It is of equal power.
Every one lugs around, in a modified
form, the vices and virtues of two parents, four grandparents, and many greatgreat grandparents. He is the fruit of
a large family tree. Strong, also weak,
tendencies predominate in families. The
laws of compensation and of harvest are
inviolable. Like begets like.

The Jukes family tended toward criminality. The Rothschilds are by inheritance, as much as by training, financiers.
Consumption runs rampant through several generations of a family until enough
health is accumulated or until sufficient'
healthy blood is introduced by marriages
to check the tendency.
The production of cures in the insanities is largely a question of inheritance.
Given two cases of simple mania, one
with a clean family history, the other's,
tainted,— recovery awaits the former ;
a relapse, the latter.
Every man is on probation to check,
by right living, the weak tendencies of
his nature and of his family, so far as
possible, and to strengthen and re-enforce
the strong inclinations.
Cultivating the good that is in him,
letting it out, allowing it to expand,
develop, and bring forth fruit, constitutes
right living. One owes it to the world
to defeat that which is bad, to show the
superiority of right over wrong, of happiness over gloom, of living over dying.
This is every man's business. In his
work and in his play and in his sick
hours, this personality counts for much,
and is of decided therapeutic value.

•
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The determination to live, to enjoy, to ably the latter as often as the former.
be well, steadies the pulse, increases the Bad humor coats the tongue as readily
strength, vigor, and vitality. Joyful as bad food. Worry, the fidgets, and a
news is one of the best of all tonics, chronic case of " the blues " may be more
and mental complacency, a good con- dangerous to health than germs and
science, and hope are the most soothing microbes. For an invalid, the worst of
hypnotics.
all habits is the sick habit. Many inA friend has within the past three valids would be well within a week's
years shaken himself free from a most time, were it not that they are so deeply
obstinate and usually incurable disease. addicted to the habit of staying sick.
In our opinion the all-important and the
The courage with which an individual
most telling therapeutic factor at work meets and faces a serious illness is -often
in this case was a rare love and a rare the deciding factor. If he droops and
happiness, together with a " never-die " is faint hearted, he yields to the disease.
determination to live and to be well.
If he is strong and hopeful, he conquers.
Drooping and dying of trifling ailments,
The firmly uttered words of even a
because of adverse conditions and dr-, very sick man, " I will live," " I will
cumstances, is more common than the have health," " I will not die," are usu" other half " imagine. The many are ally prophetic.
exposed to consumption, the few are inThe physiological effects of faith as
fected. What is it in these that renders contrasted with the pathological effects
them susceptible? It is usually a pre- of despair are seen most sharply in the
existing ill health or ill spirits — prob- sick-room.

nTSVAST OOMMYIN TN WiN'icr.R..
BY GEORGE THOMASON, M. D.

I

N considering the leading factors in
the causation of disease, the season
of the year is always to be noted as occupying a prominent place. For example, it is during the heated term of summer, particularly July and August, that
the mortality rate, especially of our larger
cities, presents the most appalling figures,
and the disorders are largely connected
with the digestive tract. Statistics clearly
indicate the greatest prevalence of, and
the highest mortality from, typhoid fever
to be during the months of August, September, and October ; and cases of malaria are also much more frequent during
these months than at any other season.
During the months of low temperature,
affections of the respiratory tract are

more numerous, due probably both to
atmospheric conditions and to the evil
effects of overcrowding in poorly ventilated apartments. As examples of this
latter class, may be mentioned colds,
pneumonia, pleurisy, and diphtheria, suggestions for the treatment of which may
be found either in the special midwinter
number of this journal of a year ago or
in the present issue. In addition we
would name influenza, tonsillitis, and
bronchitis, the leading symptoms and the
treatment of which we desire to outline
briefly in this article.
Influenza as an epidemic sweeps with
marked rapidity through all countries of
the world which have a winter season.
In this as in other germ diseases, the

DISEASES COMMON IN WINTER.
vital fires must be burning low to permit
the germ which has gained access to the
body to multiply and elaborate sufficient
toxins to give rise to the disease.
The symptoms are by no means sufficiently constant to permit of accurate
description, but as a rule they develop
quite abruptly. The patient usually experiences a marked chill. followed by a rapid rise of temperature, the thermometer registering anywhere from 102° to
105° after a very few hours.
There is intense headache,
with severe pain in the back and
limbs, sneezing, coughing, and
great physical depression and
weakness, usually out of proportion to the intensity of other
symptoms. In the treatment of
this condition, if vigorous and
thoroughgoing measures are
promptly employed, the intensity of the
symptoms may be greatly mitigated and
their duration shortened. With the appearance of chill, the patient should be
immediately given an application such as
will cause free circulation of blood
through the skin, as a full hot immersion
bath ( mo°—Io5° ) for from six to ten
minutes ; a hot pack, by wrapping the
patient in a blanket wrung from water
at from 1400-150°, covered with additional dry blankets well tucked in at the
shoulders and feet, and continued from
fifteen to thirty minutes, or until the
tendency to chill is past. Great care
should be taken during either of the above
procedures to keep the head thoroughly
cooled by the application of a bag filled
with bits of ice or a towel frequently
wrung from very cold water.
In many cases the chill may be successfully combated by a hot foot bath
combined with the application of fomentations or flannels wrung from very hot
water applied the full length of the spine,
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continued fifteen minutes, renewing every
three or four minutes. The drinking of
hot lemonade, or hot water alone or acidulated with other fruit juices, is of advantage. A dash of cold water over thq
body, or cold friction concluded by drying, should follow the hot application,
and the patient should be placed in bed.

FIG. I. COLD MITTEN FRICTION.

The headache will generally be controlled by a cold compress or an ice-bag
applied to the head almost continuously.
High temperature, when present, may be
successfully dealt with by the prolonged
neutral bath, which consists of immersion in water at a temperature of from
92° to 97°, and continuing from thirty
minutes to an hour or more as may be
necessary. The patient may be made
comfortable by having a blanket or air
cushion upon which to lie in the bath.
Cold mitten friction or a cold towel rub
(Figs. I and 2) should be given at the
conclusion of the hot bath. In -any case
such applications should be made at least
twice daily for their tonic effects, especially in cases in which there is marked
depression.
When cough is present, as is the case
when the disease is chiefly located in the
respiratory organs, it may be relieved by
the sipping of very hot water, the frequent
inhalation of steam, and the application of
fomentations from eight to ten minutes,
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followed by the chest compress, which
consists of from four to six thicknesses of
cheese cloth eight or ten inches wide
wrung from cold water and applied in
the form of a roller bandage around the
chest, under the arms, and over each
shoulder, covered with a flannel applied
in a similar manner. Renew the application every four hours. In cases in
which the stomach and intestines are
principally affected, fomentations for fifteen minutes should be applied, followed
by the moist girdle, consisting of the
same materials as mentioned for the
chest compress, and applied about the
abdomen in such a manner as to cover
the whole abdominal surface.
In some instances the disease particularly affects the joints, which cases demand the daily hot blanket pack for thirty

FIG. 2. COLD TOWEL RUB.

or forty minutes, the hot immersion bath
for ten or fifteen minutes, or fomentations . to the affected joints fifteen or
twenty minutes every four hours, with a
heating compress applied in the interval.
consisting of from four to six thicknesses
of cheese cloth or a towel wrung quite
dry from cold water, covered with three
or four layers of flannel. In cases
in which the heart is affected, an ice-bag
or a compress frequently wrung from
very cold water should be placed over

the heart for a half hour every two or
three hours.
The diet is a matter of the greatest
importance, and may well consist largely
of fruit both fresh and stewed. Other
simple and easily digested foods may be
given the patient, such as very thoroughly
cooked rice, gluten gruel, plain custard,
well-toasted bread, buttermilk, malted
nuts, and malt honey. The patient
should be given water to drink very
freely, at least from four to six pints daily.
This greatly aids in flushing the tissues
and in the elimination of poisons from the
skin, kidneys, and bowels. A copious
enema should also be administered at
least once daily, to cleanse the bowel.
Acute bronchitis may follow as the result of exposure during sudden changes
of the weather. It is most likely to occur
from exposure in cold and
damp weather after confinement in superheated,
poorly ventilated apartments. Bronchitis is also
a frequent accompaniment
of other diseases, such as
typhoid fever, whoopingcough, Bright's disease,
diabetes.
T h e disease usually
manifests itself by pain,
cough, difficult breathing,
slight rise of temperature,
and loss of appetite. The pain can be
relieved by fomentations for fifteen minutes over the chest, repeated every three
or four hours. During the interval a
roller chest compress, as before described,
should be worn. This will also assist
greatly in relieving the cough, especially
when combined with the sipping of very
hot water and the inhalation of steam.
In the evening, just before retiring, the
patient should have a hot immersion bath
at Too° to 104° for from six to ten min-
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utes, then continued as a neutral bath of listerine, using a teaspoonful to a
(92°-95°) for thirty or forty minutes, half glass of hot water. Inhalation of
In the morning a cold friction, as before steam ten or fifteen minutes every hour
described, should be given. The patient also affords relief. Very hot fomentations should be applied to the throat for
should drink copiously of water.
Tonsillitis is an exceedingly common ten or fifteen minutes every one or two
disorder, affecting mostly children and hours, while a cold compress covered
young adults. Many persons suffer re- with flannel and changed every twenty
peated attacks every winter. In this or thirty minutes should be worn during
condition the temperature usually runs the interval for the first day or two, after
higher than in either of the other con- which it may be changed at intervals of
ditions mentioned, often reaching 104° an hour or two. If the inflammation is
to 105°, especially in children. Head- very intense, an ice-bag should be applied
ache and pain in the bones is in most in place of the cold compress. The head
cases quite severe. The throat is red should be kept cool while the fomentaand swollen, and there is usually intense tions are applied to the throat. Bits of
pain in swallowing. The disease is uni- ice in the mouth are frequently very gratformly of short duration, running its ifying to the patient.
course in three or four days. The patient
The diet both in this condition and in
will, of course, be confined to bed. The acute bronchitis should be restricted as
temperature may be successfully com- suggested for influenza.
bated by the neutral bath, or by cold mitThe suppurative form of tonsillitis, or
ten friction. It will be of service, and so-called quinsy, usually requires that the
also gratifying to the patient, to precede • tonsil be lanced.
the cold treatment by a short hot bath.
The efficiency of the methods above •
This may be repeated twice daily.
suggested for successfully meeting the
A very hot gargle should be used at conditions named, has been demonstrated
least once every hour. An excellent anti- many times ; when carefully followed,
septic solution for this purpose consists they are sure to bring the most prompt
of a dram of carbolic acid to an ounce relief.

WINTER DISORDERS OF INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.
BY KATE LINDSAY, M. D.

D

URING the heated season, when
In winter, when the cold arrests the
food and drink spoil so quickly activity and growth of the hot-weather
from fermentation due to the action of germs that live in and spoil the food and
microbes, disorders of the digestive tract drink of the children, the mortality from
abound. Cholera infantum, dysentery, digestive disorders is much reduced ; but
inflammatory diarrhea, swell the bills of disorders and death from pulmonary disinfantile mortality. In the tenement- eases are largely increased. This is behouse districts of the larger cities, where cause the gaseous food, of which we use
filth abounds and sanitary science and such quantities, is much more foul and
practice are unknown, often as high as contains more air-borne germs than in
eighty per cent of the children under one the summer, when all the doors and winyear old die during the summer.
dows are open, and the air is for the most
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part outdoor air, and hence is more free
from dirt and disease germs. With the
advent of cold weather, doors and windows are shut tight, and the end and aim
of every one is to create a summer temperature inside his habitation, no matter
what kind of air contamination may result from the want of ventilation. So
thoroughly is the outside air shut out and
the inside air shut in, that contamination
cf the inside atmosphere is noticeable at
once by any one coming in from outdoors.
It is in just such unclean air that the
germs of colds, which cause nasal
catarrh, tonsillitis, pharyngitis, inflammation of the middle ear, bronchitis, etc.,
multiply. These disorders, contracted
in infancy, often result in acute catarrh,
followed by chronic nasal catarrh, which
is the most frequent cause of mouth
breathing. This disordered condition of
the nose is often passed over as an affection of so little account that it requiresno care or treatment either to prevent
the infection or to cure the disorder after
it has once gained a hold upon the nasal
mucous surfaces. Yet habitual mouth
breathing, due to inability to inhale and
exhale through the nasal passages, often
results in serious diseases of the throat,
bronchial tubes, ears, and glands of the
neck, as well as the more serious infection of the lung cells and tissues with
pneumonia and tubercular germs. The
stoppage of the nasal passages and the
consequent mouth breathing are accountable for much mental backwardness and
feeble-mindedness in children. Often immediate mental improvement follows the
opening of the nasal canals, and the ability to breathe with the mouth shut.
Besides the increase of diseases caused
by what is commonly called " taking
cold," there is always a great increase of
certain air-borne infectious diseases, such
as grip, diphtheria, measles, whooping-

cough, scarlet fever, and smallpox, in
winter. All these disease germs flourish
and become decidedly more infectious
wherever there is crowding and bad ventilation. In summer the grip, measles,
diphtheria, and whooping-cough lose
much of their infectiousness, and the
epidemics lessen in number and severity
as soon as the children can get out-ofdoor air, and are not crowded together
in badly ventilated schoolrooms and tenements during so many hours of the day.
In the eighteenth century and in the
first half of the nineteenth, the summer
months were considered the special
months of danger to children. At the
close of the nineteenth and the beginning
of the twentieth century it would seem
as if winter were soon to be as dangerous to the health of both young and
adults as summer. Men are learning
more effectually how to overheat their
dwellings, and how to exclude all fresh
air.
As we have already stated, many disease germs flourish and become dangerously infectious only in stagnant foul air
contaminated by organic matter and irritating dust. But besides the disease
germs there must be soil in the body
for their proper reception and growth.
There is no air filter like the mucous
membrane of the human nose. When
it is in a healthy condition, it not only
filters out all filth from the ingoing air,
but also secretes an antiseptic fluid which
destroys all disease germs before they
pass farther than its very front entrance,
near the external openings into the nostrils. Therefore to protect the throat,
ears, bronchial tubes, and lungs from infection with disease germs, every effort
should be made to keep the nasal passages
open and their mucous lining free from
disease. It may seem a small thing when
the infant of a few hours begins to
sneeze, but it is an evidence of. infection
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and irritation, which, should it go on
unchecked, may threaten the dawning
life. Children have died from what is
known as the snuffles. Care should be
taken in every such case to keep the
nose clean, and free from dried mucus,
which often so completely blocks up the
nasal passages that the little one cannot
nurse, and sometimes dies of starvation.
The passages of the nose, then, should
not only be kept open, but the surfaces
of the mucous lining should be kept
whole. The younger the patient, the
more important is it to keep this useful
portion of the air passages normal.
A cold in the head, or more properly
speaking, an acute nasal catarrh, that in
a healthy adult might be a comparatively
trifling ailment, in the infant may be the
starting point of a fatal disorder. An
ordinary cold on the lungs, or acute
bronchitis, is not considered a serious disorder in the average healthy patient in
adult life.; in infancy, capillary bronchitis
and catarrhal pneumonia are the most
common causes of death from pulmonary
disease. It is from this complication that
most of the deaths from whooping-cough,
measles, scarlet fever, and grip occur.
. Whenever an infant shows signs of
nasal infection by sneezing, and the stopping of its nostrils, search should be made
for the cause of the infection. It is
inhaling infected air from some source;
or one part of the body is unduly heated,
while another is underclothed. Often
the infant breathes bad air while it sleeps
in bed with two grown persons. They
may put tilt little one in the middle,
where the bedclothes, in order to reach
their shoulders, far above the baby's
head, must cover its face, and shut out all
but the very foulest of air,— impure not
only from the natural exhalations from
the skin of the baby's adult bedfellows,
but often contaminated with the noxious
fumes of tobacco and deadly disease
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germs. Sometimes young children are
put to bed in close rooms heated with
dry, hot furnace air, two or three children in a bed, and that in a seven-bynine room with doors and windows
closely shut, and neither an inlet for pure
air nor an outlet for impure air. What
wonder that children under such conditions contract colds easily, and suffer
from nasal catarrh, throat ailments, bronchitis, and kindred disorders, and finally
become victims of the great white plague,
tuberculosis ? Human beings are endowed with great powers of adaptability,
but there is a limit to the endurance of
human respiratory organs, and the best
will yield at last to continual infection
and irritation from bad air.
The respiratory organs, besides direct
inhalations of irritants and poisons from
the air, are often injured by poisons
generated by fermenting food in the alimentary canal. One has only to eat raw'
onions to comprehend how quickly food
matter from the stomach reaches the
lungs, and is perceptible in the breath. So
poisons generated there reach the network
of capillaries surrounding the bronchial
tubes and air cells, and often cause bronchial catarrh and cough. In fact, a child
suffering from indigestion soon develops
a cough and bronchitis which lasts as long
as the indigestion continues ; sometimes
it becomes chronic. The same nerve
which regulates, the functions of the digestive organs also furnishes nerve
energy to the respiratory apparatus, and
irritation is often caused by sympathy,
or reflex action.
Infectious air-borne disorders are more
prevalent in winter than in summer, and
are also more deadly, because of the
crowding together of children as well
as adults indoors. The schoolhouses are
always much fuller in winter than in summer. One child going into the overheated, badly ventilated schoolroom, with
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a sore throat and slight hoarseness, may
carry there the germs of true croup,
diphtheria, or some other disorder which
will infect the whole school. The child
may cough, and expectorate on the floor,
use the same drinking cup, pencils, penknife, books, and playthings as its mates,
kiss and fondle its special friends and
favorites, and cough out particles of
germ-laden mucus which will fill the air
with infection, until every pupil will return home at night taking with him or
her the disease germs thus gathered, and
soon an epidemic begins to appear. The
air in every home is more close and foul
with human exhalations in winter than
in summer; and the school-infected child
sleeps and holds close intercourse with
its brothers and sisters at home, until
they all come down with measles, tonsillitis, diphtheria, or some other infectious malady.
It would save many young lives were
every home provided with a room for
sickness, where the ailing child could
be treated until it was determined what
disorder he had, and whether it was infectious or not. The patient would gain
by the rest and quiet, and the other children would thus escape infection. A
child with fever and sore throat should
never be put to bed with any other child,
nor even in the same room with others.
All these acute winter disorders, even
common colds, are more or less contagious, and it is best to keep the sick
and the well apart.
Overheating and the extreme dryness
of indoor air often debilitate and weaken
the resisting powers of the skin and
mucous surfaces. Going suddenly from
an inside temperature of nearly eighty
degrees above zero to twenty or thirty
below that mark, chills these surfaces,
and checks their functions, producing internal congestions and morbid secretions
of internal mucous surfaces, and furnish-

ing favorable soil for the propagation
of disease germs. After the sudden chill
from cold and dampness, there often
comes an attack of bronchitis or pneumonia. Knowing the causes of winter
diseases and death among children, it is
important to lessen this sickness by the
practical application of sound hygienic
principles to the children and their coldweather environment.
In the home, care should be taken to
have the inside air as pure as the outside
air. All sources of air infection should
be excluded. Children should be taught
from infancy not to expectorate on the
floor, and the adults of the family should
set them a good example. In all diseases of the breathing organs the expectoration is more or less infected, and
when dried into dust, finds its way into
the room air, to be inhaled by every one.
The mother and children suffer most,
as they spend the most time in the indoor
air. Carpets in the nursery or on any
floor are potent sources of indoor-air infection. They hold foul matter brought
in from the outside on the feet, and
especially on the long, trailing skirts of
the ladies of the household. Many children die from supposed hereditary consumption who are really infected by the
germs expectorated by their tubercular
relatives. The consumptive and the nonconsumptive can live safely under the
same roof and in the same room, provided
the air they both breathe is clean. Long
skirts in the house as well as out of doors
keep the room full of dust, and house
dust is always more or Tess infective.
The aim should be to keep the air as free
from it as possible.
What is true of the home is also true
of the schoolroom, the church, the lecture room, or any other place where human beings assemble. Have as little dust
as possible, and do not stir what is unavoidable. If we could drop our shoes
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:as the :people of the East do their sandals,
(outside the door, and take a footbath
ibeflore we enter our dwellings, the air
linside would be much cleaner• than it is.
And certainly, should ladies dispense
with trailing skirts, many microbes would
never find their way into the home air.
Think of one of these filthy garments,
full of street dirt, hung up in a wardrobe
to infect the air day after day in a bedroom where some member of the family
sleeps.
Painted or waxed floors, with rugs frequently shaken and aired out of doors,
would greatly lessen respiratory diseases.
The air should not be overheated, and
children, even infants, should be taken
outdoors daily. Keep them warm and
dry when giving them their daily con:stitutional, but do not cover up their faces
:so as to smother them. Children have
been suffocated by overcovering, even
outdoors. Accustom the skin to changes
,of temperature by cold bathing, both in
,cotd water and cold air. Strip off daily
once or twice, and take a cold sponge,
spray, or full bath, or even a brisk rub
in the air of a cool, well-ventilated room.
Clean air and water are good for the skin
as well as for the respiratory surfaces.
Keep up nutrition by proper food and
outdoor exercise. Cut off sources of
infection from both the outside and the
inside.
Good digestion insures good nutrition
and the needed healthful functional resistance of each organ to repel and
destroy disease contagion. It is always
best, when any member of the family
shows signs of invasion of the respiratory
organs by infection, to stop eating at
once, and rest for twenty-four hours.
Nature needs time to throw off the foul
matter and destroy the germs that have
infected the body. A warm bath may
be taken, if the patient can stay in
bed and keep up the activity' of
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the skin ; otherwise a cold bath and
warming the surface by friction is better.
Many a common cold has been made
much worse by taking a hot bath, and
then, while still perspiring, going out into
the open air. What is wanted is to produce skin activity and elimination.
Should there be a full, stuffy feeling in
the chest, sore throat, or any hoarseness
suggestive of croup, a mild laxative, as
a dose of castor oil or some mild saline,
with nothing for supper but hot water,
will. often result in such a change of
symptoms as will prevent an attack of
severe illness.
Sickness means germs and germ poisons in the body. Nature will expel as
well as repel them, when given a fair
chance. This is favored by resting all
the bodily organs. Be sure that the pa-S
tient has pure air to breathe, and is not
overheated.
Fasting and the rest cure are also good
should the case prove to be the grip.
measles, croup, or any other serious form
of disorder. The disease will run its
course, but the symptoms will not be so
severe, nor are there likely to be so many
complications.
Fortunately, true croup is an uncommon disease, but catarrhal croup is rather
common in children between one and
five years. For this disorder, the fast,
the warm bath, and a cold compress usually bring relief at once. If the stomach
and bowels are loaded, an enema and
emetic or a stomach wash will help very
much. When the throat is sore, a nasal
douche of normal saline solution often
gives relief,— that is, a pint of boiled
warm water with a teaspoonful of salt
in it,
To increase lung capacity, the child
should be taught to inhale properly,
There is nothing better for lung ventilation than a brisk run in the open air several times a day. Should the tonsils be,
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come chronically enlarged, or the nostrils
closed by swelling of the inside lining
membrane, no time should be lost in consulting a specialist, and having these imy
portant respiratory passages opened so
that normal breathing may be unimpeded.
A running ear, too, should never be neglected. It may produce fatal inflammation of the membranes of the brain.
At least it will injure the hearing.
To avoid winter diseases; then, keep
the surface circulation active, the digestion vigorous, breathe pure air, do not
overheat the atmosphere you live in.
Keep the inside air as nearly like the outside as possible. Take daily exercise in
the open air ; use the cold bath daily ;
and do not neglect the first symptoms of
any pulmonary ailment, be it of the nose,

throat, ears, bronchial tubes, or lungs.
Keep out as much dust as possible, and
do not infect rooms either by expectorating or .by carrying germs on the
petson or clothing. Remember also that
the first five years of life are the years of
greatest mortality from pulmonary disorders. Therefore, especially should
mothers protect small children from infection. Bronchitis or throat disease
contracted at this period, even if they do
not prove fatal at once, may lay the foundation for life-long chronic disorders,
or lead to a fatal tubercular infection a
few years later. Normal bodily health
and vigor, good food, pure fresh air, and
out-of-door exercise, are the sure cure
and also the preventive of winter disorders in children.

BATHS THAT CAN BE GIVEN AT HOME.'
BY J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.

HE modes in which water may be
applied to the human body therapeutically are almost infinite in form and
variety. It is proposed in this article to
describe a few procedures that are easily
employed in the home.
The Shower Bath.
In this form of bath the water is projected through a perforated disc, falling
upon the patient in a number of fine
streams. When the disc is placed above
the patient, the procedure is termed the
rain or shower douche ; when held in the
hand or fixed beneath a seat, it is termed
a spray. In the rain douche the size
of the openings is usually somewhat
larger than in the movable hand spray ;
the disc is also larger, and the apertures
more numerous.
In the majority of cases in which the
cold rain douche, or shower, is employed,
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I Selected from " Rational Hydrotherapy."

a preliminary heating should be applied.
When required, the rain douche at mo°
to me is applied for from one to three
minutes before the cold application.
The cool shower (75° to 65°) is an
excellent training measure for persons
who are so sensitive as to prohibit the
employment of water at a lower temperature ; also for gradual cooling after
a sweating bath.
The effect of the hot shower is likewise
powerfully exciting, causing intense
cerebral congestion, and first slowing,
then quickening, of the heart, which continues for some time after the bath. The
duration of the hot shower should be
from one-half minute to two minutes;
temperature, Ioo° to 112°.
The neutral shower (92° to 97°)
causes immediate contraction of the cerebral vessels, and produces a general calm
in the storm of nerve reflexes continually
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playing between the periphery and the
brain and cord. The usual duration of
the neutral shower bath is from three to
five minutes.
The rain douche has the disadvantage
of being far less perfectly controllable
than the horizontal jet or the spray,
which may be regulated to a nicety during administration by one skilled in their
use. The cold shower is practically a
fixed procedure, and hence is not
adapted to feeble persons. The neutral and graduated rain douche have
a much more general application than
the cold or hot douche in this form.
However, the rain douche is an exceedingly useful measure at all temperatures.
The cold shower may be used with
advantage as a tonic measure for
anemics who are fairly strong, also in
obesity when the heart is not seriously
involved, and with the chlorotic and
plethoric. It should be preceded by
some appropriate heating procedure,
as a heating pack, the dry pack,
or a sweating process of short duration.
The short cold rain douche (6o° to
70°, for 5 to 3o seconds) is to be
employed in cases in which moderate
stimulation is required, with little
withdrawal of heat, as in anemia and
chlorosis with emaciation, and in neurasthenia and dyspepsia. When considerable heat elimination is required,
the douche is prolonged to one or two
minutes. This procedure is especially
useful in phlegmatic neurasthenics, sedentary persons in whom the general metabolic activity is diminished, in obesity,
and in all cases in which after a long
sweating process a gradual and very thorough cooling is necessary to prevent continued perspiration.
While the cold shower bath, perhaps,
offers some disadvantages over the jet
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or spray douche, the warm or neutral
shower presents distinct advantages. As
a hygienic measure, it offers a most
agreeable and rapid method of cleansing
the whole surface of the body:
The neutral rain douche (93° to 96°)
is one of the most effective measures
which can be employed for the relief of
insomnia due to irritability of the cere-

^1.1( nni at tiyarotiterapy," by permission.
RAIN DOUCHE.

brospinal nervous system, cerebral congestion, and general nervous excitability.
The application should be made with
little force, special attention being given
to the legs and back.
The action .of the neutral douche is
quicker than that of the neutral immersion bath,,and in some cases its application may be preferred. A neutral rain
douche of from three to five minutes'
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duration often produces the same quieting effect obtainable from a neutral immersion bath of from forty to sixty minutes. The neutral rain douche may be
used in cases in which patients complain of the necessary length of the full
bath. The latter, however, is preferable
for many cases requiring the sedative
effect of a neutral temperature, owing to
the recumbent position, which permits the
patient to fall asleep in the bath.

used for this purpose, or long enough to
heat the skin and cause the patient to
long for the refreshing effect of the cold
douche or spray. Care must be taken
to protect the head by a rubber cap or a
thick towel well saturated with ice-water,
and the hot water must not be allowed to
fall directly upon the head.
The Horizontal Rain Douche or Spray.

In this form of douche the water
issues from
a perforated
head in a
considerable number
of small
streams.
The diameter of the
head is commonly about
three inches,
and the size
of the perforations one
millimeter.
The rain
douche is
applied by
means of a
nozzle n o t
From "Rational Hydrotherapy," by pernanaton.
unlike that
HORIZONTAL RAIN DOUCHE OR. SPRAY.
of a garden
The neutral rain bath may be used to hose, attached to a piece of rubber tubing
great advantage in cases of mania with two or three feet in length, so as to percerebral congestion. Care should be mit free movement.
In administering the rain douche
taken to protect the head by a thick, cold
compress after a previous thorough cool- water may be employed at any temperaing. This method is of course appli- ture applicable to therapeutic purposes.
The head must be very thoroughly
cable only to cases in which the patient
cooled before applying the douche, and
may be readily controlled.
The hot shower serves a useful pur- should be protected by a cold towel
pose as a ready and convenient means of around the head or neck or both.
heating the skin in preparation for a cold
The spray is to be used in cases in
jet or spray. The duration may be from which the mechanical effects of the
one-half minute to two minutes when douche are required as a means of en-
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couraging circulatory reaction, and yet utes at moderate pressure (ten to fifteen
the horizontal jet is for some reason re- pounds), special attention being given to
the back and legs. •
garded -as too severe.
The hot spray is especially indicated
The Immersion Bath.
in the treatment of neuralgia with hyperThe full bath is administered in an
esthesia of the overlying skin, swollen,
painful rheumatic joints, spinal neural- ordinary bath tub, which may be of
gia, and spinal irritation with hyper- wood, copper, zinc, porcelain, or enesthesia ; at neutral temperature, with ameled iron ; or a bath tub may be imlittle pressure, for the relief of the light- provised in a number of ways. Portable
ning pains of locomotor ataxia; very hot tubs convenient for dwellings not proin alternation
with very
cold water,
for producing powerful revulsive
or derivative
effects, as an
application
to the feet
and legs for
the relief of
asthma, for
t h e Scotch
douche, and
in cases in
which the
douche is indicated, but
the horizontal j et douche
From Rational Hydrotherapy,' by permission.
is found too
IMPROVISED IMMERSION BATH.
exciting.
The spray has the advantage over the vided with plumbing may be easily convertical rain douche in that it is very structed. The first requisite is a frame
readily adjustable to all parts of the body. of wood resembling in shape the top of
It does not affect disproportionately the an ordinary bath tub. To this support,
upper part of the body, and ,especially rubber sheeting is attached in such a
the chest, as does the vertical douche. way that when the ends of the frame
It may be made a very exciting pro- are placed on chairs or other supports,
cedure, although at its maximum of in- the sagging sheeting just touches the
tensity it is much less exciting than is floor. Water may be conducted into the
tub by means of a rubber hose attached to
the full horizontal jet.
The neutral spray is an excellent meas- the water faucet. Well-oiled or painted
ire for insomnia. For this purpose it ducking may be used in place of the
should be continued for four or five min- rubber sheeting.
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water. The temperature of the hot bath,
that is, a bath above the temperature of
the body, may be readily maintained by
the addition, from time to time, of jugs
or bottles filled with boiling water, which
does away with the necessity of so much
dipping out and in of water. The
patient's head while in the bath should be
supported by an air pillow, or other suitable means.
The different forms of the full or
immersion bath have several times been
described in GOOD HEALTH, notably in the
January number, 19oo, to which the
reader is referred for " The Cold Full
Bath." " The Graduated Bath," " The
Tepid Bath," " The Hot Immersion
Bath."
The Sponge or Towel Bath.
111111 ••

4Cutiunal Hydrotherapy,' by permission,
SPONGE BATH,

This is a 'general hydriatic measure
consisting of an application of water to
the surface by means of a wet sponge or
towel.
The requisites are : a basin of water at
the proper temperature ; a large bathsponge or coarse towel ; Turkish towels ;
and a foot tub if the patient is able to
stand erect.

Perhaps, on the whole, the cheapest
way, when it is necessary to improvise a
tub, is to make one of ordinary lumber
— whitewood, basswood, or pine boards,
an inch and a half thick, and planed
smooth on both sides. The tub should
be about six feet in length,
two feet in width, and a
foot and a half in depth."
The cracks may be caulked
with oakum. Such a tub
can be made by a good carperiter in a few hours, and
if kept well painted inside,
may be used for a long
time. When necessary for
use for a fever case, the
tub may be placed near
the bed, and filled with
hrom ituttonui ilyclrornerupy, uy
water. The temperature
SPONGE BATH IN BED.
of the water may be reguThe foot tub should contain water at a
lated by adding either hot or cold as
needed. The prolonged cold bath will temperature of from 104° to II0°. With
require the addition of ice or very cold the patient standing in the foot bath, bend-

•
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ing forward, his head, face, and neck are with a well-wrung sponge may be suffithoroughly and repeatedly drenched with cient. The patient having been uncold water (50°) by means of a saturated dressed and covered in the bed, the atsponge or towel. The attendant then ap- tendant begins the application by first
plies the saturated sponge (6o° to 70° ; sponging the face and neck, then the folaverage 65°) first across the chest and lowing parts in succession : One arm, the
abdomen, then the back, the arms, and the other arm, the chest and abdomen, the
legs. The sponge should be applied with front side of the legs, the back, the back
moderate pressure, and should be rewet side of the legs. No portion of the body
as often as emptied of water. The whole should be exposed to the air except the
surface of the body should be gone over portion under treatment, and this should
be covered as quickly as possible after
very rapidly.
The sponging being completed, a dry drying. From three to five seconds, not
sheet is thrown about the patient, who more, should be employed in the spongsteps out of the foot bath, and holds his ing of each part, the same length of time
feet in alternation over the foot bath, each in rubbing the parts with the hands, and
two or three seconds, while cold water „five or ten seconds in the drying and
is poured over them. The patient is rubbing of each part.
The temperature of the bath and its
quickly rubbed dry, assisting himself as
much as possible in the rubbing so as to duration depend upon the effect sought.
encourage reaction by exercise. After If the desired effect is the reduction of
the bath the patient should take moderate temperature and the stimulation of vital
exercise, or if unable to do so, dry friction resistance, water at a temperature of 6o°
or 70° should be employed, and a basin
should be applied.
The patient whose strength is at least of water should be placed near the bedmoderately good may administer this bath side so that as much water as possible
to himself by means of a towel, following may be lifted in the towel or sponge and
as nearly as possible the order just indi- applied to the patient. Each part should
cated as regards the application. The be sponged and rubbed thoroughly so as
application to the back may be easily to induce good reaction; after the whole
made by grasping the towel by its ends, surface has been gone over, the applicathrowing it over the shoulder, and mak- tion may be repeated as many times as is
necessary to secure the effect desired.
ing a seesaw movement.
To a patient who is unable to stand, When employed for tonic effects, the
this bath may be administered in bed. amount of water should be small, the
Care should be taken that the feet are not temperature low (50° to 35°), and the
cold, and that the whole surface of the rubbing and spatting vigorous.
The whole body should be kept warmly
body is warm. The application, when the
patient is reclining, is made in essentially covered, except the part being rubbed,
the same manner as when in the standing in all cases other than those in which
position. A rubber blanket must be reduction of temperature is the object
placed beneath him on the bed, and so sought, and even in these cases so much
arranged that the surplus water may run exposure should not be allowed as to
away into some proper receptacle, to pre- prevent reaction by the disturbing effects
vent wetting of the bedclothing. The of evaporation.
The patient, if feeble and with defecrubber sheet shculd be covered by a
Turkish sheet, which for simple sponging tive circulation, should be prepared for
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the bath by an accumulation of heat in
the skin in any convenient manner, as by
the dry pack ; that is, wrapping with warm
blankets, with a hot bag to the spine and
feet ; by a hot-water bath ; by hot-water
drinking; or by a fomentation over the
abdomen.
This bath is an excellent one for selfapplication when the patient is able to
administer the treatment to himself at

From "

Hpirolherapy," by permission.

THE SALT GLOW.

home. It may be employed every morning, on rising, with advantage. As the
patient becomes accustomed to the application of cold water, more vigorous measures, such as a cold friction bath or cold
immersion, may be employed.
Hot sponging is sometimes advantageous in fever as a means of reflexly lessening the tendency to heat production ;
the water employed should be very hot
(130° to 1400 ), and the application
should be very rapidly made.
The Salt Glow.
In this procedure, salt of medium fineness and slightly moistened is applied to
the surface of the body with friction
movements, the amount of pressure being
adjusted to the patient's sensation. With
very thin-skinned persons, abrasion and
irritation of the skin may be easily produced. Persons of dark complexion,

whose skins are usually thick, bear more
vigorous applications than blondes.
The patient prepares for the treatment
by lying down upon a slab or bed covered
with a sheet, having previously been divested of his clothing. The sheet is
drawn over the patient to prevent chilling. One part after another is then
exposed and rubbed with the moistened
salt, two or three pounds of which should
be conveniently at hand in a
basin.
After the application, the
salt which adheres to the surface is removed by the cold
shower or spray. The patient is quickly dried and
rubbed in the usual manner.
It will be noticed that the
skin is' hard, and almost as
smooth as marble after this
application. In cases of feeble patients, a dash of hot
water or a warm shower
should be given just before
the final cold application.
The salt glow produces to an intense
degree the circulatory stimulation of the
brine bath, the sea-water bath, the effervescing bath, and the saline sponge.
The salt glow is a tonic measure of
high value, and also produces valuable
derivative effects ; it is especially valuable for feeble patients whose heat-making powers are small, and in whom
thermic reaction does not readily occur,
or if it does, the cold bath still has the
effect to exhaust the patient and produce
loss of heat. The salt glow is valuable
in cases in which the skin is very inactive,
a condition commonly found present in
chronic indigestion. It may be usefully
employed in cases of Bright's disease, '
and in diabetes, where the conditions demand an increase of skin activity, but
contraindicate every form of the cold
bath.
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The salt glow must be avoided in
eczema and most other forms of skin
disease, but must not in any case be used
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so frequently as to produce cutaneous
irritation. This measure is rarely of use
in any form of acute disease.

COLORADO WINTER CLIMATE.
BY FRANCIS MC LELLAN.

HE climate of Colorado is ideal during the winter months. It is good
all the year found ; but during the cold
season, from the first of October until
spring, it truly outdoes itself. We know
that this statement of fact is contrary to
the idea of many people who live in the
lower altitudes, and especially of those
who live in the eastern part of our
country. They think that Colorado is
situated away up on the backbone of the
continent, and that this high altitude
makes it cool and invigorating during the
summer season, but that when the winter
months set in, it is visited by bleak winds
and heavy snowfalls, and that the resident fully pays, in the winter, for all
the benefit he receives during the summer.
As a matter of fact, the very reverse is
true. The winters are mild, and the
snowfall, except it be in the extreme altitudes, is comparatively light, the fall of
snow being so distributed, particularly in
such valleys as the one in which Boulder
is situated, as not to exceed more than
several inches at a time, and the snow
lasts only a day or two, very seldom for
more than a week.
Boulder is a fair sample of many other
sections having a similar altitude and
climate, such as Denver, Canon City,
Grand Junction, Montrose, Glenwood
Springs, Gunnison, and other places.
Never have we seen in Boulder what
would be considered in the East sufficient
snow for sleighing. None of the townspeople or neighboring ranchers, to our
knowledge, possess such a thing as a
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sleigh or cutter. Occasionally, during a
little flurry of snow, one sees some of the
boys and girls out on sleds where the
snow has -blown in and drifted on the
hillside, or where the ice has formed on
the sidewalks ; but such a thing as several
days of consecutive sleighing, is practically unknown.
The days, as a rule, are bright and
beautiful. The sun shines with a brilliancy and radiance known in the East
only during the summer. There are occasional showers of rain or snow, but these
are of short duration, lasting only a few
hours, when the clouds disappear, the sun
shines forth, and the golden sunshine
again floods mountain and valley. In
places protected from the wind, the thermometer often registers as high as eighty
and ninety degrees, and in the shade one
can sit for hours without fire or artificial
heat. We have seen the thermometer on
the porch of our cottage on the twentyfifth day of February register one hundred and twenty degrees. Ordinary walking during many of the winter days will
produce quite as profuse perspiration as
do the warm days of summer in the East.
The rainfall in many places in Colorado is very slight indeed. The soil is
porous, consequently the small amount
of water which falls is taken up rapidly.
Hence the moisture produced by rain and
snow quickly disappears, and the roads
and streets become dry and dusty as in
summer.
During the winter months especially,
the very atmosphere seems charged with
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THE COLORADO SANITARIUM, BOULDER. COLO.

electricity. Often the slightest contact fires in order to keep from freezing, the
with iron bedsteads and other metals will resident of the Centennial State may take
produce distinct electric shocks. This is his usual daily outing with as much ease
a source of wonder and amusement to and pleasure as during the preceding
many coming here for the first time. summer months. The weather-bureau
This highly charged atmosphere is a won- reports for Colorado show three hundred
derful tonic to those suffering from and forty sunshiny days in the year.
We know of no other section of country
chronic diseases.
The conditions which we have stated, in the United States of which this record
serve to make Colorado an ideal climate. can be reported.
The ordinary invalid, as well as the perAll classes of invalids do well in Coloson in normal health, can get about out rado. Not alone does the one suffering
of doors day after day during the entire from tubercular trouble find here a refuge
year. He can enjoy to the fullest, na- and an asylum, but the highly tonic effect
ture's great germ destroyer — sunshine of the climate is equally advantageous to
— in its most glorious radiance and life- the nervous dyspeptic and the tired busigiving power. Picnic parties and excur- ness man. There is an exhilaration in the
sions, horseback and carriage riding, may atmosphere which awakens to new life
be indulged in twelve months in the year. dormant energies. A ride or walk in
Hence, while our Eastern neighbors are the mountain air sends the blood tingling
shivering in the biting blasts of an East- afresh to every extremity of the body.
ern blizzard, or hovering over crackling Digestion is promoted, assimilation is in-
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creased, and the whole being responds to
the new influences co-operating for its
restoration. One finds upon coming to
Colorado that his powers of digestion are
greatly stimulated. Articles of food
which perhaps in a lower altitude he was
compelled to discard entirely, he can partake of here with impunity. Nor is this
effect temporary in its character. This
climate is not like a whip to the tired
horse, or a strong cup of tea to overworked nerves. The effects are permanent, and can be carried by the recipient
away from Colorado, back to his home,
there to be enjoyed.
We have traveled extensively through
Colorado, having visited nearly every
section, especially those places offering
special advantages to health seekers. We
have found Boulder County the best
- suited to the general needs of the health
seeker. Boulder is a quiet, restful little
town of .seven thousand people, located
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thirty miles from Denver, the capital city.
It possesses an altitude of five thousand
three hundred feet, just the right height
above the sea level for the ordinary
mortal seeking health. The town itself
nestles at the foot of a spur of the Rocky
Mountain system, and is crowded up
against the foothills on the west, so that
a walk of ten minutes from the center of
the town brings one into the wildest solitude ; while stretching away to the east
and north lies a beautiful rolling plateau,
dotted here and there with fruitful vineyards and neat farmhouses. The landscape is decked with pleasant groves of
trees and artificial or spring lakes, while
the sparkling waters of numerous irrigating ditches wind their sinuous way from
ranch to ranch, carrying the purest snow
water of the mountains as a tribute to the
thirsty but fruitful plains.
Here, unusual advantages are offered
in an educational way. Boulder is the

CORNER OP SANITARIUM GROUNDS.

Colorado Chautauqua and State University in Distance.
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seat of the State University, one of the
best institutions in the West. Here also
is located the Colorado Sanitarium, an
institution affiliating with the Battle
Creek Sanitarium, and an enterprise
which has contributed in no small degree
to the popularity of Boulder. One of the
finest Chautauqua schools in the country
is held at Boulder every summer.
One thing which makes Boulder an
ideal place of residence is the fact that
manufacturing establishments have been
excluded from the city, so that the residents are not subject to the smoke from
factories and furnaces. The air is pure
and uncontaminated. Boulder posesses
virgin soil in that it has not been in the
past a Mecca for the thousands of invalids who have gone to Colorado. This

one feature, taken in all its bearings,
is an important consideration. But while
we ourselves are partial to Boulder, we
have friends living both east and west of
the range which divides the State, and
some even upon the summit, and all are
perhaps equally pleased with their location and with the inducements their particular locality presents. In view of these
considerations and these features, in the
statement of which we have endeavored
to use due conservatism, we are sure that
our friends will agree in the proposition
that Colorado possesses an ideal winter
climate, particularly for those whose
physical condition makes it necessary for
them to surround themselves with the
best possible advantages for the recovery
of health.

THE BUILDING OP A DRESS.
BY ANNE E. TABOR.

TIMES have changed since sensible
women wore, unquestioningly, the
garments dictated by Madame Grundy.
There is now a great demand for dress
that is first healthful and then artistic.
Dressmakers and designers are beginning
to pay some attention to women who
ask to have their clothes made comfortable as well as stylish. There was
a time when the leading dressmakers
themselves positively refused to fit a
woman without a corset. Now, many
of them not only accept without dismay
the hncorseted form, but even ask, " Do
you wish to have your dress made hygienically ? "
There are also fewer women, to-day,
who scout the idea of a hygienic dress.
They hesitate to declare that they do not
want their dresses " made hygienically."
Hence there has come to be a constant
demand for hygienic as well as artistic
skill. Some of the results of this demand
may be seen in shorter skirts, shirt waists,
looser bands, less boning, straight-front
corsets, and a variety of corset waists.
A new garment of any merit finds immediate welcome, and is given an opportunity to prove its worth.
The waist shown in the accompanying
illustration has a number of distinct advantages. It was cut by an entirely new
method of measurements, and is made to
fit the exact proportions of the natural
form. In the construction of this waist
the prihciple is recognized that the front
of the body from the chest down over the
abdomen demands room for expansion.
With every full inspiration the medium
form expands about four inches. So, in
order to produce a perfectly shapely garment, the front of it must be made to
measure at least four inches more than

the back, at the waist line, in front of
the under-arm seam. Another advantage
of this waist is that the adjustable lacing
is placed under the arm, along the line
that the best dressmakers follow in taking
up seams. Another adjustable feature is
the shoulder strap, which can be changed
to make the bust fit more or less closely,
and to lengthen or shorten the waist.
This waist may end at the waist line
or cover the hips, according to the figure
and the preference of the wearer. The
stout woman with full, round hips should
always wear the shorter waist, and should
take the greatest care, in buttoning on
her skirts, to fasten them so as to leave
no extra
fullness o r
thickness
around t h e
hips.
A dress
fitted over
this waist,
and cut and
made upon
the same
principles of
careful adaptation to the figure instead of conformity to an arbitrary standard, cannot fail to
fit and to make the form more graceful.
The woman whose waist is thus correctly
fashioned can lift her arms above her
head with perfect ease, with no strain
whatever upon either the under-arm
forms or the sleeve.
The same rules should be observed in
designing the skirt. If the lines of the
skirt are made to follow the line of the
limb instead of being cut with reference
solely to the lines of a pattern, the skirt
will hang with surprising grace, and will
45
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so adjust itself to the wearer's movements in walking that it will really seem
a proper and natural garment instead of

a vexatious necessity required by custom.
A skirt so made will fall in graceful folds,
no matter what the attitude of the body.

A FEAST WITHOUT SLAUGHTER.
BY A GUEST.

T

HE most remarkable banquet ever
served without the shedding of
innocent blood, was undoubtedly the
Thanksgiving dinner given by the Battle
Creek Sanitarium and its branches all
over the world, Thanksgiving Day, Nov.
28, 19o1, to thqusands of representative
people in hundreds of different places.
At the original Sanitarium in Battle
Creek, Mich., more than eleven hundred
guests sat down together under one roof
at a bloodless feast. The regular Sanitarium family of patients, doctors, nurses,
and other workers numbered more than
a thousand more who sat down at a second table, spread an hour ,later ; making
more than two thousand in all. The
various branch Sanitariums, nearly thirty
in number, served a similar dinner to
invited guests. Besides this, in more
than five hundred different cities, towns,
and villages the same menu was prepared,
and enjoyed by smaller groups of people
who are devoted to the same great principles that animated the donors of the
larger banquets. This magnificent Sanitarium anniversary dinner, celebrated at
one and the same time in hundreds of
different places in the United States and
other countries, was in honor of the
thirty-fifth anniversary of the greatest
movement ever known, having for its
purpose a radical reform in eating, drinking, dress, and physical habits.
Beginning in the humblest way, this
work has grown until it has become
world-wide in scope, and is represented
by many thousands of disciples and

friends scattered through all civilized
lands, as well as by misgions and missionaries in heathen countries.
We have not space for a complete
report of this dinner, but wish to give
what room we can to so significant an
event,— significant as showing the progress that has been and is being made in
the spreading and the popularizing of
principles that are so vital to health and
to happiness.
The dinner given in the gymnasium
and the dining room of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium is representative of all the
other dinners. We show you pictures
of the banquet .hall before the feast
began, and a flash-light photograph of
the scene in the gymnasium during the
toast. But one important feature of the
feast you cannot see — the turkey; not
a corpse roasted and stuffed, but a live
turkey, fat and happy, occupying the
place of honor on a platform. Over the
turkey's head hangs a placard, " A
Thankful Turkey." That he was a
thankful turkey he gave occasional evidence by gobbling his own sumptuous
dinner of corn, and flapping his wings
lustily when the audience cheered heartily at some apt hit by a speaker, evidently
sharing the enthusiasm of the occasion.
It is safe to say that no turkey ever enjoyed a Thanksgiving dinner more, and
probably no Thanksgiving turkey was
ever so much appreciated.
The menu of this inaugural and pro-.
phetic twentieth century dinner was as
follows : —
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the Battle Creek idea by the toastmaster,
Dr. Kellogg, who, with eight or ten
others, represented all now left in the
city of those who were present at the
dedication of the institution thirty-five
years ago.
In opening the program, Dr. Kellogg
said : —
" I am sure this is the very first
Thanksgiving dinner we have ever attended, where turkey was served, at
which the turkey felt just as well after
the dinner as he did before, having had
just as good a time as any of the rest
of us."
Prof. Percy T. Magan was then introduced, and spoke to the toast, " The
Elsewhere in this number you will find Conventional Turkey." He said in subrecipes for the principal dishes of this stance : —
" I read in the paper that the Battle
menu.
Creek
Sanitarium was to have a great
Following the repast, an hour was
feast;
that
instead of feeding the people
spent in listening to responses to approturkey,
they
were going to give them
priate toasts by various speakers, and a
turkey
feed.
If
we have been enjoying
brief sketch of the rise and progress of
MENU.
" Some hae meat, and canna eat,
And some wad eat that want it;
But we hae meat and we can eat,
And sae the Lord be thankit."
— Burns.
Vegetable Oyster Soup
with Toasted Wheat Flakes
Nut Roast
Cranberry Sauce
Nuttolene Fricassee
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Escalloped Potatoes
Hubbard Squash
Rice with Meltose
Kornlet
Macaroni Baked with Granola
Celery
Sliced Protose
Split and Toasted Granose Biscuit
White Bread
• Graham Bread
Caramel-Cereal
Malted Nuts
Grape Nectar
•
Oranges
Bananas
Apples
Malaga Grapes
Pumpkin Pie
Gold Cake
Bromose
Mixed Nuts

THE SANITARIUM DINING ROOM BEFORE THE FEAST.
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' turkey feed,' the Battle Creek turkeys Labor day by doing nothing — so we
celebrate Thanksgiving day by murdering
are to be congratulated.
" We have forgotten in these days the turkeys.
position of the turkey in olden times.
" I am very glad for the growing numOur Puritan forefathers were far more ber of people that represent true ideas
thankful for a good crop of corn than of health culture. The more I travel
for this modern ' conventional turkey.' over the country, and the more people I
It was only when they were hard pressed meet, the more I find that the world is
for food, when the corn crop, the crop coming to believe that there is something
of turkey feed, had failed, that they good in healthful living. My friends, as
went to the woods for turkey and cran- we go about from place to place let us
berries. The first and the true idea of spread these principles."
Hon. W. C. Gage followed, and toasted
Thanksgiving, then, is not to eat turkey,
the
sentiment —
which is corn second-hand, but to eat
"
Still let us for his golden corn send
the corn itself, first-hand ; in other
up
our
thanks to God."
words, to eat what the turkey eats instead of eating the turkey. So, instead
" I have watched the career of this
of departing from the original idea of institution for thirty-five years, some of
Thanksgiving, we are to-day really com- the time in very close relation to it, and
ing back to it, by having our ' conven- I am • rejoiced, as you doubtless are retional turkey ' served alive.
joiced to=day, at its great success.
" This nation is famous for doing
" It has been said that ingratitude is
everything wrong end to. We celebrate the gravest of human crimes, and I am
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quite .sure that all present indorse this
idea. None of us, however, could be
charged with ingratitude to-day ; our
hearts are all grateful for this generous
entertainment, and especially for the kind
Providence that has done so much for
' the Battle Creek idea.'
" Thirty-five years ago there was
planted on this ground the seed which
germinated and brought forth this magnificent institution and these glorious
principles.
" The saying is that you must go
away from home to get the news. In
my travels through the various States,
I rarely stop at a place where the Battle
Creek idea is not well known. I sometimes hear that Battle Creek is the town
where they cure people by starving them.
We know to-day how much truth there
is in this statement. We know how
likely we are to be starved on foods like
those of which we have just partaken.

This golden corn, this harvest of these
thirty-five years, I suppose, represents
the success of the Battle Creek idea,
which you all know something about,
which you have at least heard something
about, and I trust know about practically
in your own lives.
" I might mention one case in particular among the many with which I have
come in contact in my travels : I met
a gentleman in a hotel at Mackinaw
Island. He was a dyspeptic — a typical
Battle Creek patient. He could not eat
anything that did not distress him ; he
would always leave the table hungry.
He asked me if it would do him any
good to come to Battle Creek. I told
him that if he would come to Battle
Creek and do as he was told, I could
almost guarantee that it would do him
a great deal of good. He started for
Battle Creek the next day, down the lake,
in a driving rain. The next I knew he
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had reached the place, and had written
back to his wife asking her to come too.
I suppose he wanted her to share his
misery. One evening, a little later, as I
was sitting in front of my house, after
returning from Mackinaw, this gentleman and his wife passed by. He recognized me, came up and sat down on my
veranda. I asked him : —
" How do you like Battle Creek ? '
" He said : Battle Creek is the finest
place in the world.'
" How do you like the Sanitarium ? '
" It is the most wonderful thing in
the world.'
" Po you like the diet? Are they
starving you ? '
" ' No, I eat too much — that is my
greatest temptation.'
" He staid several weeks, and went
home desperately in love with Battle
Creek.
" If we who live here would have a
little more love for these principles, and
allow them to find a larger place in our
hearts, we could be of great help in
assisting to spread them in the world.
" I congratulate the workers in this
institution; I congritulate Dr. Kellogg;
I congratulate you as visitors to this
place ; and I believe we shall henceforth
appreciate the principles more, and have
them more thoroughly incorporated into
our lives."
Response by the toastmaster, Dr.
Kellogg : —
" I feel that I am to be congratulated
because I had the good sense to lay hold
of a good thing, and to stick to it. This
is the only thing I need to be congratulated upon. I am proud of the truth
which this institution represents ; I am
proud of its principles. I always was
proud of them. There was a time when
they were trampled underfoot and
scorned, but that day has largely passed."
Dr. A. J. Reed responded to the toast—

" All the inhabitants of earth and air,
Be listed on the glutton's bill of fare."

Principles, like paths, determine the
course of man. The glutton travels in
a principle broad enough to take in all
the inhabitants of earth and air — a
principle which has arrayed on one side,
lust, and on the other side, misery, death,
and destruction. His pathway is so
broad that he can jump over the finest
sensibilities which are the glory of humanity, and can take the sacred life of
his fellow-creatures in order to satisfy
an insatiable thirst and a morbid desire
for stimulants. He eats to distend
the walls of his stomach, to tickle
his appetite, and he leaves behind a
stain upon his conscience ; while there
are hung upon the walls of his memory
pictures of distressed faces, looking up
to him in pity and 'fright, instead of
pictures of waving fields of grain and
loaded boughs of fruits — pictures of
peace and prosperity, of happiness, and
of a conscience undisturbed.
" When I was a boy, I thought there
existed in the world a certain channel
which experience had taught men was
the right channel through which to guide
the barque of life and health ; that there
were occasionally a few people in the
world, like Chinamen, who indulged in
horseflesh, but that the great mass of
mankind kept themselves within safe
limits. I remember very well, when
visiting a foreign country, seeing the
lagoons, where animals with strange
shapes would peer out from behind coral
reefs, and look at you in wonder and
amazement. I said, Surely, none can
ever think of taking the lives of these
horrible creatures to satisfy appetite.'
Deep down in the waters of the lagoon
could be seen fish having faces almost
human, the devilfish and the octopus,
oysters, shellfish, reaching out, feeding
on the slime beneath. There was a
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peculiar eel that lived among the coral
reefs, which would dart his head out
from the reef, and show himself to be
a most hideous and unpleasant-looking
animal. I was completely surprised, on
going a little farther, to find human beings trying to capture these creatures ;
the devilfish for luxury ; these creeping
and crawling things of the lagoon to eat
because they gave flavor. These same
people did not hesitate — when occasion
seemed to demand, and they found a
brother, a human being, a little weaker —
to take even his life, and to use him to
satiate appetite. We call that cannibalism. I suppose we could dignify it by
the term butchering; but it seems to me,
after such a feast as we have enjoyed
to-day with a clear conscience, we can
certainly go to our homes with happiness and joy; we can look all our fellowcreatures in the face, and know that they
will regard us with looks of kindness
and gratitude only ; and that we ourselves shall become more noble, from an
ethical standpoint, at least, for the consciousness of having done that which
is right. I know of no principle of
ethics that holds out any hope for the
glutton. Neither science nor reason
holds out any promise to the glutton ; his
path is a path of shipwreck, disaster,
disease. His path is broad, and leads to
destruction."
Dr. J. F. Morse responded to " A
Feast of Reason."
He said in part : —
" When God created mankind, he created him with a fellow-feeling for every
created thing. I know that some teachers of pedagogy tell us that our feeling
of sympathy with the birds that fly is
simply a remembrance of the time when
we were like them ; that our feeling of
delight and sympathy with the fish when
they swim through the cool waters of
the pool is simply a reminder of the past.
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I do not believe this, but I do believe
that when God crested the intelligences
of the world, he gave to all a fellow-feeling. I believe that one ought always to
preserve this holy feeling. I never saw a
hunter who had no feeling of regret
when looking into the eyes of the beast
he had slain. This feeling. makes possible the feast of reason, the flow of
soul."
Mr. H. E. Osborne responded to
" High living and high thinking."
" I think,. ladies and gentlemen, that
your experience has been something like
mine : you have found yourselves at times
just reaching for high living, but not
quite able to grasp it. At times you
have been able to catch glimpses of high
ideas, such ideas as have been stimulated by the fellowship we have enjoyed
here to-day.
" The present situation reminds me of
what is sometimes termed the irony of
fate.' You have witnessed the spectacle
of unmarried ladies trying to teach
young mothers how to train their children ; of bachelors making an earnest
effort to teach their unmarried brethren
the interesting seence of domestic
economy. Perhaps this is why I was
chosen to make a few remarks about
high living, since my life for the most
part has been somewhat along the subbasement plan. But it may be that we
who have lived in the basement have a
tendency to ideals. We would like to
get up into your ' sky-parlor.' So it
may be that I can suggest a helpful
thought.
" It is unreasonable to suppose that
men who live in crowded and wicked
sections of our great cities, whose dietary,
whose surroundings and privileges, are
the very worst, could be capable of very
high thinking. In that fact we have an
object lesson, teaching the great truth
that right living is essential to high

THE GYMNASIUM DURING THE TOASTS.
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thoughts, to noble aspirations, and to
good purposes. When our methods of
life are right, we can hope to think better ;
and thinking better, we can hope to
become better. It is a most encouraging thought that right living and high
thinking, if you please, are the first
steps in the attainment of an ideal character, because as we live we think, and if
we live high, then we can hope to think
high ; and finally, perchance, we can come
into that happy place which was suggested by a remark of Kepler one day,
when, after having viewed the planets
through his telescope, he said to a friend,
I have been thinking this morning the
earliest thoughts of God over again.' If
we can teach ourselves high thinking;
model our thoughts after him who has
declared that his thoughts are as high
above our thoughts as heaven is higher
than the earth, then it may be that we
may hope yet to attain to the likeness
of his own blessed image."
At the conclusion of the toasts Dr.
Kellogg said : —
" I wish to bring before your minds
the things which have made this institution great. Instead of having one
doctor and one patient, and not one
single trurse, as when the institution
started thirty-five years ago, there are
now one hundred and twenty doctors,
more than one hundred medical students, seven hundred trained nurses, and
fifteen hundred people in other places —
almost twenty-five hundred people altogether who are carrying on this work.
Instead of a little wooden building here
in the rear, there are sixty institutions ;
twenty-seven sanitariums and branches
— sixty institutions in all, scattered
through thirteen different countries in
the world. There are thirteen food companies manufacturing food, and the present prospect is that all the citizens of
Battle Creek will soon be engaged in
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this same business. There never was a
time when health foods were so popular
as now.
My friends, we may congratulate
ourselves upon the success of the Sanitarium idea. We have something here that
is great; it is one of the greatest things
on the face of the earth, and that is the
principles, the ideas, which underlie this
work.
" One reason we asked you to come
here to dinner was because we wanted
to show you how easy it is to get over
Thanksgiving day without killing anything. We want to get you into our
' sky-parlor,' hoping that when we get
you in, we can shut the door and keep
you in. Here are one thousand persons
who have come to dine with us. We
would like to shut the door, and keep
all these people in the ' sky-parlor.'
" Think a moment,— look at the
grand work that is being carried forward
all over the world, not by force of human
power, not by force of keen, capable
organization, but comparatively without
organization, against prejudice, against
all the natural tendencies of men. This
work has prospered and grown to its
present great proportions, and, my
friends, why is it? It is because God
is in it — because it is truth, and truth
is mighty. Is it not worth while to
stand beside such mighty truth, that has
such power? Is it not safe to set our
feet upon it, to lay hold of it, and to go
with it? Is it not a thing we can stand
by, and stand for, and be witnesses for,
ensamples of ? After such a demonstration as we have had in the experience of
the last thirty-five years, we can say we
know that God is in this work. The
time has come when we should appreciate
it, and show our appreciation of it by
our loyalty to, and by our consistent
representation of, these principles in our
daily lives."

RECIPES FOR A FEAST WITHOUT SLAUGHTER.
Vegetable Oyster Soup.— Cook the
oysters in boiling water until tender, after
washing and scraping. When nearly
done, season with salt, and allow them
to cook until the water is nearly gone.
Drain and press through a fine sieve.
Thin to the proper consistency with
cream, and add a little nut butter if
desired. Serve with dry toasted wheat
flakes instead of crackers.
Nuttolene Fricassee.— With a fork
shave one-half pound of nuttolene into
thin slices. Prepare a corn sauce by
adding to one-half pint of corn pulp two
well-beaten eggs, one pint of water or
rich milk, and salt to taste. Arrange the
nuttolene loosely in the bottom of an
oiled baking dish, and stew it in a small
amount of water until it is tender, which
will take about one-half hour. Pour
over it the corn sauce. Bake until the
corn thickens to the consistency of custard, and serve hot in side dishes.
Nut Roast.— Mix together one cupful
of peas pulp, bean pulp, and one cupful
of finely chopped nuts. (English walnuts are good.) Season with sage and
salt. Make a dressing from four slices of
zwieback, by pouring over it boiling
water, and then covering. Let it stand
a few minutes, then with a fork break it
up, and pour over it one-half cupful of
cream, and season to taste with sage,
salt, and a bit of grated onion. Line an
oiled baking dish with one half of the
first mixture, put the dressing in, then
cover with the remainder of the mixture
with the nut in it. Pour over the top
half a cup of rich cream, and bake for
one hour and a half. Serve in slices with
cranberry sauce, and garnish with a sprig
of green.
s♦

Grape Nectar.— To one quart of unfermented grape wine add the juice from
one pint of strawberries, and two lemons. Sweeten to taste. Serve cold.
Malted Nuts.— Carefully dissolve two
tablespoonfuls of malted nuts with a
little warm water, and gradually stir in
one cupful of boiling water. Some might
prefer adding a pinch of salt. This will
serve one person.
Protose Salad.— Over half a pound
of protose, cut into small cubes, pour a
mayonnaise dressing, made by stirring
into the yolk of one egg, a drop at a time,
about one-half cupful of peanut or olive
oil or melted butter. Add salt before
commencing to stir, and, as it thickens,
thin with lemon juice.
Gold Cake.— Beat the yolks of three
eggs until very stiff, with the juice and
grated rind of half a lemon. Fold this
into the whites, beaten to a stiff froth
after having added a pinch of salt, and
when moderately stiff, add one-half
tablespoonful of lemon juice. Carefully
fold in one-half cupful of pastry flour
and one-half cupful of dates. Thd dates
should be washed, stoned, and cut into
small pieces, and dredged with flour.
Bake thirty minutes in a moderate oven.
Frost with the following icing: —
Malt Honey Icing.—Boil one-half
pint of malt honey until it threads, then
pour slowly over the stiffly beaten white
of one egg, to which a pinch of salt and
one-half tablespoonful of lemon juice
have been added. Beat until slightly
cool ; then spread on the cake.
Kornlet.—Put one can of corn through
the colander, and season with salt to
taste, and cream or nut butter if desired.
Heat thoroughly and serve.

JD IMO ER. I A Le.
DR. SALMON VERSUS DR. KOCH.
DR. SALMON, the eminent physician and
scientist who is at the. head of the " Bureau
of Animal Industry of the Department of
Agriculture," presented before the American
Medical Association, at its last meeting, a
paper in which he took strong issue with
Dr. koch's theory in relation to the communicability of animal tuberculosis to human beings. He showed that tuberculosis
increases in children in direct relation to its
increase in cows. At the present time, two
or three in every hundred of all the cows in
the United States are sick with tuberculosis,
yet giving milk and infecting the dairy supplies of our cities and towns to an enormous
extent, for one cow often contaminates the
milk of a hundred or more by admixture of
the milk in transportation. In some herds,
seventy-five per cent of the cows have been
found affected. In some parts of Europe
the disease has extended until half of all
the cows in the country are diseased, and
the same state of things is rapidly coming
about in this country, now existing in some
parts of New England. The only safety in
the use of milk is in first cooking it, unless
the cow producing it has been carefully examined by a competent veterinarian, and it
is known to be healthy.
The Doctor showed that hogs are each
year becoming more and more subject to
tuberculosis, as well as other maladies. He
also called attention to the fact that in spite
of municipal and government inspection
service, vast quantities of diseased animals
are annually consumed as food. More than
hirty thousand slaughtered animals are
condemned each year for hog cholera alone ;
but a much larger number of animals, less
intensely affected with this disease, are allowed to pass by the inspectors, only those
organs actually giving gross evidence of
disease being rejected. The same is true of

many other infectious and inflammatory
diseases. Thus a large part of the meat
eaten is actually more or less diseased.
Trichinae are increasing among hogs. As
Dr. Salmon • shows, no inspection can possibly protect against this terrible parasite,
for the reason that it may not be present in
the part examined, while swarming in some
other part.
In the light of Dr. Salmon's revelations,
and no man living is better prepared to
speak on the subject, we are compelled to
look upon every great dairy as a cow hospital, from which disease is dispensed to
the community at so much per quart ; and
every slaughterhouse or butcher shop as
a morgue, in which the corpses of living
beings, killed by violence and disease, are
laid out to be divided into human meat and
cat's or dog's meat, between the kitchen
oven or the frying pan and the big kettle
of the soap maker, or the rendering establishment ; and every packing house, a big
undertaker's establishment, where men
whom the famous old biographer, Plutarch.
would call " layers out of corpses," pack
away into decorated coffins of various
shapes and sizes, the reeking and diseasetiinted bodies of the slain, not, alas, for
cremation, nor for decent burial or other
sanitary disposal, nor even to supply the
insatiable maw of the scavenger tribes,—
the hawks, buzzards, wolves, hogs, hyenas,
rats, and worms,— but to be served up to
the lord of creation, to be spread out with
all the hideous suggestiveness of the dissecting room and the boneyard or the cemetery, to be entombed in the catacombs of
human stomachs.
How long will men continue to " taint
their bodies with a food profane," to quote
an old poet, whom modern orthodoxy would
denounce as a heathen, but whose philosophy
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and practice, in eating, at least, were more
in harmony with the divine order than
the philosophy and practice that prevail

at present, even in the most highly civilized and Christian communities in the
world.

THE SIMPLE LIFE.
Emerson, Alcott, and others of the sages
COUNT TOLSTOI, the Russian nobleman
whose literary genius has attracted the of Concord caught the same thought more
notice of the world, has for many years than half a century ago, and sought to start
bent the whole force of his great abilities an exodus out of the Egypt of civilized perto the task of holding up before his fellow- versity toward the Palestine of natural simmen the beauty of simplicity and natural- plicity, natural diet, natural dress, and a
ness, and has himself set an example of con- simple order of life.
The rejuvenating power of the natural
sistency in living up to the precepts which
he has so earnestly advocated — a thing life is recognized by all the world. It is
rarely met with, even among the most exem- this recognition which every summer leads
plary public teachers. Although possessed such multitudes away from the centers of
of wealth sufficient to enable him to lead a civilization and artificiality to' the seashore,
life of ease and luxury, to live in splendor, where the most marvelous, one might alsurrounded by lackeys ever ready to min- most say miraculous, change is wrought in
ister to every desire, he chooses to live rather a few weeks' time, bringing back the roses
in the most simple manner possible, wearing to pale cheeks, the luster to dull eyes, and
shoes of his own making, clad in the plainest health and vigor to enfeebled frames,— the
of garments, eating the simplest of food, . result of the vitalizing influence of tonic
avoiding every luxury and artificial need, baths, the vivifying sunshine, and the natand leading a life of the most abstemious ural out-of-door life. If such great results
sobriety and temperance. Recognizing the are secured by so short an experience of
unnaturalness of slaughter and the eating of natural living, what might be expected of
animal flesh, he uses no butchered animal the habitual following of such a life, at
foods of any sort, and confines himself al- least in its essential principles?
most exclusively to fruits and nuts, with a
It is for the living of such a life that this
moderate allowance of milk and eggs.
journal works and pleads.

THE " CHICAGO AMERICAN " MISTAKEN.
THE editor of the Chicago American says
a great number of good things about diet
and other subjects, but, for once, he has
fallen into error. In an editorial entitled,
" Vegetarianism and Insanity," the American intimates that a certain Mr. Sterner, a
medical student at Harvard, became a
lunatic because he was a vegetarian. It
is no doubt true that Mr. Sterner became
insane, and it is reported that he was a
vegetarian; but to say that he became insane because he was a vegetarian, is certainly not justified by the evidence. If

the disuse of flesh foods will render a man
insane, certainly we should find lunacy
extremely prevalent among those who have
adopted a nonflesh dietary. The writer is
acquainted with many thousands of vegetarians, and it is certainly not any exaggeration to say that insanity is not more
common among them than among other
classes of people. According to the late
census returns, there are nearly eighteen
thousand lunatics in every million inhabitants in the United States, which would be
at the rate of nearly two per cent.

EDITORIAL.
After having been a strict vegetarian for
thirty-five years, and having made the acquaintance of many thousands of persons
who have discarded flesh eating, the writer
is compelled to say that he has never yet
seen a single lunatic who, prior to his
becoming insane, had for any considerable
time adhered to a nonflesh dietary. If
Sterner became insane for lack of flesh
food, it is reasonable to suppose that a
liberal supply of meat would quickly restore him to health. We have waited to
see whether any such evidence was forthcoming, but thus far it has not appeared,
or at least our attention has not been called
to any evidence of this sort.
The general, testimony of those who have
the care of the insane in State and private
institutions has been that the use of flesh
food increases the excitability of insane
patients ; that it often gives rise to insomnia, convulsions, and to varicus conditions
which aggravate the mental disturbance.
Our editor well remarks, " There is
something repulsive in eating huge pieces
of meat, and murdering our fellow-animals
to obtain them, but, constituted as we are
at present, meat eating is an absolute necessity, especially when hard mental effort is
required." Meat eating certainly is repulsive, and we are glad to be able to demonstrate that it is not an absolute necessity,
either when hard mental effort is required,
or at any other time, except in the absence
of food of every other sort. Sir Isaac
Newton demonstrated that the most severe
mental effort can be performed without
meat eating, by living on bread and water
when demonstrating the principles of Cal,
culus, the new mathematical method which
he perfected in application to the revolu-
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tions of the moon. The average meateating American would be quite unable to
cope with the East Indian pundit in capacity for mental activity.
But the error to which we especially call
attention is embodied in the following
statement by the American: "Do not follow the example of Tolstoi ; he made himself ill for lack of meat, and then gave up
vegetarianism." The writer recently received a letter from Leo Tolstoi, Jr., son
of the famous author, himself well known
in literary circles, in which he said : —
" My father continues to be vegetarian,
but with eggs and milk."
From the foregoing, it is evident that
Tolstoi has not ,renounced vegetarianism,
and has no idea of doing so. We are glad
to learn from a more recent letter that this
noble champion of human rights and of
simple and natural modes of life, is in better
health, notwithstanding the persecutions to
which he has been subjected. There is no
evidence whatever that his illness has been
in any way due to the lack of flesh food.
Of course it is easily possible for a person
to deprive himself of the elements necessary to sustain an active, vigorous life;
but this may be equally true when one is
subsisting upon a flesh dietary as when
the bill of fare is wholly exclusive of flesh
foods of every description. Doubtless many
persons have suffered greatly from discarding meat without supplying its place by
other substances rich in nitrogen, such as
nuts, eggs, peas, beans, or lentils. But
the unhappy results which follow such neglect must be attributed to ignorance or
carelessness rather than to the discarding
of an unnatural and unwholesome diet for
one which is both natural and wholesome.

EATING AND DRINKING DAMNATION.
THE apostle Paul speaks of people who
Cor. i i :
eat and drink damnation "
29). Whatever may have been the application intended by the great apostle, certain it is that thousands of men and women

are daily eating and drinking destruction to
mind, soul, and body. Many a mother
spreads upon her table the viands which
stimulate into activity, in the bodies of her
children. appetites and tendencies which,
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when fully developed, end in drunkenness, who, something more than eleven years
debauchery, and crime. Wrong eating ago, left this country with a company of
certainly lays the foundation for nearly all seventy others who had determined to find
the ills to which human flesh is heir. some spot on the globe where they could
physically, mentally, and morally. Most establish natural conditions of life, espediseases may be traced to the stomach. cially in relation to diet. Every person
Much of the ill temper, despondency, and composing this company was thoroughly pereven insanity is the outgrowth of mal- suaded of the unnaturalness and harmfulnutrition, the beginnings of which may ness of a flesh dietary, and was anxious to
be fairly traced to disordered digestion. escape from • contact with the unnatural
Diet reform is steadily pressing its way to ,dietetic practices which prevail in almost
the front as the only real foundation for every civilized community.
all substantial and enduring reforms.
Hawaii was first visited. From this
Every reform that does not include diet point, excursions were made in various
reform must sooner or later collapse. directions, until finally the island of Tagula
Tobacco using, the opium habit, various was selected, and here this happy comdrug habits, and cognate vices have their munity is thriving, finding an easy support
foundation in disorders which originate in by the cultivation of indigo, yams, cocoaflesh meats, pickles, condiments, spices, and nuts, breadfruit, and plantain. A few have
rich dishes which appear at every meal tired of the monotony of their island home,
upon the table of the average American and have returned to this country; but the
citizen. True temperance reform must great majority are quite content with their
begin at the dinner table.
isolation, finding ample compensation in the
climatic conditions which favor a simple
and natural life, and in the opportunity to
A Modern Arcadia.
rear their children where they are safe
Probably few Americans have visited the from the contaminating influences of a perisland of Tagula, a small bit of land form- verted civilization.
ing a part of the Dutch Archipelago, and
It scarcely requires a prophet to predict
located about one thousand miles north of that the time is not far distant when many
Australia. Those who have visited this thousands will be longing for a similar
interesting little corner of the globe, report opportunity. The world is awaking to a
the location there of a veritable modern realization of the awful perversions and
Arcadia, founded in 189o, by Rev. James enormities which have somehow been
Newland, a Methodist minister from Ohio, grafted upon our modern civilization.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Indigestion. —J. W. M., Ohio, 77 years old,
asks for advice. He is troubled with constipation,
coated tongue, sour stomach, disturbed sleep, bad
dreams, irrational appetite, frequent and painful
micturition. He is a lawyer.

Am. — This patient requires treatment at a sanitarium; the case is too serious to be successfully
treated at home. However, the following suggestions may be helpful. For the constipation, granose, protose, malt honey confectionery, bromose,
toasted wheat flakes, and an abundance of fruit.
This diet will also clear the tongue, and probably
relieve the sour stomach. The disturbance of
sleep may be due to digestive disorders; a fomen-

tation over the stomach, followed by a moist abdominal bandage at night, will help relieve the constipation, and aid in securing sleep. The patient
should eat twice a day, — at 8 o'clock A. M. and
3 P. M.; nothing should be taken after the second
meal. For painful micturition, a neutral bath or
warm bath at 92° to loo° may be taken once or
twice daily for fifteen or twenty minutes. The
patient should drink freely, but not at mealtimes.
There may possibly be an enlarged prostate, or
some other local affection. The case requires
careful investigation by a skilled physician. The
patient should place himself under treatment for
several months at a thoroughly equipped and ration-
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ally conducted sanitarium. Meats, mustard, pepper, and condiments of all sorts should be especially 'avoided. The patient should dress warmly,
and avoid chilling; he should take special care to
keep the feet warm.
Obesity—Sour Bread.— N. B., Iowa, wishes
to know (1) the cause of obesity, and how it may
be reduced; (2) how to prevent bread from souring.
She has tried many recipes, and fails every time.
Ans.— i. Obesity is generally due to excessive
eating or deficient exercise. The body is like a
locomotive with its tender: if more coal is put on at
the stations than the locomotive consumes in pulling
the train from one station to another, the result will
by and by be, that the tender will be heaped high
with coal; then the coal will be piled up in the
mail coach, and the smoking car, and the passenger
coaches, and after a while even the sleeping cars
will be invaded with coal, and the passengers discommoded; and the train may, after a while, be so
weighted down with coal that the locomotive would
be unable to pull it. The analogy, as applied to
the human body, is almost perfect. The body is a
machine; it consumes food as the locomotive consumes fuel. If more food is taken in daily than is
consumed for heating the body, and in the performance of muscular work in bodily activities, the
result will be an accumulation of food material in the
form of fat. It is evident, then, that the remedy
must be found in lessening the amount of food to
the actual necessities of the body, especially avoiding foods which promote the development of fat,
and increasing the consumption of food-material by
work. Four fifths of the food taken is used for
heating the body; one fifth of this food is used in
work. It is evident, then, that it is important, not
only to increase the amount of work done, but to
increase the amount of heat produced. The heat
product:on can be increased only by exposing the
body to cold. Cold water and cold air extract heat
from the body, and increase the rate at which the
tissues are consumed, as this consumption of tissue
is the source of heat; hence the great value of cold
baths. When used for the purpose of reducing fat,
cold baths should be prolonged. It is impossible
to prolong a bath very greatly when the temperature is too low, hence the temperahre must be
moderate, as 70° to 75°. This temperature may be
prolonged for ten to fifteen minutes, provided the
patient is vigorously rubbed during the bath. The
wet-sheet pack is an excellent means of reducing
flesh. The sheet should be applied quite wet, at a
temperature of 60°; and the patient should remain
in the pack until vigorous perspiration is induced;
after that he should take the wet-sheet rub, the
shallow bath, or the cold shower bath, at a tem-
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perature of from 6o° to 65°, from one to three minutes. The purpose of the shallow bath and the
wet-hand rub is to serve as a tonic to overcome the
depressing effects of the sweating bath, and to
stimulate the heat-producing or tissue-consuming
processes of the body. After the bath, the patient
should exercise vigorously until well warmed up
and perspiring freely; he should then take a cold
shower bath. This treatment should be repeated
twice a day. For a more rapid reduction of flesh
it is well to confine the diet to one or two articles,
so that the appetite will not be stimulated by a
variety. If there is an excessive accumulation of
flesh in some particular region, as the abdomen,
the consumption of fat in this particular part may
be hastened by the employment of local packs twice
a day, and the heating abdominal compress worn
constantly between the applications.
2. Discard the use of yeast, and employ water
breads instead. Yeast bread, salt-rising bread, and
all fermented breads are more or less objectionable because of the multitude of germs and yeast
spores which they contain. Full directions are
given for making various water breads in " Every
Day Dishes."
Hydrozone and Glycozone — Locomotor
Ataxia.—N. M., Michigan: " 1. Are Hydrozone
and Glycozone good for either a catarrhal or a lung
cough? 2. Is there any cure for locomotor
ataxia? "

Ans.— 1. These remedies may be used with an
atomizer, in the conditions named.
2. We have seen many cases of locomotor
ataxia practically recover health under a thorough
course of physiological treatment.
Drinking Coffee to Keep Awake —Clothing — Cramp — Soap — Kerosene for the
Hands.— W. F. T., Wisconsin: " i. On account
of night work, I drink coffee to keep me awake.
Will you please name a substitute
2. In hot
weather I am obliged to wear the very lightest
clothing, and in cold weather the very heaviest, to
keep comfortable. Why is this? 3. What is the
cause and cure for foot cramp at night ? 4. What
soap do you recommend for bathing purposes ?
5. I am an engineer, and use kerosene to cut the
grease and dirt on my hands. Would lard oil be
better?"

Ans.-1. It is wrong to compel the body to work
when sleep is needed, and to use a drug to produce
wakefulness is an abuse of the brain and nervous
system which will certainly be followed by physical
retribution. If, in emergency, it is necessary for
one to work when he ought to be asleep, both the
disposition and the ability to work may be increased
by means of a general cold bath. Bathing the
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face with cold water is helpful, though less effective than a general bath.
2. Doubtless because your vital tone is low, and
your nerve centers are not able to regulate the heatmaking and heat-regulating processes of the body.
3. Probably irritability of the nerve centers and
spine.
4. Castile soap, tar soap, and Pears' soap are all
good.
5. There is no harm in the use of kerosene, and
it is probably more efficient than animal oils.

Fruit Odors in Urine.— C. G. D. C., Michigan :
" After taking the juice of four or five sweet
oranges. I have several times noticed a stimulating
effect on the kidneys, and an appearance and odor
in the urine which suggested that the juice had been
thrown off by the kidneys. I have also noticed a
similar effect from the use of grape juice. What
does this indicate, and what ought I to do for it ?"
Ans. —Fruit juice is a natural diuretic, and its
influence upon the kidneys is beneficial. It is not
necessary to employ any remedy to prevent this
effect, as it is helpful rather than harmful.
Looseness of the Bowels — Food for Child
— Coffee — Meat Substitute — Olive Oil —
Weak Back. — Mrs. I. S., Mississippi : " t.
Please give a remedy for extreme looseness of the
bowels in a child two years old. 2. What food
would be best for this child ? 3. We are using
grape nuts. Is it good for children ? 4. What
can we drink in the place of coffee ? 5. What can
we use to cook with vegetables in the place of
meat ? 6. Is olive oil healthful ? 7. Where can I
obtain a recipe book for preparing healthful dishes?
8. For a person compelled to work from four
o'clock in the morning till eight at night, would
not three meals be better than two ? 9. Do you
recommend the cold morning bath during pregnancy ? to. What can I do to help a weakened
constitution and disordered digestion ? Would a
medicinal tonic be beneficial ? What can I do to
build me up ?
Ans.— 1. Give the child a diet of browned rice,
zwieback, fruit juice, or Sanitas Infant Food. The
wet-hand rub should be applied daily, and apply a
cold towel covered with flannel to the abdomen,
changing every two or three hours; be careful that
the child does not become chilled. It is especially
important that the legs be kept warns.
2. In addition to the foods mentioned, granola,
toasted wheat flakes, granose flakes, rice flakes,
and granut may be used.
3. This is not a Sanitarium health food, though
by many supposed to be such for the reason that
it is made in Battle Creek. There are many foods
made in Battle Creek which do not emanate from
the Sanitarium or any of its allied institutions. We
have found no occasion for recommending grape
nuts.

4. It is better to drink nothing at meals, other
than a few sips of water or fruit juice at the close
of a meal. If some substitute for coffee must be
used, it should be taken in small amount, and we
know of nothing better to recommend than caramelcereal, which is the Battle Creek Sanitarium substitute for coffee.
5. Protose is a satisfactory substitute for meat.
6. Olive oil is wholesome, if eaten in the natural
state; it may perhaps be used in moderation as an
addition to other foods, but it greatly diminishes
the digestibility of farinaceous foods when taken
with them, and especially vegetables, and hence
must be avoided by persons who suffer from slow
digestion.
7. Address the Good Health Publishing Co. for
a copy of "Every Day Dishes " or " Science in the
Kitchen."
8. A little fruit, with malt honey, may be taken
at five or six o'clock, and may be beneficial if one
feels the need of food. Fruit and malt honey, or
meltose, have the advantage that they represent
digestible food, are ready for immediate absorption,
and do not tax the digestive organs as do cereals,
nuts, and more common complicated food stuffs. No
one should be compelled to work from four o'clock
in the morning until eight o'clock at night.
9. Yes.
to. The cool bath, and an abundance of simple,
digestible food, nine or ten hours of sleep daily, two
or three hours' gentle exercise in the open air.
The sense of weakness in the back is probably due
to a prolapse of some of the abdominal organs.
This would be overcome by wearing an abdominal
supporter; the Natural Body Brace is fairly good
for this purpose, but the Natural Abdominal Supporter is better. It may be worn at any time
without injury.

Catarrh — Food Combinations.— J. T. J.,
Wisconsin: "I. How long does it take to cure dry
catarrh? 2. Are fruits and green vegetables a
good combination? "
Ans.— t. Dry catarrh can never be cured; palliation alone is possible. The reason of this is,
that this disease represents the third and last stage
of catarrh —that in which the glands of the
mucous membrane have become exhausted, and
have undergone degeneration.
2. No.
The Menopause — Uric Acid.— Mrs. W. W.
G., of Georgia: " I. What is the best line of treatment for a woman at the menopause ? Please
give directions for cold bathing at that time.
2. What ought one to do to prevent the formation
of uric acid in the system ? 3. When it has al.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ready produced rheumatism, what would you advise ?
4. What is the best treatment for a case of chronic
inflammation of the stomach? 5. Please explain
hot and cold lavage."

Ans.-1. The patient should be relieved, if possible, from care, — from burdens, either mental or
physical. Remain out of doors as much as possible,
especially if very nervous, or disturbed by " flushings." A prolonged neutral bath at 92° to 96°, for
twenty or thirty minutes, may be taken daily with
advantage, A cool bath may be taken in the morning, but should be a towel rub or a cold mitten
friction, rather than a cold tub bath or a cold
shower bath; the shower and tub baths are too
severe.
2. Exercise out of doors should be taken two or
three hours daily. The muscles must be used to
the extent of fatigue every day. The exercise
should be vigorous enough to quicken the respiration so as to introduce oxygen-, and burn up the uric
acid. An antiuric-acid diet should be employed,
and meat should be discarded. The food should
be thoroughly hygienic in every way. The whole
life should be regulated in accordance with the
rules of health. A sweating bath just before retiring, followed by a short cold bath, will be found
advantageous.
3. The measures suggested should be employed
with much perseverance. The presence of rheumatism indicates that the system is saturated with uric
acid, and the whole life must be regulated in such
a way as to encourage the elimination of poison,
and to prevent its further accumulation in the
system.
4. The chronic inflammation of the stomach, or
gastritis, commonly requires prolonged treatment in
a thoroughly equipped.sanitarium; there is no simple treatment which will effect a cure. The patient
must be kept under immediate medical direction, as
the diet and treatment must be carefully supervised.
5. Hot and cold, or alternate, lavage, consists in
introducing into the stomach, through a stomach
tube, hot and cold water in alternation. This
treatment should be employed only under the supervision of a competent physician.
St. Vitus's Dance.—E. L., North Dakota : " r.
What treatment would you prescribe for a boy of
eight years who has flat chest, and is very thin and
narrow shouldered ? He is quite nervous, and of
late has the habit of twitching his face. He also
squirms with his whole body. 2. Is there danger
of St. Vitus's dance? 3. Should he go to school ? "
Ans.— r. Abundance of out-of-door exercise and

a daily cold towel bath at 6o°, with a sufficient
quantity of wholesome food, especially fat and
blood-making food, such as toasted wheat flakes,
granola, granut, malted nuts, malt honey, food
candy, and similar foods.
2. Yes.
3. Such a child should be taught at home by a
private tutor.

Catarrh Polypi.—T. S. wishes to know what
to do for polypi in the nose. They have been cut
out and burned out several times, but always return. He is also troubled with catarrh.
Am. — The polypi should be removed, and the
nasal catarrh to which the growths are due, should
be thoroughly cured by the application of appropriate local and constitutional remedies.
Bronchitis — Fermentation in the Stomach— Toast Foods.— W. E. B., New York: " t.
Are catarrh and bronchitis caused by microbes? 2.
Will fermentation take place in the stomach if
microbes are not present? 3. Is toasted bread to
be recommended for one who has gas in the stomach? 4. Are onions, lettuce, spinach, and tomatoes objectionable with vinegar? "

Ans.— i. Chronic catarrh and bronchitis are
certainly due to the pernicious activity of germs.
Acute catarrh begins with congestion of the
mucous membrane, but this would be quickly recovered from, were it not that the congestion lessens
the resistance of the tissues to the invasion of
germs, so that these enemies to life and health
become domiciled, so to speak, growing and multi
plying, and serving to establish the diseased conditions which are more or less permanent.
2. Fermentation generally results from the action
of yeast-cells; these can hardly be called germs,
but are closely related to micro-organisms, and are
generally associated with them.
3. Yes.
4. Yes. Vinegar is an unwholesome substance,
which should be entirely discarded from the dietary; it interferes with the digestion of vegetables
and grains, preventing the action of saliva upon
the starch. It is also shown to be highly injurious
to the stomach and liver, sometimes producing cirrhosis of the liver. It has more than twice the
power of alcohol to cause "gin liver." The "wrigglers," or vinegar eels, which good cider vinegar
nearly' always contains, as has been recently
claimed by eminent scientific authorities, often take
up their abode in the intestine, becoming parasites,
like the tapeworm and other parasitic organisms.

•
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LITERARY NOTICES.
AMONG the many special book numbers of the
year, that published by the Outlook is notable for
several novel features. The Outlook was one
of the first, if not the very first, American periodicals to institute the custom of an annual illustrated
holiday book number ; and the present issue is the
thirteenth of the kind. In addition to careful notices
of a great many of the important art and holiday
books of the season, and brief notes about scores of
minor publications, this issue contains a collection
of brief papers on that most interesting subject,
"The Best Books for Children," to which contribute such famous writers of children's books, and
writers about children's reading, as Mary Mapes
Dodge, Kate Douglass Wiggin, Edward Everett
Hale, Horace E. Scudder, Frank R. Stockton,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Tudor Jenks, and
others ; while the articles are illustrated by portraits
of the vriters of classical children's books, and pictures from recent editions of these books.
George Madden Martin's Emmy Lou stories in

McClure's Magazine have achieved a just fame.
Emmy Lou herself is one of the most winsome
little girls you will meet in contemporary fiction, and
equally well drawn are Emmy Lou's teachers, —
well drawn because they are always observed from
Emmy Lou's point of view. With every promotion
from " Reader " to " Reader " Emmy Lou has a
new teacher, and each is a distinct and recognizable
type.
The December number of the Arena opens with
a paper on "The Rights of Men," by the Hon. W.
A. Northcott, Lieutenant-Governor of Illinois.
This is followed by a timely article on " Publishers
and the Postal Department," by Gen. C. H.
Howard, president of the National Publishers'
Bureau, the same subject being considered also in
an editorial on" Bureaucracy in America." "Dame
Fashion's Thumb," by Marian Gertrude Haines, is
an excellent piece of satire.
The approaching coronation in England is only
vaguely understood in this country. The medieval
ceremonies have never yet been described in full.
In the Christmas Lippincott's Magazine this is
done with ample learning and a sense of the historic
significance of the event, by Mrs. Belloc-Lowndes,
author of the "Life of King Edward VII," whose
descriptions of English life and manners have been
widely read.
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The most striking feature of Current Literature
for December is the article, "Of Making Many
Books," a timely review of the work that is being
done in the line of book making. The article is
profusely illustrated by pictures taken from various
new books of the different popular publishers.
This article is followed by another on "The Ideal
Book," by William Morris, in which he considers
the technique of a well-printed book. This is also
illustrated by pictures of book. covers and decorative illustrations.
The Christmas number of Scribner's Ilagazine
is especially notable for charming fiction and novel
and effective art features. The old-fashioned Christmas story does not prevail, but in its place has come
the story of bright and Cheerful social phases, delicate sentiment, wit, and humor. The best work of
the best writers is used in these special numbers,
rather than Christmas tales written to order. In
this number appear such authors as Thomas Nelson
Page, F. Hopkinson Smith, William Henry Bishop,
and Arthur Cosslett Smith.
Apropos of the disappearance of leprosy and
other skin diseases, we read in Gilbert White's
4' Natural History of Selbourne," in letter 37,
written Jan. 8, 1778, as follows : —
" This happy change perhaps may have originated and been continued from the smaller quantity
of salted meat and fish now eaten in these kingdoms; from the use of linen next the skin; from
the plenty of better bread; and from the profusion
of fruits, roots, legumes, and greens, so common in
every family. . . . The use of linen changes, shirts
or shifts, in the room of the sordid and filthy
woolen, long worn next the skin, is a matter of
neatness comparatively modern, but it must prove
a great means of preventing cutaneous ills. At
this very time, woolen instead of linen prevails
among the poorer Welsh, who are subject to foul
eruptions."
(From a letter of John F. Fitzpatrick, Esq., St.
Paul, Minn., of Sept. 20, root, addressed to the
Deimel Linen-Mesh-System Company. See also
their advertisement in this month's issue.)

The Handsomest Calendar of the season (in
ten colors) six beautiful heads (on six sheets, lox 12
inches), reproductions of paintings by Moran, issued
by General Passenger Department, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, will be sent on receipt
of twenty-five cents. Address F. A. Miller, General
Passenger Agent, Chicago.
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GOOD HEALTH
A JOURNAL OF HYGIENE
J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.. Editor
Subscription Price, $1.00 a. year
Single Copies, 10 cents
Published Monthly by

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO.
303 West Main Street
Battle Creek - - Michigan

THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST.
PAUL RAILWAY.
MANY people unacquainted with the geography
of the West imagine that because the names
"Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul" are used in
the corporate title of the railway owning the Short
Line between Chicago and Omaha, they must go
via the cities of Milwaukee and St. Paul to
reach their destination—if it be Omaha or west
This is a mistaken idea. On a map,
thereof.
the line running directly east and west would look
like this:—

Chicago

There is nothing more simple than that, and it is
less than 500 miles between Chicago and Omaha.
There are two through trains daily in each direction,
with the best sleeping-car and dining-car service.
All regular travelers know and appreciate the merits
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway's
Short Line between the East and the West.
Time tables, maps, and information furnished on
application to Robert C. Jones, Michigan Passenger
Agent, 32 Campus Martius Bldg., Detroit.

SPECIAL attention is called to the advertisement of
Dr. Kellogg's " Plain Facts for Old and Young of
Both Sexes," beautifully illustrated, and accompanied by a new Anatomical Chart, or open manikin of "The Body Temple," printed in nine colors,
three sections, thirty-three inches long.
About 300,000 copies of " Plain Facts " have
been sold by subscription in the smaller form, without
il!ustrations ; and now in its enlarged, 800-page,
2oth-century edition, with 35o beautiful half-tone
and other illustrations, it is offered during this month
to the readers of this journal, at forty per cent dis-

LISTERINE
To Promote and Maintain Personal Hygiene.
OMPOSED of ozoniferous essences, vegetable antiseptics and benzo-boracic acid, Listerine is readily miscible with water in any proportion, and is the ideal individual prophylactic. A teaspoonful of Listerine in a tumbler of water makes a refreshing and
delightfully fragrant mouth wash. Used at the morning toilet it effectively removes all
agglutinated mucus which may have accumulated during the hours of rest.
As a spray or gargle in tonsilitis, diphtheria, or scarlet fever, both for the patient and as
a prophylactic for those who are in attendance, Listerine, diluted with four parts of water,
or water and glycerine, is a pleasant and sufficiently powerful agent.
Listerine has won an enviable position in medical practice in the treatment of catarrhal
conditions of the mucous surfaces of every locality and is extensively used in the lying-in
room. As a prophylactic and restorative douche or injection after parturition, an ounce or
two of Listerine in a quart of warm water is generally all-sufficient.
The vapor evolved by the use of Listerine in the sick room, by means of a spray or
saturated cloths hung about, is actively ozonifying, imparting an agreeable odor to the atmosphere and proving very refreshing to the patient.
An ounce of Listerine in a pint of warm water forms a refreshing, purifying, and protective application for sponging the body during illness or health. A few ounces added to the
bath enhances its tonicity and refreshing effect.

C

Two Interesting pamphlets on Dental and General Hygiene, upon request.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis.
Be assured of genuine Listerine by purchasing an original package.
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count from the retail prices, in order to advertise it
widely.
Each book contains a Certificate of Membership
in the Health Library Association, all of whose
literature before listing was examined and approved
by Mary Wood-Allen, M. D., Supt. Purity Dept.
World's W. C. T. U.; and each purchaser of " Plain
Facts" may at any time order publications from
this list at a discount in premiums. Parents and
others are thus sure of getting that which is both
morally and scientifically sound, in this age of
false " helps" to the married and the unmarried. It
is published by the Health Library Association, F.
E. Belden, Manager, Battle Creek, Mich.

A NEW YEAR'S SURPRISE.
QUITE unexpectedly we were able to secure another consignment of that rare biography, " My
Mother's Life," on terms that make it possible to
continue the offer appearing in the December Goon
HEALTH ; that is, to send one copy of " My Mother's
Life," and one year's subscription to GooD HEALTH
for $1.50, plus 15 cents for postage.
" My Mother's Life " is the biographical autobiography of Mrs. S. M. I. Henry, who is well
known to our readers both as a writer and speaker.
The autobiographical part of this book is more
fascinating than romance. It is not at all what
you would expect from an evangelist and reformer
— until you have read it — then it is exactly what
you would expect.
The biographical part is by Mrs. S. M. I. Henry's
daughter, Mary Henry Rossiter, who is also well
known to the readers of GooD HEALTH. It has been
said over and over that Mrs. Rossiter has written
just the things that we talk of to one another. She
put into the book those incidents, — the warm,
• home-like, human touches that give to almost
every page a rare and permanent personal interest.

▪

THE December number of The Life Boat is one
of the best yet issued. It is devoted to the Chicago
Medical Mission in particular, and gives interesting reminiscences of the beginnings of this work.
Among the most vivid are the experiences of Emma
Brinkman, Dr Paulson, Dr. Rand, and Mrs. Sadler.
The Life Boat is always an inspiration to more
earnest and sustained philanthropic effort. The
subscription price is only twenty-five cents a year.
Is not even one warmer throb of interest in your
fellow men worth twenty-five cents?

A GREAT RAILWAY.
THE Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. is running electric-lighted trains of compartment cars,
buffet library smoking cars, dining cars, standard sleeping cars, and coaches between Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.

Buffet observation parlor cars on day trains between Chicago, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Electric-lighted trains of sleeping cars, buffet
library smoking cars, dining cars, and coaches between Chicago and Des Moines, Omaha, and Siou.
City.
Solid trains between Chicago and northern Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Solid trains between Chicago and Iowa, Minnesota, Southern and Central Dakota.
The finest dining cars and sleeping cars. Electric reading lamps in berths.
Six thousand six hundred miles of road in Illinois, Wisconsin, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, South Dakota, and
North Dakota.
Ticket agents everywhere sell tickets over the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, or address Robert C. Jones, Michigan Passenger Agent,
32 Campus Martius Bldg., Detroit.

THE HUMPHREY CRESCENT HEATER.
IT sounds like a tale from the Arabian Nights to
hear that with a Crescent Water Heater and a
few turns of the hand, like passes with a wand,
you can change cold water into hot, instantaneously.
You can have hot water to drink or hot water for a
bath at any time of day or night, without a moment's notice. You can set a stream of hot water
running into the bath tub at the rate of three gallons
a minute. The expense for gas in heating this bath
will be not more than
cents. The heaters are
made of copper, are highly ornamented, and are
moderate in price, considering the luxury they afford.
If you wish to know more about this remarkable
device, send to the Humphrey Mfg. and Plating
Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

THE FEBRUARY GOOD HEALTH.
THE February Goon HEALTH will maintain the
high standard of the first number of the new year.
There will be articles by the editor, Dr. J. H.
Kellogg. There will be a valuable paper on " The
Cure of the Drug Habit," by David Paulson, M. D.
The Rev. Wm. Penn Alcott contributes an article
on Sylvester Graham, illustrated, notably by the
frontispiece, a picture of "The Edward's Elm," of
Northampton, Mass., a "Sentinel of Three Centuries."
" Smallpox, and How to Treat It," is the subject of an article by Frederick M. Rossiter, M. D.
This is a very timely subject.
Mr. F. E. Belden, a new contributor, writes of
" Swine," giving some important facts concerning
meat inspection for foreign countries, and some of
the results to meat consumers in the United States

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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r? THE YALE HAIL RACCi,
IS A HALL TREE
made entirely of metal plated
with oxidized copper, Highly
Polished. Very artistic and extremely ornamental.

eli

DESIGNED FOR HALL. SITTINGROOM, STORE, OR OFFICE.
Does not look out of place anywhere. Reciaires very little floor
space. Height 72 inches. No
cheap affair, yet cheaper than
wooden hall trees, which cost
front $8.00 to $25.00. The Yale
Rack shipped for $6.50 C. 0. D.,
with examination privilege, or
for $5.00 cash with order.
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Here area few headings from the Table of Contents: Reproduction, Sex in Plants, Lower Animals, and Man; Anatomy of the Male
and Female Organs, Ovulation, Fecundation, How the Unborn Infant Breathes, Birth, Nursing, Sexual Precocity, Puberty, A Critical
Period, Time to Marry. Mutual Adaptation, Who Should not Marry,
Flirtation, Dancing, Dress, Meditation, Religion, Diet, Exercise, as
related to Unchatatty• Solitary Vice. Causes of the Habit, Suspicious Signs, Post tive Signs, Results, Treatment; Chapters for Boys,
Young Men, Married Men, Girls. Young Women, Wives, and Mothers;
Pregnancy. Menstruation, Change of Life, How to Prevent Suffering,
How to Develop Beauty and Loveliness, Association of the Sexes
Proper, Responsibility of Parents and Teachers, How to Treat a
Husband, Wives' Rights. How to Beget Sound Children. Controlling
Sex, Heredity, Results of Excesses on Husbands, Wives, Offspring;
Conjugal Onanism, Prevention of Conception. Moral Bearings of the
Question, Continence, A Compromise, The Social Evil, Infanticide;
100 pages on Diseases Peculiar to Women, and Diseases of Men, 100
pages on General Health Topics — Alcohol, Tobacco, Clothing, Air,
Food. Exercise, with a Home Gymnasium Department containing
itOillustrations on Physical Culture.
300,000 sold by subscription, without illustrations. Now enlarged to 800 pages, including 350 fine engravings and a 33.1nch anatomical chart in three sections, nine colors. A private counselor for
each member of the family on the subject of sex. The best guide
for the unmarried, the married, and for parents who care to have
their children sound in mind and body. The HOME is the foundation of society. The HEART is the foundation of the home.
Knowledge guards it. Ignorance destroys it.
FOR Nu XT 90 DAYS the readers of this journal are offered this
cylopedia at ,10 per cent discount from the subscription prices, adding 30 cents for postage. It weighs four pounds. The regular and
special prices, including postage, are as follows: Cloth, 83.75 (82.55);
Library, $4.25 (82.85); beautiul half K. Red Russia, $4.75 (113.15);
elegant full K. Red Russia, gilt edges. 85.25 (73.45). With either
of the two best styles, a large Inxotype picture will be mailed free,
entitled Loyal Helpmates." Price alone, 50c.
John G. Woolley, former candidate for President of the United
States, says of the book: " It is not only worthy of wide circulation,
hut also urgently needed." Mary Wood-Allen, M. D., Supt. Purity
Dept. World's W. C. T. U.. says, "The information is scientific, and
yet plainly stated so that all may understand. It is a good book."
Each of the above-mentioned bindings contains a Certificate of
Membership in the Health Library Association, with premium
privileges for members who at any time order publications from
the long list approved by Mary Wood-Allen, who examined all the
literature before it was listed in the Health Library. The purchase
of "Plain Facts." illustrated, makes you a life member, with no further expense. Plain edition, no illustrations. no Anatomical Chart.
no Certificate of Membership in the Association, but all the reading
matter in the book, 81.98. postpaid.
24-page description mailed for two 2-cent stamps. Three fourths
of life's misery is in this question. It is fundamental, not secondary.
Address Health Library Association. F. E. Belden, Manager,
112 Manchester St, Battle Creek. Mich.
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SPECIAL 111IRTY-DAY OFFER ON DR. KELLOGG'S

Plain Facts for Old and Young of Both Sexes
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IS THE MOST POWERFUL ANTISEPTIC AND PUS DESTROYER.
HARMLESS STIMULANT TO HEALTHY GRANULATIONS.

GLYCOZONE

(C. P. Glycerine
combined with Ozone.)

THE MOST POWERFUL HEALING AGENT KNOWN.

Whites, Leucorrhcea, Vaginitis, Metritis,
Endometritis, Ulceration of the Uterus, — Urethritis,
Gonorrhoea, — Cystitis, Ulcer of the Bladder, Etc.

Successfully used in :

Send for free 300-page book "Rational Treatment of Diseases caused by Germs,"
containing reprints of 140 scientific articles by leading contributors to medical literature.
Physicians remitting 50 cents will receive one complimentary sample of each,
"Hydrozone" and "Glycozone."
Hydrozone is put up only in extra small, small, medium and large size bottles bearing a red
label, white letters, gold and blue border with my signature.
Glycozone is put up only in 4-oz., 8-oz. and 16-oz. bottles bearing a yellow label, white and
black letters, red and blue border with my signature.
Marchand's Eye Balsam
PREPARED ONLY BY
cures all inflammatory and contagious diseases of the eyes.
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Thomas Christy & Co., 25 Lime St., London, Eng.
Leeming, Miles & Co., 53 St. Sulpice St., Montreal, Can.
Beckett, Zeilin & Co., 220 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.
E. H. Buehler, 134 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
John W. Lehman, 428 Camp St., New Orleans, La.
SOLD BY LEADING DRUGGISTS.

AVOID IMITATIONS.
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Chemist and Graduate of the " Ernie rentrate des
Arts et Mant(fu.dures de Paris (France).

57-59 Prince St., New York.
' MENTION THIS PUBLICATION.

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Big Special in Magazines
WO influential magazines have made an offer to the management of Good Health by which we are
enabled to make an unusually low price for three of the leading magazines named below. That
offer is now and hereby announced, to hold good until March 1st. Send your subscriptions NOW.

OUR SPLENDID OFFERS
Woman's home Companion One Year
.
One Year
Cosmopolitan
Good Health
.
One Year
TOTAL
.

.
.
.

$1.00
1.00
1.00
$3.00

SPECIAL PRICE FOR ALL THREE $1.90

Woman's home Companion One Year
Good Health
.
One Year
TOTAL
.

.

$1.00
1.00
$2.00

SPECIAL PRICE FOR BOTH $1.35
azaXenieioimnetended
-for father, for mother, for the children. It has seventy-five
to one hundred beautiful illustrations in each issue, three to
eight complete stories by famous writers, magnificent reproductions of great paintings, a special department for children,
departments for different matters of the home-life, and many
pages especially for women. It is attractive, interesting,
entertaining, helpful. Three hundred and fifty thousand
homes receive it every month.

The Woman's Home Companion

The Cosmopolitan isn"araeserldesp.thitsimsaflye7Ilaunstdra°triefl:
Like the Woman's Home Companion, it finds a place in
nearly four hundred thousand homes.
is the leading health magazine, and it
will be more interesting than ever in
1902. It is attractive and beneficial and should have a
distinct place in every home. Well-known contributors.
Well illustrated.

The Good Health

SEND ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THIS OFFICE
The offer is made by us to give readers of our paper the best that is to be had in magazine combinations this year.

USE THIS COUPON

Cut it out, write your name and address on it, and send it with the
money to our office. You will receive the periodicals at once, as
offered above. Send the different magazines to different addresses if you so desire.

Name
Address

I desire to take advantage of your special magazine offer and inclose herewith the money for the same.

Please enter my subscription at once.

GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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In one operation
on your kitchen
stove,

It Filters,
Purifies,
Sterilizes,
Destroys
the Germs
of Disease

OUR SPECIALTIES.

ELASTIC STOCKINGS
FOR THE RELIEF AND CURE OF

1

and removes
them, eliminates
; the poisonous
gases, and aer rates the water
automatically.

lion. Boles Penrose, U. S. Senator from
Pennsylvania, writes:—
"The Sanitary Still is useful and satisfactory.

The water obtained from it is palatable and pure.
I take pleasure In recommending it to anyone who
wants pure water."

The Sanitary Still is used in the 'White House.
The Battle Creek Sanitarium Supply Department recommends and sells the Sanitary Still.
Highest award at the Paris Exposition.
DURABILITY UNEQUALED. AVOID CHEAP AND FLIMSY
STILLS.
Only Still recognized by the U. S. Government. Six styles:
$10.00 up. Send for catalogue and testimonials.

THE CUPRIGRAPIi CO.,

Varicose Veins,
Sprains, Etc.
ABDOMINAL AND OBESITY

BELTS

I

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, DEFORMITY APPARATUS,
TRUSSES, ETC.

Correspondence solicited.

SHARP & SMITH,
92 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO.

Two doors north of Washington St.

156 N. Green St., Chicago, Ill.

L&••••••••••••••••••••••••••04

The Dr. Deimel Underwear
Insures Freedom from Colds, Catarrh,
La Grippe, and Rheumatism.

The man who cannot sit in a draft without catching cold generally wears woolen undergarments.
They keep the skin damp, and colds are the result.
FREE BOOKLET AND SAMPLES OF THE FABRIC SENT BY

I

I

ADDRESSING

THE DEIMEL LINEN-MESH SYSTEM CO.

This label on the
genuine.

SAN FRANCISCO,

491 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CAL.,

111 Montgomery St.

WASHINGTON, D. C., MONTREAL, CAN., LONDON, E. C., ENG.,
728 Fifteenth St., N. W.

2202 St. Catherine St.

411111111111MMININnk
In replying to advIrtlsements please mention GOOD HEALTH

10-12 Bread St.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

You would not live in a house without
window shades to regulate the sunlight; you
would not tolerate a gas or oil light which
could not be " turned down." No more
should you be content with a common
electric lamp which is "all on" or "all out,"
sixteen candle-power or nothing. It is just
as reasonable and necessary to modulate
electric light as to regulate the intensity of
oil light, gas light or sun light. The
(HIGH)

HYLO

(LOW)

electric lamp can be turned down from
sixteen to one candle-power and back
again as easily as you turn down a gas
jet. You can use it any place that a
common electric lamp can be used. The
HYLO fits ordinary fixtures and no skill
is required to put it in place. The least
little turn of the HYLO globe turns down
the light and saves five-sixths of the current.
Ask your electrician for the HYLO. If
he will not supply you, go to a man who
is up-to-date. Write us for descriptive
leaflet anyway.
PATENTED

THE PHELPS COMPANY
6 ROWLAND STREET,

DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cheaper than a Candle
AND

100 Times More Light
FROM THE

Liz

N'ft

BRILLIANT AND HALO

GASOLINE GAS LAMPS
Guaranteed good for any place,
cottage or mansion, store, church.
factory, street, garden, mine, etc.,
wherever good and safe light is
wanted.
OVER 100,000 IN DAILY USE

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO.
42 STATE ST., CHIC AGO

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR OF

THE YALE HALL RACK
JOHNSON MACHINE WORKS
E BATTLE CREEK, - MICHIGAN

The Good Health
Adjustable Waist

'

•. ,440•19,1 y „

•. v

THERE'S MONEY IN RAISING CHICKENS
IF YOU GO ABOUT IT BIGHT

It's the same difference between doing a
thing by hand or doing it by machinery. In
this case the machine enables you to dispense
with the service of the sitting hen. It enables you to produce 200 large healthy
chickens at about the expense and trouble a
dozen would ordinarily cost when hatched
by the venerable sitting-hen method. It
eats nothing except when in commission. It
never breaks the eggs, or leaves them to chill.
It is immortal as it cannot die. One hatch
will pay the cost. The Improved Economy
Incubator and Brooder will fulfill your ideal
of a practical, money-making machine.
ASK US TO PROVE IT.

THE GOOD HEALTH
ADJUSTABLE WAIST

has been developed in
two styles, which are
spoken of as —

The Short Waist
The Long Waist
The Short Waist ends
at the waist line. The
Long Waist ends five
inches below the waist
line.
THE ADJUSTABLE
FEATURES are A
Shoulder Piece, which
may be shortened or
lengthened, and the
Under-Arm Lacing.
Material.— The waists are made in two kinds of
material; a good grade of sateen, and jean, a lighter
weight twilled goods. Each quality is supplied in either
white or drab. The black only in sateen.
Measurements. The
bust, waist, and hip
measurements (carefully taken) must be
sent with order.

Economy Mfg. & Supply Co., Ltd.,
BATTLE CREEK, - MICHIGAN.

A HOT BATH FOR
INSTANTLY

ONE CENT.

IF YOU USE A

HUMPHREY

. "CRESCENT"
INSTANTANEOUS

WATER HEATER,
which, when once installed in your
bath room will prove a Convenience

of Great Economy.
The Crescent is made for use of
either gas or gasoline, and provides the luxury
of a hot bath instantly.

Heats Cold
Water to any
desired temperature in unlimited
quantities in the
shortest possible
time at lowest
cost. We will be
glad to send you
fullest particulars, on application, together
with price list
and illustrated
book, "How the

Sizes. The regular
sizes are from 30 to
42, bust measure.

Prices. The waists
will be sent postpaid,
at the fo owing
ll
prices:—
White and drab Sateen, size, 30 to 38 bust

measure, - $1 75
Ske tO - 2 00
Size
- 2 25
Black sateen, size, 30
to 38,
- $2.00

2 .25

42,
- 2.50
Jean, 30 to 38 bust
measure (not made
in large eizes)..$1 50
Write for circular
with full Information. Agents Wanted.

Millions have
Bathed."
ADDRESS:

GOOD HEALTH PVBLISHING COMPANY,
Dress Dept.
Battle Creek, Mich,

HUMPHREY MFG. & PLATING CO.,
KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S. A.

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Pan-Peptogen.
'15^i '13.6
For a long time a world-wide and persevering search has been
made for some reliable beneficial means of helping the worn-out and
crippled human stomach to do the work required of it. Pepsin, pancreatin, ingluvin, hydrochloric acid, and a host of preparations,
animal, vegetable, and chemical, have been tried and found wanting.
The final test of experience has proved them valueless as curatives.
At best, these substances only undertake to do a part of the work
which belongs to the stomach, but the product is very inferior, aid
the stomach is in no way helped. The remedy, which has been very
much needed, and which has been long sought, is something capable
of enabling the stomach itself to do its own work.
Research, experiment, and discovery have at last been rewarded by success. A substitute has been discovered which, while
not in itself a digestive agent, and containing not one particle of
pepsin, hydrochloric acid, or any other animal or vegetable ferment,
or any chemical compound, is capable of accomplishing the work desired. PAN-PEPTOGEN is capable of increasing the digestive power
of the stomach five or six hundred per cent, and even more. It
does not itself digest the food, but enables the stomach to make the
gastric juice necessary for the digestion of the food, and also stimulates
the activity of the salivary glands, and is at the same time a pure,
concentrated, predigested food ready for immediate absorption and
assimilation. PAN-PEPTOGEN is a remarkable muscle food as well
as a wonderful stomach food.
PAN-PEPTOGEN is not a medicine, but a palatable food-remedy, which is infinitely superior to any medicine which has heretofore
been produced.
PAN-PEPTOGEN is put up in pint bottles. These are sold at
sixty cents each. Sample bottle will be sent, expressage paid, to
any part of the United States upon receipt of fifty cents.

Address

SANITAS NUT FOOD CO., LTD.,
BATTLE CREEK. MICH.

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Williams' Electro
Medical Batteries
FOR 1-10ME USE
Improved Red Cross Battery
Dry Cell 20th Century Battery
Double Dry Cell Perfection Battery

$3.50
5.00
8.00

A sponge electrode, foot-plate, etc., will be sent with each battery.
Also a book giving full directions for applying the currents.
FOR PHYSICIANS and others, who desire an extra large and very
fine battery, we make The Double Dry Cell
Dial Price, $12.00
Battery
A large, beautiful machine. It has every improvement possible. A large illuminated dial on the face of it
shows in degrees the current taken. As good a Medical Battery as can be made for any pr ice.
We will ship any one of the above batteries C. 0. D.. with privilege of examination, to any part of the U. S.,
and pay all express charges. Send for descriptive catalogue.

6 Barclay St., and 12 Vesey St.
General Office, 12 Vesey St.

P. G. WILLIAMS, Manufacturer,
NI-nw. YORK.

THE PORTLAND
SANITARIUM ...
SITUATED at the head of the Willamette Valley,
the most fertile region of the whole State of Oregon, lies the city of Portland, in the center of which
is located the Portland Sanitarium, an institution conducted on the same plan and principles as the worldfamed Sanitarium at Battle Creek, Mich.
The institution affords all the facilities of a modern
health resort—the various resources of Hydrother-

Electricity in all its fprms, Swedish Movements, Gymnastics, Medicated Inhalations, Pneumatic
Treatment, Massage, all kinds of Baths, the Electric-Light Bath, etc. Special attention is given to dietetics
and the physical condition of the body. Terms Reasonable. For circulars and further particulars, address —
PORTLAND SANITARIUM. Portland, Oregon.

apy,

(lade of Thin, 13,re, Fine

GOODRICH
SURGEONS'
RUBBER
GLOVES

PARA RUBBER, which Does
Not Interfere with the Sense
of Touch.

GOODRICH

The surface of the rubber used on these gloves is of a peculiar finish, and allows of a firm hold on
ligatures and ligaments.
Made by

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron Rubber Works, Akron, Ohio.
in ri.j.iying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Coasted Wheat flakes

4

4

THE ONLY DIGESTIBLE WHEAT FOOD
THAT CAN BE SERVED HOT AND
MOIST IN A NICE FLAKY STATE Je Je

9

9
4

9
9
4
9
9
9
4
9
4
9
9
9

Sweetened with Malt Honey
Nature's health sweet. The crude
wheat taste which people seek to hide
with cream and sugar is removed by
treatment with Malt Honey, the most
delicately delicious of all sweets produced by a newly discovered process,
borrowed from the laboratories of
honey-producing plants, which adds
both nutritious properties and digestibility

9

9

4
9
4
4
9
9
9
4
9

TOASTED WHEAT FLAKES IS
100 PER CENT NUTRITION

9

It builds brain, bone, and brawn,
and is simply delicious. Ask your
grocer for it

9

9
9
4

9

9

9

Battle Creek Samitaxiunn
Food Company"'‘‘<
Battle Creek, Michigan.

4 9 4 4
44 4 4 4
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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VEGETARIAN imm
rCafes
and

l

Restaurants
Eating-houses where food prepared in
accordance with the principles of rational
dietetics and scientific cookery may be obtained, are now open in the following places:
Vegetarian Dining Rooms. 17 Bromfield St. (Elevator at
No. 21). second floor. Boston, Mass.
Cafe The Hygienic. 276 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
54 Farrar St.. Detroit. Mich.
755 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
317 W. Third St.. Los Angeles, Cal.
607 Locust St., Des Moines. Iowa.
Hygeia Dining Rooms, 58,h St. and Drexel Ave., Chicago,
Hygienic Cafe, 118 Monona Ave., Madison. Wis.
Lincoln, Neb.
Portland, Ore.
Vegetarian Cafe, 1635 Champs St., Denver. Colo.
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LSANITARIUMS
.4 .4 .4 .4
THE following institutions are conducted under the
same general management as the Sanitarium at Battle
Creek, Mich., which has long been known as the most
thoroughly equipped sanitary establishment in the
United States. The same rational and physiological
principles relative to the treatment of disease are recognized at these institutions as at the Battle Creek
Sanitarium, and they are conducted on the same general plan. Both medical and surgical cases are received
at all of them. Each one possesses special advantages
due to locality or other characteristic features.

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM. Battle Creek, Mich.

J. II. KELLOGG, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
COLORADO SANITARIUM, Boulder, Colo.
W. H. RILEY, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
ST. HELENA SANITARIUM, or RURAL HEALTH RETREAT,
St. Helena. Cal.

JACKSON

Treatment Rooms.
106 FIRST, Jackson, Mich. Telephone, No. 1431.

Conducted in affiliation with the Battle Creek (Mich.)
Sanitarium, having appliances for giving Hydrotherapy,
Electrotherapy, Massatherapy. Chronic disorders treated
rationally.
BATHS — Electric, Vapor, Situ, etc.
SPRAYS — Scotch, revulsive, needle, and shower.
Manual Swedish, Massage, and Electricity.
Prescribed dietaries.
Trained nurses and operators from Battle Creek Sanitarium
A Battle Creek Sanitarium physician makes regular
calls lid-monthly on Monday, from 2: 30 to 7:0u P. 31.

NEBRASKA SANITARIUM. College View (Lincoln), Neb.
PORTLAND SANITARIUM, 1st and Montgomery Sts., Portland,
Ore.
W. R. SIMMONS, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
NEW ENGLAND SANITARIUM, South Lancaster, Mass.
C. C. NICOLA, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.

CHICAGO BRANCH SANITARIUM. 28 33d Place. Chicago, III.
DAVID PAULSON, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
IOWA SANITARIUM, 603 E. 12th St., Des Moines, Iowa.

J. D. SHIVELY, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
SANITARIUM TREATMENT ROOMS, 230 Euclid Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio.
A. W. HERR, M. D. SUPERINTENDENT.
HYGEIA BATH ROOMS, 810-816 18th St., Denver, Colo,
TREATMENT PARLORS, 612 3d Ave., Seattle, Wash.
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The Ideal STEAM COOKER
Cooks a whole meal over one
burner, on gasoline, oil, gas,
or common cook stove.
•

Reduces Fuel Bills One Half
Makes tough meats tender. Prevents
steam and odors. Whistle blows when
cooker needs more water. Will hold 12

TREATMENT PARLORS, 706 C St., Tacoma. Wash.
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SANITARIUM, Apartado 138, Guadalajara, State of Jalisco, Mexico.

C. P. FARNSWORTH, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
INSTITUT SANITAIRE, Basle, Switzerland.

P. DEFOREST, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
SKODSBORG SANITARIUM, Skodsborg, Denmark.

CARL OTTOSEN, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.
NEW SOUTH WALES MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SANITARIUM.
" Meaford," Gower St., Summer Hill, N. S. W., Australia.
EDGAR CARO, M. D., SUPERINTENDENT.

one-quart jars in canning fruit. The food
is cooked under PRESSURE by steam
generated from STERILIZED water. Dinner Sets, Bicycles, Watches, and other
HONOLULU SANITARIUM, Hawaiian Islands.
Valuable Premiums given with orders for Cookers. Send •
for illustrated catalogue. Agents wanted.
TOLEDO COOKER CO., Box 60, Toledo. Ohio. :4
1 CLAREMONT SANITARIUM, Cape Town, South Africa.

We pay express.
FREDERIKSHAVN SANITARIUM. Frederikshavn. Denmark.
•••••••• .••••••• •••••••• •
In replying to advertisements please mention 0001) HEALTH.
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INVEST YOUR MAGAZINE MONEY NOW!
Nowadays every one who wishes to
keep abreast of the times must read
the great magazines, a habit which
means more or less annual outlay.
Glance below and you will quickly
see how to make the most of your
" Magazine Money." Here is an exclusive list presented in combination
with GOOD HEALTH, and a series of
money-saving offers unparalleled in
the history of periodical literature.

GOOD HEALTH
IS THE LEADING
HEALTH PUBLICATION
in the United States if not in the World. It

icoinsaametimail

is edited by J. H. KELLOGG, M. D., one of
THE BEST KNOWN PHYSICIANS IN THIS COUNTRY AND IN EUROPE,

His articles are strong, sensible, and valuable in the saving of life, trouble, and expense.
GOOD HEALTH is a household necessity and saves many doctors' bills. This magazine costs
$i.00 a year. Various well-known contributors. Subscribe now.
SUCCESS has been well called "The Great Magazine of Inspiration, Progress, and SelfHelp." It is bright, cheerful, and optimistic. In thousands of ways, direct and indirect, it
tells people of all ages, classes, and callings, how to achieve success in life. Its contributors
include the best known names in literature, also those of business men of the highest standing
who write for no other periodical. The inspiration of a lifetime has come to thousands of
SUCCESS readers through their investment of one dollar, its yearly subscription price.
THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS is the " indispensable " magazine. It discusses and
clearly explains the political, social, and literary news of the world. Every issue is liberally
illustrated with portraits, maps, cartoons, and timely pictures of places in the public eye, secured
many times at great expense. Monthly, $2.50 per annum.
THE COSMOPOLITAN covers every branch of human interest with timely, suggestive,
well-written, and finely illustrated articles by the best authors. It has no superior as a magazine of general and varied attractions, and is widely known through its many years of successful life. Monthly, $1.00 per annum.
LESLIE'S MONTHLY, now in its fifty-second volume, is another of the great modern
monthlies. Its program for the coming year embraces features second in interest to no other
periodical, while its illustrations will continue to be the highest expressions of magazine art.
Monthly, $1.00 per annum.

ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE FOR ONE YEAR.
PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED.
ALL MAGAZINES SENT TO ONE OR DIFFERENT ADDRESSES.
$1.00
2.50
1.00

Success

Review of Reviews (new)
GOOD HEALTH

$4.50

WOnT'-' FOR

$2.50

Success
Review of Reviews (new)... .................
Cosmopolitan
GOOD HEALTH

$5.50

WORTH FOR
ONLY

$1.00
2 50
100
1.00

$3.00

ADD LESLIE'S MONTHLY FOR $3.50
4~414•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••110
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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CURRENT LITERATURE

Ciurrent
L.. erature

is perhaps, the leading literary monthly of America. It
puts its readers in touch with literature and famous authors.
It gives the cream of the best things published. Its selecof poetry
tions have made the magazine famous. Its readings from new books kecp one posted as to what is newest
and best. No one can make a mistake in depending upon
CURRENT LITERATURE for his knowledge of the world's
literary achievement. Monthly, $3.00 per annum.

‘:
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,... ...
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Success
Current Literature (new)
Leslie's Monthly
GOOD HEALTH

.;.;...7..;.;::=.`..:= ...,.-...,

A

$1.00
3 . 00
1.00
1.00

,

MAGAZINE

THE NEW ENGLAND
THE BOSIO,ELEI‘TED PAIMAY

$3.00
11.. 00

New England Magazine
success
000D HEALTH ...... ....
Leslie 's Monthly

NEW ENGLAND
'MAGAZINE

4t

®

j'

1.00
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$ 6 worth $3

-

for only
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paints with loving touch the
historic landmarks of New England; it recalls the customs and
traditions
of the "old red schoolhouse days," and tells of the
achievements of New Englanders in all parts of the world. It
has distinguished contributors
and is artistically printed and
illustrated. Monthly, $3.0o per
annum.
•

i

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW
presents the most brilliant galaxy of articles upon world problems
to be found in any periodical. Each is written by the one man in
the world most competent to write upon that particular subject.
For eighty-seven years the " North American" has guided public
opinion in this country, and the present editorial management is
the most brilliant and successful in the history of this famot 3
Review. Monthly, $5.0o per annum
50
0
$5
2
1..0

Success
Review of Reviews (new)
North Am. Review (new)
GOOD HEALTH ...... ....
Cosmopolitan

NOTE

so

...,-

50
0—
for only

worth $5

.
1 00
1.00

-..
Nora AMERICAN
REVIEW
....
......
=,,..,.=...,:„...
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......._.... .....,
..............=_...._
...
......
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. This offer is strongly recommended to ministers, teachers, and other professional men and women, as in reading these four magazines they will be kept in
constant touch with the world of thought on all the burning questions of the day.

MORE EXCELLENT OFFERS ARE:
Harper's Weekly .... .... .....
Literary Digest
Harper's Bazar
Everybody's Magazine
GOOD HEALTH

.......... $4 00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Everybody's Magazine....
Harper's Bazar
GOOD HEALTH

$1.00
1.00
1.00

$3.00 worth for only $2.00

$10.00 worth for only $5.50

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO., BATTLE CREEK, MICH

I

)

L___..........,.._______.........3
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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• AcAzINEs ABOUT
HALF - PRICES.
AT

FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS ONLY.
RENEWALS TO GOOD HEALTH ACCEPTED.

Over a ,000 periodical club combinations can be easily formed by consulting the tables
below. The publishers will accept, within a limited time, only a limited number of new
subscriptions at these low prices. The offers are restricted to the periodicals named below.
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS! Nothing so appropriate as subscriptions to these periodicals.

TABLES FOR FORMING 1,022 COMBINATIONS.
By the tables below it will be easy to form any combination wanted. For example,
the offer which reads " Everybody's with one of C, and one of E. . . . $3.00," means that
$3.00 pays for a yearly subscription to Everybody's Magazine, and any one periodical
named in Class C, and any one periodical named in Class E. This combination could be
Good Health, Everybody's, World's Work, and Harper's Bazar.
THE PERIODICALS WILL BE SENT TO ONE OR TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES.
Opposite the name of each periodical is printed the regular yearly subscription price; also the period
of issue is indicated by "w" for weekly and 'iu" for monthly. Our club price pays for a full yearly subscription to each periodical. Postage prepaid.
Regular
CLASS A.
Price.
GOOD HEALTH, m.
$1.00
Everybody's Magazine. m.... 1.00

CLASS B.

Harper's Weekly, w
The Outlook, w
Good Health and Everybody's
Art Interchange, m
m• At be in every Club.
Scientific American. w
Regu l ar Regular

CLASS D. Price.

Public Opinion, w.$3.00
Country Lite, m ... 3.00

Regular
Price.
$4.00
. 3.00
4.00
3.00

Regular

CLASS E. pri„.
CLASS E. Price.
Little Folks, m....$1.00
American Boy. m..$1.00
Harper's Bazar, m. 1.00
Modern Priscilla, m 1.00
Recreation. m
1.00
Ev'ry Month, m... 1.00
The Sunday School Times. w
1.00

"
"

d4

II

"

"

It

IS

It

II

II
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II

41

II

"
"
"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"
"
"

II

II

It

II

"
"
"

"
"
"

a of B, i of D
4.75
2 of C, a of F
5.0o
I of B, a of D, i of F. 5.00
2 of C, r of E
5.25
a of C, 2 of D
5.25
r of B, a of C
5.25
a of B, a of D, a of E. 5.25
I of B, a of C, a of F. 5.5o
2 of C, a of D
5.75
I of B, 2 of D
575
2 of B
5.75
a of B, a of C, I of E. 5.75
2 of B, a of F
6.00
6.25
3 of C
2 of B, I of E
6.25
a of B, a of C, i of D. 625
a of B, 2 of C
6.75
2 of B, a of D
6.75
7.25
2 of B, a of C
3 of B
7.75

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Regular
Price.

Regular

CLAS S F. Price.
Book News, m
$ .60
Practical Farmer, w 1.00
The Camera, m.... 1.00
Home & Flowers. m 1.00

Positively no modifications of the following combinations will be allowed.
Our Price
0000 HEALTH and
EVERYBODY'S with i of F
E
$4.75

ROOD HEALTH and
EVERYBODY'S with i of B, 2 of

"
"

CLASS C.

World's Work, m
$3.00
Literary Digest. w ...... ..... 3.00
Town and Country, w........ 3.00

Our Price

$2.00
2 of F
2.25
a of E
2.25
3 of F
2.50
a of E, a of F
2.50
a of E, 2 of F
2.75
2 of E
2.75
2 of E, a of F
3.00
3 of E
3.25
2 of D
3.75
a of D, 2 of E
375
I of C, a of E
3.75
I of C, 2 of F..... 3.75
a of C, a of E, a of F. 4.00
2 of D, a of F
4.00
2 of D, a of E
4.25
a of C, 2 of E
4.25
I of C, a of D
4.25
I of C, a of D, a of F. 4.5o
2 of C
4.75
a of C, a of D, i of E. 4.75

IMPORTANT NOTE.-Not more than five periodicals can be formeu mt. one combination. " Good Health "
and " Everybody's Magazine " must be included in each and every combination. Foreign postage extra,

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO., 1,Z.31,-11-1-1A217".':
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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OUR GREAT COMBINATION OFFERS.
By special arrangements we can furnish the following
combinations at these low prices:GC,OD FIEAI,TH,
66

GO

66

GO

OG

SS

66

•'
64

66
MI
4d
44

64

66
04
6$

414

$

66
66
46
46

16
60

•

46

66
66

••
44
46

66
46

•

66

46

64.

66
64

46

441

66
64
46

GG

66
4.6
tit

Oa

REGULAR
SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION CLUB
PRICE
PRICE

Success, Review of Reviews, and Cosmopolitan
es
25 60 $3 00.
Leslie's Monthly
3 00
....5 50
f•
"
"
"
300
Everybody's
5 50
66
North American Review, Current Literature, and New England Magazine....
15 50 6 50
46
46
Current Literature, and North American
Review
12 50 550
et
St
Current Literature, and New England
Magazine
10 50
450
64
041
"
and
Current Literature
...... .... 7 50
3 50
....
"
" Leslie's Weekly .......... . .. .. . 8 50
425
"
and Review of Reviews
4 60
2 50
Current Literature, and Leslie's Monthly
6 00
300
"
.14
66
" Cosmopolitan
6 00
3 00
Current Literature, and Good Housekeeping
3 00
6 00
64
lion
New England Magazine, and Cosmopolitan
300
N ew EnglandMagazine. and Leslie's Monthly
"
6 00
300
"
Current Literature and New England Magazine
3 50
8 00
"
Cosmopolitan, and Leslie's Monthly
.......... ....... 4 00
2 50
"
and Cosmopolitan
3 00
2 00
8 25
Leslie's Weekly
6 00
and Success
2 00
150
" Cosmopolitan ....... ............ ........ ............. .. ,
2 00
1 50
" American Boy
2 00
150
" Century Magazine
5 00
435
" Bookkeeper
2 00
150
° Conkers Home Journal
1 50
1 20
" Delineator.... ......... ........... ........ ...... .........
2 00
1 50
420
" Harper's Bazar (or Magazine or Weekly)
5 00
Independent.
300
2 75
" Journal of Applied Microscopy
2 00
150
" Modern Culture
1 50
2 00
2 00
" Munsey's
150
4 00
Music (Chicago) ..... , ....... ........... ............. ...........
3 20

" New Voice
200
" Pearson's
2 00
" Scientific American
4 00
.... ........ ........ ............. .... ....... ..... 4 00
" Scribner's
Union Signal
, 2 00
" Woman's Home Companion
2 00

" World's Work
" Youth's Companion (new)
" Vegetarian Magazine

4 00
2 75
2 00

1 60
150
350
3 50
150
150
350
2 15

125

SUBSTITUTIONS.

SPECIAL.
Subscriptions may be either NEW or RENEW s L. except to the Review of Reviews, Current Literature, and the North American Review,
which must be new names Present subscribers
to any of these three magazines may, however,
renew their subscriptions by adding $1.00 for each
renewal subscription, to the combination prices
named.

A new subscription to Review of Reviews, a
new subscription to Current Literature, and a
new or renewal subscription to New England
Magazine may be substituted each for the other.
ALL MAGAZINES SENT TO ONB OR DIFFERENT ADDRESSES. Personal Checks Accepted.

We guarantee our readers that these periodicals
cannot be secured in any other way at so small a
cost. Subscriptions will begin with issues requested, whenever possible to supply
copies, otherwise with the issue of the month following that in which the subscriptions
are received. Send in your orders early, with names of the magazines, the address or
addresses to which they are to be sent, and the necessary remittance, and satisfactory
service will be guaranteed.

TO OUR READERS:

Addr¢ss a. II orders to

•

GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN.

3101ofv*******1frtt
In reol.ving to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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The SL Helena Sanitarium
OPEN ALL THE YEAR
wte

wte

SCENERY.

EQUIPMENT.

Overlooks the beautiful
Napa Valley in its most
charming section. Sixty
acres of well-kept lawns,
beautiful gardens and extensive groves of pine, live
oak, and madrona.

The buildings consist of
a main five-story structure, ten cottages, gymnasium, chapel, laboratories,
natatorium, besides thirty
tents. Well furnished and
steam heated, complete
scientific apparatus, electric calls, elevator. Every
accompaniment of a wellconducted institution of
its kind.

CHARMING WALKS AND
DRIVES

if Se

at' ay. sr

SERVICE
For regular physicians, thirty trained nurses, forty assistants ; skilled operators for
application of massage, Swedish movements, and all kinds of electric and water treatment ;
classified dietaries. Infectious and offensive patients not received.
Address ST. HELENA SANITARIUM, St. Helena, Cal.

• Mr"VIIM.P."\"0""Nr"1,0" 1"1,411•Me"Nril..1V-o'VO."'W.4410MI'n,•^'W'N., •

•"Nr•^"Ne •

THE LIFE BOAT.
A MONTHLY ILLUSTRATED 24-PAGE MAGAZINE, DEVOTED
TO THE INTERESTS OF CITY MISSION WORK.
EDITORS: W. S. SADLER , DAVID PAULSON, M. D.

The " Life Boat " was established in 1898 with a circulation of 500. It now has a regular
circulation of about io,000. Each number shows scenes with which the mission worker is
brought face to face in his efforts to help humanity in our large cities.
It is the earnest endeavor of the editors to make the journal a true reflector of the work
with which it is so intimately connected. The " Life Boat " tells how, by hearing the simple
story of the gospel, men and women are transformed. It is appreciated by all classes of society.
Two special prison editions of fifty thousand copies have been issued. If sufficient funds can be secured,
other numbers will be issued the coming year. Some of the leading articles in the December number are:
"A History of the Development of the Chicago Medical Mission Work," by Dr. Kellogg; "Early Experiences in
Chicago Medical Mission," by Dr. Kress, who has charge of the Sanitarium work in Australia; " Our First Medical Missionary Work in Darkest Chicago," by Dr. Rand; "An Impressive Anniversary Service," a personal
experience of a young woman who has been marvelously saved and kept, as a result of city missionary work in
Chicago; "Two Years and a Half in Connection with the Chicago Medical Missionary Training School," by Dr.
Paulson; " Outcasts and Prisoners," by Mrs. W. S. Sadler, who has carried on for a number of years an extensive
correspondence with prisoners al' over this country; "What Rescue Work Means," by Fannie Emm el, the matron
of our Life Boat Rest for Girls, giving a clear description of the methods employed in trying to direct back to the
right paths the feet of the erring and outcast; " A Glimpse of the Life Boat Mission Work," is an interesting
article by E. B. Van Doran, Superintendent of the Life Boat Mission;" What Can Be Done with the Fragments of
Humanity ?" a most interesting article by Mr. H. L. Henderson, Chaplain of the Indiana State prison, which
shows what can be done for the prisoner behind the bars. Luther Warren, under the title of "Some Experiences Not Easily Forgotten," relates a thrilling incident which occurred while he was connected with the Chicago
Medical Mission. "How a Drug Fiend Secured the First Suggestion from a Copy of the Life Boat," which
eventually resulted in her being delivered from the horrors of drug slavery.

Send 5c for a Sample Copy, or 25c for a Yearly Subscription.

ADDRESS LIFE BOAT, NO. 28 THIRTY - THIRD PLACE, CHICAGO.
•
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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REVIEW &HERALD
PUBLISHING CO.,
POLYGLOT PRINTERS.
THE LARGEST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT BETWEEN
BUFFALO AND CHICAGO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1850.
INCORPORATED IN 1861.
REINCORPORATED IN 1891.

CAPITAL STOCK, $250,000.
FLOOR SPACE, 80,000 SQUARE FEET.
WE DO ALL KINDS OF PRINTING.

4

4

4

ELECTROTYPING, BINDING,
ENGRAVING,

PHOTO-ENGRAVING, ILLUSTRATING,
AND ORIGINAL DESIGNING.

The best facilities for handling large contracts.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN,
U. S. A.
If

In replying to advertisements please mention 0001) HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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The Pearl of the Republic.

PICTURESQUE

OLD MEXICO is not only
one of the most interesting and charming countries for winter residence and travel
on account of its magnificent scenery and
primitive and perennially entertaining customs of the native people, and the profusion
of flowers, fruits, and the delightful and continuous warm, not hot, sunny weather, but
because of the remarkable salubrity of its climate. Lying at an altitude of five to seven
thousand feet above sea level, the great plateau of Mexico, situated within the Tropics,
presents unique, indeed we may say, unapproached climatic conditions for all classes,
especially for chronic invalids, and even persons calling themselves well who need the
advantages of rest and change.
Guadalajara is perhaps on the whole the
most desirable location in the Republic. The
attractions of this wonderful old city are
varied and numerous. One of the chief is the Guadalajara Sanitarium (called by the natives Sanitario Americano).
This large newly erected structure is located in the midst of the city gardens, surrounded by palms and orange trees.
and commanding on all sides most delightful and varied scenery. This is the only place in Mexico where travelers
can receive United States comforts and care. Competent nurses and physicians who have been trained in the Battle
Creek Sanitarium, with which institution the enterprise is connected, are in attendance, and patients are provided
with every necessary comfort and advantage. The prices charged are reasonable, somewhat less than similar rates
in the United States. For circulars containing full information, adchess —

GUADALAJARA SANITARIUM,
Guadalajara ,

Or Battle Creek Sanitarium, Battle Creek, Mich.

M cXICO.

New England Sanitarium
SOUTH LANCASTER, MASS.

1,9

A Thoroughly Modern Institution.
ir °NM:TOTED in affiliation with the Battle Creek (Mich.) Sanitarium, and, like
the latter institution, equipped with the
apparatus and appliances necessary for
the successful treatment of all chronic
disorders by modern and rational methods.
Admirably located, conveniently near
to Boston, and readily accessible from
New York and all the principal cities of
New England.

An Ideal Place to Spend a

Vacation.
Among the advantages offered to Invalids are Baths of Every Description, including the ElectricLight Bath, all forms of Massage and Electricity ; Trained Nurses and Operators from the Battle Creek Sanitarium; Prescribed Dietaries, with Special Facilities for examination and treatment of Stomach Disorders.

Circulars and particulars gladly sent. Address—

C. C. NICOLA, M. D., Supt.
In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Intellectual and Honest-Minded People
ARE THE READERS OF
It stands an active

force for the advancement of all that is good
and the repression of
evil.

THE UNION SIGNAL

It is ably edited, and
its contributors are
the nation's thinkers
and reformers.

The Union Signal is issued weekly, and is the exponent of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, whose forty departments cover every field of reform. The subscription rate is $1.00 per year in advance, or it can be obtained in combination with the following representative publications at these greatly reduced rates; foreign postage extra.
THE UNION SIGNAL and

Req.
Price
$3.00

Ram's Horn.
1.50
Union Gospel News
3.00
The Advance (new names)
4.00
The Outlook
3.00
The Examiner
2.00
Sunday School Times
3.00
The Standard
The Missionary Review (new names) 3.50
3.50
The Interior
Woman's Home Companion.. 2.00
4.00
The Literary Digest (new names)
4.00
Scribner's Magazine
5.00
Haryer's Magazine.... ......
5.00
Weekly
2.00
Bazaar
"

Comb.
Price
$1.60
1.20
2.45
3.65
2.65
1.65
2.70
2.80
3.15
1.50
3.30
3.65
4.10
4.10
1.70

Reit
THE UNION SIGNAL and
Price
. $3.00
Golf
Ainsiee's Magazine .......... ............. 2.00
The Century Magazine.... ......... ...... 5.00
4.00
St. Nicholas
5.00
The Atlantic Monthly
Success and Cosmopolitan Magazine 3.00
Frank Leslie's Pop. Magazine 3.00
"
3.00
and The Household ........
"
3.00
and Good Housekeeping
"
3.00
and The Designer
"
and Review of Reviews (new) 4.50
"
5.00
Current Literature (new)
"
5.00
New England Magazine
"
6 00
Leslie's Weekly
2.00
Good Health

Comb.
Price
$2.46

1.70
4 40
3.40
4.10
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.90
2.60
2.90
3.65
1.30

Remit by Money Order or Draft to THE UNION SIGNAL, 1110, 184 La Salle St., Chicago.

... the ...

nebraska Sanitarium
LOCATED AT
COLLEGE VIEW, NEB., offers the following inducements to the tired and suffering
public, who are seeking HEALTH, REST,
and COMFORT : Baths of every description, including the

electric-light bath.
institution is situated on an elevated
THE
site, overlooking the city of Lincoln, which

lies three miles to the northwest, and with
which it is connected by an electric street
railway.
A well-regulated institution for the treatment of all chronic diseases.
Buildings with modern improvements and
perfect sewerage, lighted with electricity,
heated by steam, and well ventilated.

Electricity in all forms.
Massage and manual Swedish movements
by trained manipulators.
Scientifically classified dietary.
Aseptic operating-rooms and surgical wards.
Laboratory of Hygiene for bacteriological
and microscopical investigation.
Well-trained physicians, with large experience in sanitarium medical work.
Trained nurses of both sexes.

Skillful attention given to the treatment of
DISEASES OF THE STOMACH AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEM,
DISEASES OF THE EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT, AND LUNGS,
DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN.
For circulars giving rates and further information, address A. N. LOPER, M. D., Supt., or

NEBRASKA SANITARIUM, College View, Neb.
in replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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Not such a Long Call from the

Wintry East to the Perpetual
Spring of California.
Less than three days from Chicago. Hardly four
days from Ne7. York 701a through fast trains of the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
. . . LOW EXCURSION HATES . . .
Ask nearest agent for literature about the greatest resort
land in the world.
W. G. NEIMYER, GEN'L AGT.,
193 CLARK STREET.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

_A

CHICAGO AND OMAHA'
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE
Over new road recently built from Tara, Iowa, through Rockwell City,
Denison and Council Bluffs in connection with the Central 's
Western line from Chicago through Rockford, Freeport, Dubuque,
Independence, Waterloo, Webster City and Fort Dodge.
Fast, daily, few stops, buffet-library-smoking car,
sleeping car, free reclining chair car, dining car.
Fast, daily, principal intermediate stops, sleeping car, free reclining chair car, dining car.

"The Limited"
"The Express"

Omaha o') Minneapolis roo St. Paul Short Line.
Also new, in connection with Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R.
between Fort Dodge and the twin cities. Night train with
through sleeping car; day train with buffet-parlor car.
Schedules and Tickets of R. R. Ticket Agents
A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 1. C. R. R.
CHICAGO.
.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

MICHIGAN
Cincinnati Northern Railroad Co. 1,,
"The Niagara falls Route."
Corrected Nov. 3, 1901.

TIME TABLE No. 9.

EAST
IN EFFECT SEPT. 22,1901.

Trains Pass Battle Creek, as follows:

WEST-BOUND.

6 53 P. m
1 58 P. M.
830 A. M

No. 22, Mail and Express
No. 24, Accommodation
No. 28, Local Freight
EAST-BOUND.

8 30 A. M.
1 33 P. M.
i 15 P. m,

No. 21, Mail and Express
No. 23, Accommodation
No. 27, Local Freig.ic

Direct connections
roads diverging.

Close

Cincinnati.

made at Toledo with all
connections for Detroit and
J. L. READE,

are

Ticket A t-t.. Battle Creek,

E. R. SMITH, City Pass. Agt.. 6 West Main St.

GRAND TRUNK R'Y SYSTEM.
8 4

EAST
Chicago
Valparaiso
South Bend
.

Battle Creek .

Lansing . •
Durand
Saginaw .
•
.
Bay City .
Detroit . •
Flint
.
•
•
.
Port Huron
London . . .
Hamilton . .
Suspension Bridge
Philadelphia .
New 'York .
.
Toronto .
Montreal .
Boston .
Portland .

.
.
.
. .
.

WEST
Portland
Boston
Montreal . .
Toronto
.
New York .
Philadelphia .
.
Buffalo .
.
Suspension Bridge
Hamilton . .
London . .
Port Huron . .
Flint.
.
.
.
Bay City .
•
Saginaw .
.
.
Detroit .
.
•
Durand .
Lansing.
Battle Creek ,
South Bend.
Valparaiso
Chicago .

6

2

10

5

7

9

11 75

AM 8.15 pkt 6.00 AM10 30
11.30
7.30
. r510.50 AM 9.00
AM 8.30
AM 7.40 pm 1.00 Pm 5.25
PM 6.10
8.00 Am10.00
7.00
8.45
. AM 8.15 AM 8.00 PM 9.30
11.15
7.00 PM 2.00
8.45
,
11.05
9.00 AM 3.20 AM 6.50 rM 3.50
. M 12.00
8.45
5.54
PM 1.35
11.07
4.54
4.00
7.25
•
4.25
8.00
4.10
7.00
. AM11.30 10.00
6.30
9.30
5.22
PM 2.02 Am12.05
7.53
10.50
6.05
2.45
1.2.57
.
9.10 AM 7.30
7.10 P512.15
2.17
9.
PM 5.20
2.39
8.5.5
5.36
4.08
3.57
10.05
5.25
8.51
0.18
11.55
8.45
7.20
.

Nos. 2-4-6-8 Daily
Nos. 10-76-Daily ex't Sunday

G. W. VAUX,
A. G. P. &T. A.. Chicago.

10 14

4

36

*Night tDetr it (Mail & .N.Y & *East's 'N.Y. *An' tic
Express Ancom. Express Bos. Sp. Express St.Sp. Express

Chicago. . . . pm 9.95
am 6.45 am10.30 pm 8.00 pm5.30 pm11.30
Michigan City . .
11.25
8.43 pm12.08
4.39
7.00 am 1.20
Niles
am 12.40
10.15
1.00
5.35
7.55
2.30
Kalamazoo . .
2.10 am 7.30 m3312.10
2.08
6.45
9.03
4.10
3.00
Battle Creek . .
8.10
2.42
1.00
7.17
9.37
5.00
Lan
Marshall. .
.
3.93
8.30
3.09
7.43
5.30
Albion .
9.01
. .
3.:5
3.30
1.50
8.03
5.52
Jackson . . ,
10.0.
4.50
4.05
2.35
8.40 10.50
6.40
11.11
Ann Arbor . .
5.55
4.58
3.47
9.30 11.40
7.45
Detroit
. . .
7.15 pm13.3t
6.00
5.30
10.00 am1240
9.15
Falls View . .
pm 5.09
Suspension Bridge
5.32
Niagara Falls
5.40
Buffalo . . .
am12.20 am 7.00
7.50
6.30
Rochester . .
8.13
9.00 10.00
8.40
Syracuse. . . .
5.15
10.55 Pm1215
10.45
Albany . . . .
9.05 pm 2.30
4.50 am 2.50
New York . .
pm 1.30
6.00
8.45
7.00
Springfield .
12.18
6.10
8 32
8.05
Boston . . . .
3.00
9.00 11.30
8.46
5
3
7
17-21
23
13
37
WEST *Night *NY S° 'Mail & *Fast • Nrst'n 113.1. *Pacific
F.x press
Ch.Sp Expre,s Mail. Express Ac'm. Express
Boston . . . .
pm 2.00
pm 4.15
pm 6.00
New York . . .
4.00
am 8.45
6.00
am 3.15
Syracuse . . .
11.30
am 2.00
10.20
Rochester . . .
am 1.20
4.05
pm12.10
Buffalo . . . .
3.20
m 6.25
5.20
3.50
Niagara Falls .
6.02
4.32
Suspension Bridge
Falls View . .
6.31 Pm
5.07
Detroit . . . . pm 8.20
8.25 am 7.15 am12.30 pm12.40
11.15
4.35
Ann Arbor .
9.38
9.23
8.40
1.20
1.38
5.45 am12.20
Jackson . . . .
11.20
10.20
11.05
2.20
2.40
7.25
1.35
Battle Creek . . atn12.4
11.84 pm 13.25
3.30
3.00
9.50
9.90
Kalamazoo . . .
1.40 pm12.10
1.20
4.0.5
4.28 10.00
3.40
Niles .
. .
3.25
1.23
3.35
5.28
6.05
5.08
Michigan City .
4.47
2.20
4.45
6.22
7.05
6.06
Chicago . .
6.55
4.00
6.40
7.5
8.55
7.50
• Daily. I Daily except Sunday.
Trains on Battle Creek Division depart at 7.45 a. m. and 4.00 p. m., sod
arrive at 12.40 p. m. and 6.10 p. m. Daily except Sunday.

0. W. RUGGLES,

R. N. R. WHEELER,

GenerAl Pam. & Ticket Agent, Chicago.

Ticket Agent, Battle Creek.

76

AM 7.32
AM11.05 pM 3.02 PM 8.15
10.25
P7612.49
10.05
4.53
11.52
2.08
11 35 AM 7.111
6.15
PMA2.00 PM 5.00
4.14
AM
2.00
AM
7.00
8.15
0.45
6.25
3.28
8.30
5.20
9.28
8.30
4.25
6.00
9.30
10.15
8.10
11.05
8.10
8.45
11.10
8.45
9.20
11.50
8.00
7.30
7.28
4.54
10.21
10.40
9.30
9.40 A512.30
7.00 P812.20
AN12.32
10.10
3.27
2.10
5.24 rm12.25
8.50 AM 3.40
1.55
3.40
7.05
8.15
10.00
3.05
8,20
PM 3.47 PM 7.20 AM 6.55 AM 8.56 PM 3.47
4.33
8.23
9.33
4.33
8.23
AM 7.40 PM 1.30 PM 7.40
AM 7.30
PM 7.00
PM 7.05
AM 8.15
6.90
14.00

3

8 12 8

N08. 3-5-7-Daily
Nos. 9-11-75-Daily ex't Sunday

W. C. CUNLIFFE,
Agent. Battle Creek.

ALWAYS IN
THE LEAD
THE UNION PACIFIC
was the first line to introduce Dining Cars, Vesti-

buled Cars, Steam Heat, Pintsch Light, Buffet
Smoking and Library Cars, Tourist Cars, on transcontinental trains west of the Missouri River, and
continues to lead. Is first in equipment; first in
speed; first in important improvements; first in
stupendous engineering enterprises; first in historic
interest; first in scenic attractions.

IT AGAIN LEADS
in reducing by several hours the time of

"THE OVERLAND LIMITED"
to the

Pacific Coast,
making the run from Omaha to
Quicker
Salt Lake City, 11 hrs. I
San Francisco, 15 hrs. ?- THAN ANY OTHER
Train.
Portland, . . 15 hrs. )
BE SURE YOUR TICKET READS OVER THIS ROUTE.
Information cheerfully furnished on application.

W. G. NEIMYER, G. A.
193 So. Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.

in replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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VERIANDDIVIITED

E BEST OF EVERYTHING
TICKET OFFICES

CHICAGO, UNION PACIFIC AND
NORTH-WESTERN LINE
461 Broadway, - New York1
601 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
368 Washington St., - Boston
301 Main St., — Buffalo
Chicago
212 Clark St.,
-

435 Vine St., - - Cincinnati
507 Smithfield St,- Pittsburg
234 Superior St., - Cleveland
17 Campus-Martine, - Detroit
2 King St., East, Toronto, Ont.
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The Cleveland Sa.nitarium.
)4Mek
Excellent facilities for giving Electric-Light Baths, Water Treatment of all
sorts, Massage, Swedish Gymnastics, and other Rational Treatments. The work
is in charge of skilled physicians and nurses from the Battle Creek Sanitarium.

Address—
0.11

ilk

Init. A. W.

HERR,

*
iii
4
4
*
*

iii
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*

230 EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
;
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w
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In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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Mexican Central
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In reading and seeking "Goou HEALTH,"
do not overlook Mexico and the fact
that the Mexican Central Ry. is not only
the best but the most popular route
through that country.

liti
. .
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Passengers via this line avoid the annoyances incidental to transfer at the
border, secure through Pullman Buffet
Car Service, and more comfort than could
possibly be car
col hferrow
mi se
both Kansas
re service
City and St. Louis, without change, direct
to Mexico City.
"Ilb,

The
Pioneer
Limited.
Famous
Train
of
the
World.
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Mexico is one of the very few combination summer and winter resorts on
the continent.
Call on any Mexican Central Agent for
further particulars, or address —
T. R. RYAN, General Agent,

,

THE ST. PAUL ROAD
( Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

,1117.

236 S. Clark St., Chicago.11,151
W. D. MURDOCK,
Ass't Gen'i Pass. Agent,
Mexico City, Mex.
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Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

Equipment and Service
Unequaled.
Time tables, maps and information
furnished on application to
F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent.
Chicago, Ill.

Pullman Buffet Car Service.
A HEALTHY MIND IN A
HEALTHY BODY,
HOW TO GET IT.

Emmanuel Missionary College, Berrien Springs,
Mich., — A school which trains missionaries.

INDEX FOR
GOOD HEALTH
VOLUME XXXVI,
1901

SEND FOR CALENDAR.

GORRESPONDENGE -STUDY
DEPORTMENT.

CAN BE OBTAINED BY
SENDING A POSTAL TO

An opportunity for parents and teachers,
gospel laborers, and young people to carry
on systematic home study. Thorough,
practical, inexpensive. Handbook sent free.
. . . ADDRESS . . .

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY COLLEGE,
CORRESPONDENCE DEPARTMENT,

GOOD HEALTH PUB. CO.,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

BERRIEN SPRINGS, - MICHIGAN.
,a replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Sales Agents and
Shippers of. . . .

Bituminous Coal from the Nines of

Perry Payne Building
Cleveland, Ohio

Spitzer Building
Toledo, Ohio

la replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Printing Presses
For all Classes of Letterpress Work.
High=Speed, Four-Roller, Front Delivery, Table Distribution Book and Job
Press. Made in eleven sizes, from 26 x 36 to 48 x 65. This press is built
to do the finest class of printing, and is specially adapted for half-tone
work both in black and in colors. It is the standard Flat-Bed Press of the
world to-day, as the producer of a greater quantity and finer class of
work than any other press on the market.

High-Speed, Two-Roller, Front Delivery, Table Distribution Book and Job
Press. Made in six sizes, from 30 x 42 to 45 x 62. This press is designed
for a little cheaper class of book and Job work than our Four-Roller,
differing only in the number of form rollers, having two instead of
four; otherwise it is similar in all its other features, and is faster.

High-Speed, Two-Roller, Rear Delivery, "Rack and Pinion" Distribution Job and News Press. Made in five sizes, from 30 x 42 to 43 x 56. Its

method of distribution is " rack and pinion cylindrical " instead of " table." The class of work to which this press is more specially adapted
is newspaper and poster work. Felt packing used. It is very fast.

High-Speed Pony Press, Two-Roller, Rear or Front Delivery, "Rack and
Pinion" or "Table" Distribution. Made in two sizes. 25 x'30 and 26

24. This press has a well-earned reputation for remarkable speed and
the superior quality of work it does.

Our new Sheet Delivery
Which delivers the sheet PRINTED SIDE UP OR DOWN, as may
be desired, we put on all our presses with the exception of the
" Job and News " and the smaller sized "Pony." This adds but little
to the cost of the press to the purchaser, and is a great convenience.

For prices, terms, and other particulars address

The Miehle Printing Press & Mfg. Co.,
Main Office and Factory, Cor. Clinton and Fulton Sts.,
South Side Office,
274 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

in replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HbAL,T11.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

What

1 .00

will

For one dollar cash and one dollar each month for SIX months, we will send you twelve
books and three periodicals mentioned below
Each Book is Bound in Attractive and Durable Cloth

$0 50
Jack the Conqueror 50
Left with a Trust 50
Letters from the Holy Land 50
Fiji and Samoa
50
Tonga Islands
50
Two Cannibal Archipelagoes - - 50
Life on the Kongo
50
Among the Northern Icebergs
50
Native Life in India
50
Life of Martin Luther 50
Life of John Wycliffe 50
Life of Savonarola - SIGNS OF THE TIMES one year I 50
I 00
GOOD HEALTH
I 00
SENTINEL OF LIBERTY "

Regular Price - $9 50

Or you can get the same books,
bound in paper, with the periodicals, for $r.00 cash and $I.00 each
month for four months.
Or if you want to pay cash down,
the price will be $6.75 for the
cloth-bound books, and $4.75 for
the paper-bound. The papers
will be sent one year in each
instance.
Books to one address and papers
to another—All the books must go
to one address, but the papers may
be sent to different names and
addresses if desired.
Books sent with first payment—
Books will be sent and subscriptions for papers entered on receipt
of order, accompanied by Veto.
Everything prepaid—You do not
have to pay a cent more than we
have mentioned. Mail or express is fully prepaid by us.
Only one thousand sets—This
offer is good to old and new subscribers alike. If you are already
taking the papers your subscription
will be extended one year. The
only limit is the quantity of books
we have on hand—one thousand
sets.

ORDER BLANK
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING CO., Oakland, Cal.
Gentlemen: Please send me by express' , the twelve volumes of YOUNG PEOPLE'S
LIBRARY In

binding, and the SIGNS OF THE TIMES, GOOD HEALTH,

and SENTINEL OF LIBERTY, each one year, for which I enclose $1.00, and promise to pay
$1.00 a month for t

months.

*If you do not have an express office, scratch out the word express,
ttf paper-covered set of books is wanted, FOUR months; if cloth set, SIX MONTHS.

In replying to advertisements please mention GOOD HEALTH.

FOR BREAD, ROLLS, PIESCAKE
r,
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GOLD MEDAL

FLO U R

"ALWAYS GOOD

dnO

GOOD ALL WAYS:'

A VAST CYCLOPEDIA

a,

Physiology, Hygiene, and the Treatment
of Disease,
Fortieth Thousand, revised edition, contains 1,742 pages, illustrated with 500
Engravings, including 27 Full-page Colored Plates,
and a Colored Manikin.

ome hand-Book
of Domestic Hygiene and Rational Medicine.
BY J. H. KELLOGG, M. D.

INDEX OF SYMPTOMS

referring to over 3,000 subjects, furnishes a key to the vast fund of useful knowledge
which this book contains, by enabling the user to discover at once the nature of his

malady, a feature which is wholly unique, and which is found in no other work of the kind.

No Household is Complete without a Copy.
Send for catalogue and descriptive circulars.
PRICES.
Muslin, Richly Embossed in Jet and Gold, $4.50
Half Buffing, Marbled Edges,
5.00
Library, Marbled Edges, 5.50
- 6.5o
Full Buffing. Royal Edition,
o.00
Full Morocco, Royal Edition, -

GOOD HEALTH PUBLISHING CO"
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

the
Colorado
Sanitarium
LIE
._ g •
L

Twenty-nine miles
northwest of the city
of Denver is a wellequipped and well-regulated institution for the
treatment of all chronic
disorders. Buildings
with all modern conveniences, including steamheating, electric lights,
elevators, gymnasium.

Baths of Every Description, ractring the Electrio-L1ght
massage and manual Swedish movements.
Electricity in Every orm.
medicated 'fir Rooms for
, 7: treatment of Diseases of the
Classified Dietary.
and MicroCaboratory of hymen for Bacteriological.
THE COLORADO SANITARIUM, - Boulder, Colo.
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Battle Creek Sanitarium
The Oldest of and
Most Completely
Equipped Establishment of Its
Sort in the World.
Beautifully and .,"1
Healthfully Located.ot
ot
ti

All the needs of a chronic invalid are anticipated and provided for. A fine gymnasium
and trained instructors, swimming bath, baths and electrical appliances of all useful sorts,
Swedish movements, massage, special dietaries, bacteriological and chemical laboratories
for special researches. All conveniences of a first-class hotel. Incurable and offensive patients not received. For circulars, address—
BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM, Battle Creek, Mich.
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